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SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL

Stewart & Carolyn Donald 
 

We refer to our property at  consisting of 7.94 hectares which forms part of 
which Nillumbik referred to as Area C in previous studies (see map below)



Of 44, allotments identified in Area C only 3 comply with the 8-hectare minimum allotment size as 
identified in the attached map.

The allotments vary in size from .4 ha upwards with 88% of allotments being 2ha and under, to 
which Nillumbik Council have previously referred to as rural residential in character.

In consideration of reducing the allotment area of our property using a consistent and merit-based 
approach we refer to 3 previous recommendations put forward by_

• Nillumbik Council in 2003. That Area "C" be included within the urban growth boundary.
• The independent panel & advisory panel in April 1999 that ERZ 2HA over our land in area C 

with an averaging option to allow the creation of lots with a minimum lot size of 1.5ha if 
conservation objectives are enhanced.

• Nillumbik Councils, Melbourne 2030 submission February 2003, which indicated "a more 
robust UGB will be achieved if it is based on a sound planning principle rather than arbitrary 
line between existing residential and non-urban zones.

• The proposed Green Wedge Legislation and two draft zones are far too restrictive and do 
not reflect the values and features of the Nillumbik Green Wedge. (See Below)



Merit based studies have identified our property as being suitable for the creation of smaller 
allotments include:

• Successful implementation of smaller allotments in the nearby Plenty area
• Within close periphery of a closely subdivided urban area
• Is of a size that is too small for long term agricultural use and too large for easy effective 

management
• Are experiencing difficulty in pastoral management because of boundary issues with 

adjoining properties
• Is largely cleared of vegetation and in this instance performing a defacto role of buffer 

between the nearby urban areas and outer areas of greater vegetation cover
• Is zoned rural conservation (schedule 3) allowing for lots with a minimum size of 8 ha.
• Is just outside the urban growth boundary
• Water electricity and telephone services, are currently available, gas and sewage services 

are available nearby.

Area "C" in the defined attachment is in close proximity and in many instances within walking 
distance of infrastructure such as:

4 Primary Schools
1 Secondary School
2 Railway Stations 
Numerous bus connections
Emergency Services, Police, Fire Brigade and Ambulance

A key problem is that the locality in question is not rural, environmental rural or quintessential^ 
Nillumbik Green Wedge in character at all. At the best it is suburban rural landscape character "SLO 
14".

The settlement clearly indicates that the development of area C proceeded rezoning. The table 
below illustrates the number of allotments above and below the 8 ha minimum in area C of the 
Diamond Creek urban growth study.

.4ha.-2ha.26 60.4%
2.1ha. - 4ha. 12 27.9%
4.1ha. - 6ha. 1 2.3%
6.1ha. - 8ha. 2 4.7%
8ha. + 2 4.7%

As all allotments contain dwellings and outbuildings etc. it is clearly evident that Area "C" having 
considerable building and development opportunities exercised over the years a rural residential 
outcome has evolved despite the retrospective zoning.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Previous comprehensive studies have indicated that existing flora and fauna is consistent throughout 
Victoria and the reduction of allotment areas would not propose a threat to either.

Perversi Avenue, Bishop Avenue Road ways are unsealed. Prevailing winds most commonly south 
westerlies blanket the area with environmental and health hazardous dust and other toxic materials 
identified through forensic testing.



Despite only 5 dwellings situated along the unmade section of , traffic volumes 
number an average 1083 vehicles per day, a clear indication that  or feeder road to 
outer suburbs.

SOCIAL
Our family  have now occupied property along  since the 1800's spanning 6 
generations.

Inconsistent and bewildering planning decisions have resulted in urban development and 
redevelopment along the hard edge of the UGB and Green Wedge rural properties.

The rural properties providing a backyard, parkland, playground and dumping ground for their urban 
neighbours, evidenced by the number of gateways, fence removals, piles and piles of rubbish due to 
easy access.

Rubbish dumping, vandalism, theft graffiti, stray dogs and speeding motorists are a direct result of 
past poor planning outcomes.

NOTE Dog attacks on livestock result in conflict between neighbours and restrict land use and 
livestock carrying possibilities.

The recent shooting of neighbour's dogs is a major concern.

NOTE Age care facilities (ageing in place), homes or a village catering for our ageing population is 
badly needed in the Diamond Creek area - allowing dignified living in social and familiar surrounds.

ECONOMIC
Area "C" comprises of approximately 100ha., livestock numbers are minimal and by enlarge utilised 
to manage land through grazing.

All agricultural pursuits have been studied resulting in a conclusion that no meaningful agricultural 
activities are worthwhile - soils been very poor.
NOTE an, application by  to erect a hothouse and grow hydroponic tomatoes at  

 drew wide spread objection from neighbours and urban residents on the basis of excessive 
noise and visual pollution.

Existing infrastructure supports a planning scheme amendment of area "C" into more manageable 
allotments also resulting in increased economic activity in the township. Sealed roads via private 
road schemes, additional council rates, better, efficient and appropriate land use, happy residents 
and dust free walking tracks.

CONCLUSION
The subject land can hardly be described as rural or rural conservation and is more fittingly 
described as urban fringe. It is not evident how a blanket 8ha. Minimum subdivision already 
exceeded protects the environment and landscape values in non-urban areas.

Surely a better approach is to review how existing infrastructure within such proximity to the 
township of Diamond Creek can be better utilised and the environmental and landscape values of 
the land be promoted through a more flexible and performance-based approach rather than a 
blanket subdivision control.



We understand that further strategic work and investigations are required to promote the long term 
management of this land as it should be subject to a change in the schedule that would enhance 
Green Wedge management in a manner that is contiguous with existing residential allotments.

Put simply "hard edges" don't work!
Buffer zones do!
Area "C" lies adjacent to a major activity centre.
A buffer zone needs to be created between the urban allotments and rural properties east of 
Reynolds Road.

This Nillumbik Council now has the opportunity to rectify past anomalies to finally get it right!

See pictures below to show what type of things are going on in our area.

Kind Regards

Stewart Donald 
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Shane Pickett, Wanyarang Lightning Calling 2005.
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A large Frog climbed out of 
the swamp and was sitting on 
the bank when it started to 
rain.

It rained so much that a big 
river was created. The frog 
called the river, Yarra*



*Yarra is a Wurundjeri word meaning 'eternally (lowing’.

Pre-Contact Wurundjeri - The Aboriginal History of Yarra
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truly monstrous creature, more like 7m in length,sat unchallenged at the top of the food chain.
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Varanus priscus was the largest land-living lizard in history (Credit: Stocktrek Images Inc/Alamy

Fauna lound at the Naracoorte Fossil Site

Procoptodon goliah - the largest of the leaf-eating kangaroos 
(200kg) could stand on tiptoe, prop on its tail and reach leaves 
up to three metres from the ground. The skull is short and deep, 
an indication it had enough power in its jaws to grind up very 
tough leaves.

Palorchestes azael - originally described as a giant 
kangaroo based on a few fossil teeth. As more fossils of 
this species were found, researchers realised that it must 
have walked on four legs. Palorchestes may also have 
had a small trunk, hence the name “marsupial tapir”.

Thylacoleo camifex - commonly called the marsupial 
lion, it had a cat-like skull with large slicing premolars or 
cheek teeth. Combined with a large retractable thumb 
claw and powerful forelimbs this animal would have been 
a fearsome predator.

Megalania the largest 
venomous animal ever 
to have lived

Mega fauna

Diprotodon australis - the largest marsupial to 
ever live in Australia, weighing over two tonnes. It 
is rarely found in the cave deposits, because its 
sheer size prevented it from falling through most 
cave openings.

Thylacinus 
cynocephalus - the 
thylacine or Tasmanian 
tiger is now extinct, the 
last one dying in the r2~
Hobart Zoo in 1936. Despite numerous reports each year, there has been no 
proof presented to show the animal is still alive.

Megalibgwilia ramsayi - a very large, long-beaked echidna '-’"rffar -
with powerful digging forelimbs. Their diet would probably have jfcjjSralijSk 
included worms and grubs rather than ants. &:

SMJ? '
Simosthenurus occidentalis - stood no taller than a modern ■ "
grey kangaroo, but was much more robust. It is one of the nine species of leaf
eating kangaroos identified at Naracoorte.

Wonambi naracoortensis - a large, non-venomous 
snake grew to a length of five to six metres and killed its 
prey by constriction. Wonambi is an Aboriginal word for 
the rainbow serpent. The species name naracoortensis 
reflects the fact It was first described from fossils found at 
Naracoorte.

Progura naracoortensis - a giant malleefowl was also first described from 
Naracoorte's fossils.

Zygomaturus trilobus - a marsupial with no modern day 
comparisons that probably lived in the wetter areas of 
Australia, feeding on clumps of reeds and sedges it 
shovelled up with two fork-like front incisors. The skull 
has raised nostrils that would be an advantage to the 
animal when feeding in water.



» ' -N

Giant wombat fossil
JUNE 27 2019 - 2:30PM

diprotodon, the largest known marsupial to roam the planet.
An illustration of the rhino-sized. 2.8 tonne diprotodon. diprotodons were herbivores
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cJlvLfa hM&AV/h/] jeusirust&ds (aAu<Aj

(Uvdb SpumAu Ao cAAru&v Ahu opmAwiA. lA
Ao^t> A -CtteMAu ~4£&p&u-J—•-- A .-i..0L'A

o^nAbt^hc/ tfetAcA^cnuAcjo

cu

- * - f ^n/n/J-aJb hoik"A\iA$jm€j C^jiqAc^

. ^luuj fvuuicb ^UeA ^-Somtm? At AwA cAb JUx^w
L n ‘ />n * ' vL&idjbi) aAcb S<*b AvuAAlm^

cJLajiccuAj h/urAL^ AlAcA (Upl'cm^ c^/w^rcuvAi t^eA^e- eMoAoJcoiAj 

^uyUsJj^vAUsu*. CuvnA> C&Ab ^p^&uAA^ ^fiew\
cw1/ AM^AAMJ2yioJUi/uut) \^<Ud±e#. ^yc^^U^L) OaaAj 'JktrfW £f3UU?&M&

kxuU [xmaaA&j Ak& b/foeJks.

cfAJhs/AoiJkj SJUAv (Au^/tAb m? Msfc&KCj Art gcuj (jAw^i^b /yvwMXttfUA 

AAjzAI JUiwAA&jdjXA mjAa^ rSiAj i eUUyrt (i^AuuAU^^^ & Ayj&b At 

C$J<Al$JIv Oa^cU bjufoyv? -^t^vMug, (PtyM 
(tk (A^aa^4j % ^epluQcuvJA, ? S<uAA oupAcAlAMo^ u/^

GaaAj (ImmoJA , vm tAsAedU AJla/vvdb c^aAA^AaAt ^(J+uA^oAjAj urcA

'>cPb%Aj Icm twJb AwAjAAuuu (AmAjjAuao*

cJ^A^ALeo urcm, (Amu &ALj Jd/haA^° a/^J 'j^a/vuv> <Ai>

'v^MaAb A4y Mim&VAo cJqjuumLqa^ ^

a/vuh sAtfiAuj (&r&i$>.<fyi&u mAALAAAV ^ximAIu

^m&lAg wmnj oJ&o cmAj ^Amw A&£b (^<Atu kw \+o /mA(^ <^plaesf

/YVUX& uwcAAndJ, ~HC(Ao(mvi&!) aAhtuAw Jt(bOAAy^cu^O Cjj@J0U>^ UAU&J) S|tQMJ&Aj QvwzL c&AzioO iQAj (y\rh^UyWilCuA> 1-falMC.

Known as 'marram' or 'kuyim', the kangaroos provide a good source ot 
meat for a whole family group. They can be speared when grazing in the 
cool out on the open plains or driven into nets. Great skill is needed to track 
a kangaroo. The hunters need to use sign language to communicate with 
each other to avoid making a noise that would scare off their prey.



11 Population density of Nillumbik Shire
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HtMlu oaaJj AoMloimj J^jMuAnh'/h Gmw l{!d^ iiuar* a q 

cAhmP ufb Ulkcm [ $

CifttW s p<tvb m> (vy\ yAapmAduA dM^OminmA 6^
SA -kay Wn $ l^^nv Ao Sujjbw dMk) ^ rruunAdh

, (puj "(pcm S&Wjtftj! (ypAunj^>?

(Mudut&iD JauJbltj auk! (KfflJz&ivtfj j& CMarfey *(p3l)

W; (A Afyub d'Oo00 p&o^ju OOivprMU M Adb $CuAhw ibfdpCLru 
cflo u A sluACb SR£$£MT A«0 E-NvYc^j^ Qji^/\A^D Jpii^&^uO 

b<j Alb/ SftOAMb Pm^deukm/ frt \W00 AmvaA Aaj Afyu qilo&$ (^pOO Jlotrwuj -WV £j
pbob e{ Aii& sJum ^vis&uy SMidj cffieun; t^d^ufj^rf) 

n/YrutjuoA^ Sup crh& oj (ddiM&zduu5 /Ymo^yf- cu(4pojc4<UJ dwdJ SurfAdSu 

pkutiy, (jofcj o4ilk joa/s&fj^ a*M@dpdA&ri XAlh(Hjj£n&,

fjuAa4$&> po^aJoaAP&w uaMj Jkd[&4$/2ft Cgfrurds fjSjfiaui omcU fyuurrieudJ
(PfeejJk (j02^ dduu^M/huA^. /s
cyub{& .UUuuaui n^ubiSAj1

S'/W (A& pp^olU^uO frlcfl Ultrdk uAuJk) -(Awntj A/W aJ ~M/nA *n
Qsw adjdJ cup^dd OV^dicUl^ -■ AS/ sMcdbut) <XUU jAvj&A ukAo l&£&$y QaaP 

lyvuMi (MtupuAj At cu gmcj&V peMiU< qc&j,

(h  rfrundu yrraub (o^eudh^ S cfcwrbcuAitO 4kd&u^dj Aun

Avuuik 5o ^eat^wy^L/ ^8<rm J^ud AAp QnJU/ anunucA-
nu> Ut yyvuuMA> uAUea d^y\ fycSAtyi/ Sjlpi&A'i
^dblojAAb Soyvuj asvydo Jz^AaxAu^oJi JAuu^AMj ab cu& yuuobclJiWo 

(nub -jjWyl a2> ouUhz JaxAubruVaa, JPa />u) Sq^mvcU)> ^ svjAj

jAuniA U> cu QjoM^icaAb ^(OctwjOOAA^j,  c^unAceO 
i/Mjku (ArtAAfaj> aAAdo-yy JI& AMuaIv J^A^ks oib dU 

Afb civileb&MJ §(Auny(j jAtZA^u^j Jjdn ftluti{Z(?^GwwJ.
cMJb a&M^_ Ajlu^Ai&cu^, Auu1 M00 3 Audiooa^j CfceMUib RouaJau^ Aubudj 
~A/i4jI' tAyfJob, Jlw SouuaO AAaA /Yuyun dOlaJPmA? mo aa

tUUuziAdd OUuxh/j ArX'U n^juuu feJLOjtf(Z(U' S (A^UcKua^i &J AiaxH-A OtA

AAu wuCGy a,rioi{c(A\* {dawAv tmSA ^ .
SdubiAj (J^aj ywujJju oMj Akj fAAjjJuLaih* uJce4is(lcAAaaj

1/aU CtuAcudui) c^ ^orO c&uMaAP hu <A<uunuO
o4Aii%i ^ Uevo — diib 1MUHdjAia JlvAidUmb. WeSfb/YiuMuA dbU 

ScLh>& cto. Auburn ' ^ 'J$Uuu I



Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire





WURUNDJERI DANCERS - PAN International



CJ &€&> 2 Qzeaj&vo ' CuJbki&att C^

AjMJUtylb /Yyi/YvuiJk&iZg) OlamO asvi^j ^ju4u@P>

5o(jtjG(wZ& by Ba^yu^ mmX 44zl£^Upv? c^^rvvt^& kj £ cxamLo^

OSVuL) OJ MjQ(yV^&iqAA^St> tuj Qeu{£w^LwJ3

Iqxj k/A^ om uiscU^v o0rMXbf/,
tlefaj&ujOl cAb&cZL^aLr 

§ jfc iWaji& ^/na^aiA uuvfc&b
4&&j /yamiSf Hex<i&. $ dZdjffiXcO cLeiMscu&b cd

/VM*cJk W^yta^WJ.
$ -4uuuO U^U^aa/cMj -l^O^lv^Ab b^H±kj Jk#vuJ -XiUj C&^tfJP CPA^J -^iAryvO 

(MjzJIa-bUb $/dleiMAy uj~H&<i&> UrQpz^&^AfoS clm^oO p#J£&<&eJ!> nvustzdco<£(LJ cucei)

^)e^Xcd^QyrUw cu^d> /<aba^A<ML/ QaXHw^^

CL&6 J^5 ^AAcU^MpC^ <U<tA^Q}<UjO^ OiAAcO

/YAMmJaL(IA didb cJw&Xfr.tIwaV I/^?

fkcJUp$ (AJOfUddi^, /yuulsAXJJU^ ty&AudJ gupp<H3jf'.
^VtfyX CUv  ^ Ml&> &&wuyQ) \jj u^MAd^C^ $

cMooA&t^lAMdi1 fa&lMJlMJ ‘^Xjyu^LUlJX (AStd^o 9^cu/ZoUj cIalcU 

H! <HvUAO JW (t-& (\y^Mj Milf £p<frdff>)
j^e^MdieU % QzwyyMa^ fitA^h djpwis<yu3>Afr*Ms^ (idpo^cA-^Xfi. CetwM^j ?

2^5 ^ivi#JUAj omAJ cptMuM^i. sfstukaJi xu^cJLt^pzd? ^te

MI&mp i^rc>l^so oleeV ^lAudl bentos jJjy g oi^ mUa

CobtmJZJh- JP&wJU Loeii&j jpu^ifaoL' GA? CjpuAAS-b.
Jk J$uv clMH- &cU&xA*&  {UbfitLeO M& 

 J&uXb C^dJoo^ecP am^4^>^ unztlb fyd&j tXv ^&€^d>

JicG JV^HaujuXO/ ̂ (PueO $<S dWi W^JaaJ t(/£y Olf^^ ~yJi\£j  CjaML) Ud qj

yv^aX^^xMmcq, ^ PiJbdAvuwuu prink w~&gAj JUjxJI> ipu&Xd) _
cM'jfynd! UHH^fesR&pz cw /yiX^Uoi^xjtMA^ Id od&juvbi' $ (JjUuL> .M-^

p&djuMeO jjttuXiwJpl^ %Cu&^2jfa&£A> ? (lqjio^mjaJ) ? j^Jofctck ^ jz^Jai^S 7 ^jXjdcuJ^ 
oa^Li Iz&pfeoJb, uamMi be/ Qa^rXcXiMj ujaJX dJt^e>jdAX<zXoJP

pu^ynii^iL typevo de^^mO tyj ^^-4^ ,tAUe^i^ .

ci^pJAV) CXLfdu Osvid/ S|IgAi&cH^LLjo /yuued<^JAO CtZ^dwbX^ \



Charmaine Pwerle | Awelye - Body Paint

Minnie Pwerle | Awelye - Women's Ceremony
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Go1 3ciczjk a/ndj ^OdfytiA BEf\UTY 18
(jrGaWb^-0 &vO OLp^JlJlM^J Nillumbik contains beautiful rural areas, landscapes

'tfAurfaJ&kd*tjlhi'(^j2£av urtdjjb (&K%e#w bush <3/n<^/

('JUmxMr. SCem^c/ (tcx^aJL $awdJb&Lpzt>G(fafl& pGj

r

P£RG£pTlON jfaM4a£cbMg* Jl&^d ^dXmt'sppfayioOo^oofyaXW 
cowist^ A^ub bM^oyru/Yi^ pcuAc&w ^ Aiw \o$(V/r\ • j(ti;GONCIz.PT~(OMl 
cbtriJUpj uAoJ' u& d&^vidA &w ou& a/yJm&M qm4jdCjOiftimcw. 

c^f" pMfcuVqAz pd&bcbk&j ^oImaAa bVvatjb (typAlj cxmAJ El^/A tV( oiftdjiA 
M /yyuife oj ce^mcA CaatMoj Ge44t^ <dr $ rupea cxxAtuiaA^ 
urndu (Uu^Wnw <y*Yb rfuvVmMcA' Ao £/nX)VJR& a cJhawjJfcjJ&.
Jflv aeWf ofy (isuxJbb m cenb idiM M>mjo7 c&GduA qmAj JfrcAiPfctt Ao 
Qc>pQj&wA tvik ixEuy. &/w (H&sAj uroi&dJb} ( (^aJLA^J oadlv S-W ^

C{/yy AmAUI p&daAuTW^ cu C&M^qAumJ u^V ~lwJo CAUW&J M&

minr Cwdfcon.4dyva iaa>. cuUi&te pou/nJr AW) UH SEE.N REAUTY
Abv -&rro<>Aurvu 3<fv@fiJttjJ tlJktb Vm l/r> ^Wn^'b^St&eum 0H>

MAtuAfiun^ lUnJLA^b in Van G. O-flQv ‘Sj



One Dreamtfme story tells how birds were created when a rainbow shattered 
into a million pieces.

Each small piece of the rainbow had its own special colour, shape and size. And 
each piece turned into a beautiful bird that was different from all the others.
Most of the birds sang with joy as they flew down to earth. They developed beauti
ful, musical voices which everyone liked to listen to.
Other birds cried out in fear. Their voices were very rough and hard to listen to.
The Kookaburra was so happy as he sat watching the birds that he suddenly burst 
into laughter.
On the ground, the Kangaroos stood up on their 
hind legs to get a better view of the beautiful 
shower of birds.
Today, the Kookaburra is still laughing and the 
Kangaroos still stand up on their hind legs.

o. aboriginal art of utopia

Wild Flowers after Rain by Barbara Weir...
aboriginalart;



G\ 6C(Jl/3 < -6tAi(JTy ^ SC&utio 30
tyocauhv o^- AluM A/m^icof RM&bj U)t> 40/b ca#0j vbtttUyo ua ? oj mm/

~4v& cL^^ah J(0 &o\YW uM 4umOv jQ&^euVwv^ u Vo wJ -jjUu

S' <oCmUj humjy <VM> Mvb (IMjmiaj Jtya amAmMm<J cU^ec^tcO

IlsO/wUc®^ ja/^ cu sk^/M^Kryv cvruO

t'w c<^m^uj jMdutUo jl&vr.wwdi boMcO ib AuMvMj^ oCs^rni/ 
jgxw$y&H<&b amd> buj awMnaht ^ yvvb^wv^o^ax/ -fuuJUfj

(IdxUaAu vwrwtfj zmtflfftj.. (jtfuj caw aJbrirf^ rfjun/y
CoaJUj b ^ brfw <zfa<?ouJ&icb M/ZJ/n&> Lton^j

mMJaM^ kg /ri^cofAv^aj Ja /yu/Uk&b ^(jrflcu. e/c> a^ru/n^ jbni/e

Mo cUvb/j.cAo owoaJLmb p€& 'Mo Cjg/knbwiA/ ciMM^Cy<jua^ jfa
c&botA/o -MAcb M/JiajzpjLj £a/yufj)0ajw.



Arms of Wanyarangs Lightning Waitch Winja by Shane Pickett

RELATED IMAGES



G\frflJt) 8 {oAtu/ jtf/n
cJfydliWvihijb do cvaj Ajhz* -w^M^ bu^djuzej fU&& cu&aJ> tn i^t£&/'

/Y^A^j^C-Acq^ Ctb Cu doHUt Cmc/uAA8> 
’̂ >J^J2J ~4fo£&c5{

-^<t/u^ j$& $lusi&J b&aud& <^ JlM> M^o^ea^LLj ^ cfyw^uk)

omJJ djNMj^RAp ^jdU^m RsAmauviA pe&ueJb(ORrfpif. m&nVOtiSftttifc

qjz& M*o Cu d^t/e& A&aAc o&n>
C&^\i-e^jU^uJl> /r^2eu^>.

^LV SbCtfUCb M) <awj EXTREME BOSHElRE^ cu C£Un*f£j £JbuAiad <$

COJO£j> CjO%

fiffyu H kml^ej pife^

A(La jM PAm^aa o-L jieu> — Cucltb pyRAkudk^ AAju

AwMwzdu (ud$ c&$ <wW Alki jwuM- <jw

U/H^rc^ dcpjg /(woc\ \Jb#C FittfL t&POQTjSOuUftfl-i f>0flb(p. Jdtlb UrU) 
QjZ^MMAa MVU Qco&ImmAw d^aJpce^j i 0 (W ppjv %3^ (Mcp A&aA'GLQUa-jjiye&b

<u& cLCjjptevsSl'^?) c^MUSJyv^s s£ ALj> cfcUe&tfo CO^tpoutAJ tw&
/yvud&fZU&db xA MmOQ\TT dSPoeT^ aej£CT\V£ Ij <((3uJb$Jkd& mHz

do A^uA-^^ukdj ~jjdtyvJ &)cMz£w& JrO AlCfrdL&flCuh! NwlxJM(J<i(jh Slu&L 

C&uuajS8> RBJBCT^P THl'S RfBCf-toMSvBLF 1\DVi&£- CU>

Cotff?iDEflED [® 0£ FEASIBLE ,„ ^k^Oi^cuUd^H.3) 
hud-JA^   pouM oM'

M -tui 2.003 0J C#p^ 0^ u&ick) ^

fi&t&iAedU. I<Jop jdp AOMMe^etAcfY^ cJAjzA (pia p 

S>\&tcCebj «M (£ FoEL FITTER ia/£|4h-'R7

NO'

REDOCEQ TO 4 {°ypM^ TLg pOTE^rvAL NdKEEft pf 
Uti&anw PU-flc6L£ Elites y&OOUD 0E_ CLOSE ho 2Eflq“



>R£sr KeseMCH CSIRO,front cover of Pyne

33 BURNING BUSH
Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments f



Coal 3 [unhealthy environments 2)4
tfUSHplfi.£ ;u <&% qj <j&uj Can

ha&e&j s4dMd^ jjl^d ,^^ <2awa^$&£> &itk&za4faj b^cma^ ^ frazidU 

UsOYicb clidw&n grYi&fen/ QyyuiJ Jt$Qi /hMZ& JJ> <Jipo (&&dlu

gfliMvfl Mi& GOsuO/Hj 4(j2o4 GC&frdo' UQU4V£l(A&b CUtJb pj&d/ (}J&

u^$<d8j ‘skjAOy QzmU jl^&ua wJ2Hi cj/iueJ^d • m {/vdeit&J^j 'Jccqa

Aj&UJ ud$b /y&v&fl ^neg^ Hi dUuJod' Sk durC^crvyUJ y&UH4t>0 
(JCiildjGiiijQLi^ Jj^y^HUb jhdh A&UaaHA;^ <; A)0 ft)£L f, NO FlRE
bid M (JJae&LffAM -j^eflCoIcuM^Laz ^UeS^jleJ codjjp

8A#& £££T AMf) IV .p'RESTiCM. JGzuf /rYHvt&^zr^ius^ (Codhi -^v^cez j(^u2j 
■^udej tywffunL) *P 4<vu 'jjtwiQJcfy-'Mamas''zi

O&beM , Q3l6jjJb> udie -duo 'uvo CL) -^J2aA^U J^aaJLqA^I> UaM

dw Jau cCua&hq cud &zJmjQahi) kuH^ocfD.

> Jjaa^O YW drJ «tiu2> $ Qz^i-

&u»j idlaA^j (%w Hd dhu W Qu&^JLw

' lUj^sUz^ R&M. <J^j4urt&A^j (^pH2A--£> fZZMcpiA-



en



°f U^yu4tovuy urfwv Vs lodcw' t^000

Ac^4-cmAildMij. »yueA mdil idj^ (wMjUoiuJ

wvdcbs QaJj ^VPV pduAiw rtmojO&kvtuM Iooo°C — 3©eoc£* 
frloM*c^yt>e&Mf)i0uol' Cibcimdw&d' V6RC^

J^M> choA^bdJ (&djLb d bu&Wj bud d&uhtb QmAj Mji^A^avU^

mAdj hv p% mkv^ ^myy^(Ud^^ ^ i/fiftc /KcAidb4&A

'& Amlvvv jdl jbd srn*(AU^MnvyA (M
^ QMsdj 5& MjV Z^>@leLdJ awcO jmAMuJ^

6^ bdlocJJv -dAl^s pte&4^c4r ^iuv cw^ch -jjsuvMV.

(UMeuM^j^J^-ww^OY v/*& Lg^i-vuAS imax^s (\u?wv v^}

buW'ffH^ 1*7% ojpMid&mls Sim/Au Aicb-QjuM^^ ^

k) (2vJL, A
'' vy^v^M^A^Sb AcAb Q$b bxu^^tk^-fcfeaoo^ o^feny

^S 33 • o£<e£/ (teiMzevMj o^vubi^^Qjv^h ^eLtALodXw^^
u)UL% dAvAaMd. XjArw c&&dxJ(o fcQjMAufoftifow.

.few \uovi) Aw sAuihs^cA^& dreads
J^&inMvM 

%UwJb eCc-oOf

tdL4Ui0j} Wo^haM)^

)peu&&U$J

k<^E?
Si'.C1 \3B

The Kinglake National Park

jW" % JUjMUXVM> !&Mju(fyudj Art -fuAv JJLAUk$0<Ab 

JuJAd 3 caJAwiAj aM(HjArt A Amuz, 

Cj&Vvvvuv Ui-ea? S U^lAMJ y (JUZ(HXMxl/,
Ad lArfLb o4irur^fcj IZ^MAMj l&jU9jV

cAUlA^amj,



WE CAN MANAGE THE FUEL CONNECTIONS jJLcj£ 4,

m i »■ V , -> Vfl^I £.JK% W^.|W'MMWW‘- ■Uy|G3K

<<£m \vTBr^S3j<| Ifcjj] JT. ' iTwl
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jketMfMJ Sa^Jluyi^ tJuc$)

jli& \tiuMjI). ofV cUiW wv -illcb

JMJ&4lC*Wn&cMij bu^><X^2£j.



Coal 1
(d/vJ peu ^ fiokuw cUp^aUc^uA fdovO^ cA^C&U^

c^uMU Moo 9/M'^mA^mj^MzJ UUj^ ~b \IQ> HC FcMdb $fw&F Mymruy&pj^

'The recommendations we make give priority to protecting human life, and they are designed O Q
to reflect the shared responsibility that governments fire agencies, communities and M Q
individuals have for minimising the prospect of a tragedy of this scale ever happening again

JklfV&ftG ^ obfut) cuxuA vruubu MajF Mod/yyiA^j^cdwo Oc&zj oj-
lou%fojb<2&> doATca^v qmL) ^£/h4ec4)Mj -JiuwuuvO xd> Jo jOR&vJhdf' 

'jjj&fyvO 'bFxJZAiAc^-

ew 9^H))!^ecJ^ p%dx^ ki& j^aJ^ecU CAO tfju jpfi&nuMo

ctamO %MUM C&nynU4rvctbj U) CO s/iGuQCd) 4

C#dW>nsi^vaMf- ba%Ccb CYYtMA^i^/YKeM'. ‘(hkyUp2^^)

/Yvi*yvvv&vjy'j 4b^cV OPcmM^i <L0WO ti&^cead- Adz/ C PA bfOu^uiFeJS CATubucA 

^jt^u^ccO kioots^cA <r^o JrdupA joe^f2CrsJ^ , Qyff\ u&h sc&J ^ pi^oeU/Z/ ^ ¥iduo

4iaA cJMunjyzdJ becjuoaZ'1 pc<M>C> OPA /Vr^Au<Ja6es cx^p OfAm^Jl^MnALs/^O

oMMj Mho MyJdiPCi^e) OaooO cdu/f2y^ odU-et^O Pnebj^cu/tz.

CoMjj Connns^JsuuAUj tuLUJj £^D (TkbdobtuUj h<2/ CP

Ou^tccdb Mb%GurtM^ ? 1̂ mJ $<uj —
cbcA/M^yt^/M cMMocLcau /a 'cJtahA^f/K^ oum^Ij ^vrzp>

(AhiuMv CeqpLM&p mjZmt oapcU ap^pe^aMU-* i^uioUbuo. u

(pv'kt) &<*—
'$Ujl4&4Z> dvCC&p^p&cO cTapcP ip ItPcO '^TCyryvO JUlA> Iq£JA/iJ

[A^AycJket^i^-^ aJh AjqA' ipD}000 (jejL<eJb lMioJ (Mo&pLe^Mb CeM)

bU&AUAA-Q '-^Udl^dj jdb/lP CmMj2j CJlAzMieL1 CCAJP^L^OjUaA/xU JkXlMlA^Jds-tyY^. 

li/'hcJb -^jo]^uyvlxlloJljir cMb UzaUmj (aaMj PJACAxMeF -^rcjJb MaA>mAp

C^AJUUUUd CtLQMjM^-M^ydjtW Mo -MU) ^Jbucej 6^.

(X-P^aasCaJlI -4c JUA^MrZ&Mkv p£Pbc4AckyLdJ * ^(ju

^VCMqMaV ^i9i)C0ZM/yP^Mh JApb&rdjnL&cdj jCyjM jO<bb<!U-£J>

^QLdftJ Ml&VClQ OVJ 50/1(0 -UtUaA UPOb GsAuynrybs urbfZ &£-

?(uyvotMj<MM (oz&c^j- lo(30 <Hcb I0(f0 ah jU^MdMb

(M^AAcLahU/ Q^clc& u (^po^^cM4ruM/.d) I —

QmA'Mw lofeo* tofco \MUz> <x@£) HAtdkiM) )aO qza) UotMi^oUb.

OjAlt&aAo Mkuj& &<AhfO y Uy&lMMt tKJkouA ~fUu)£j

dj2^4MCt pt^a&AjbM? AAd&S6. CmmMyo it^Wi aMMkb kxmbbaAdJ



Shane Pickett, Bunuroo Heat Wave, 2006



4-0^CS^JoCUtAj -A4m> £'~ 2b 1 ^

oJkci£ub^ WjU' $&&K) C&-dJlb$C&>e ?ji&J J/AJ&bAaJoJhu 

£mAcJLs> JM 4o Mi$j fmufOsri^b c&mKPM  ̂^4ud ^oad^nM^^tmxk

JsP GU ^£#CV (vWrt'-jl&jbidr. ~J CAS&IWuSj 6^ (pYV^AJt^j (H%db cMai^jv cMJ

hhfcuM£fl ^ f boecj wnjwi^ cUaMtb
^JU^jbuwv cu^ch W' ct&i&vii/Lfffejj huof CJ^ryoaUedJ ^ <m Sd&imwa*v

SS. (av Q/vocU 2. wo (bALufi2> CfcszaJb,

CJtejLeUuxfb dubk.

(M^mucjidJ(Ui)K Caww dbau ct&p eft
^JLAA(OLL^[m1M(a^ wo ^JuA^uU[b -jjyGubb 

UhMo CmbyLMWLeUb ^udb /MJWUA^QAVU}^ b(U
'jkfrWo' £>3% (wo 9,01 Of J§ ~j(p% (ArV^OAAJ 3 y&OJ&b*1

/yiudJ Jo llJLneuit> awodj biuO" because cw^McwnJb
/Yi^jbcb<-Mhbp) ^>coceO ftA^wJ^Lbll {Jbej? $ &

bjxwJ^^wuiii^ J$ dj& jldet/i ^plo ^e/ A^jwyO m /mu^wwJqI&-
cftipcw^j (AtYawwuA^ ^i&yicj (XcibwceA bo U/typA w\ (bU^welMM ^*4>s
‘QcyoteouSuieej jbb&. ~fbbs ^ ^U&rvdMlk bo-bl' MmuvG!2> &ji ^ Pgo0. -b&j 

\ *

cuuxxoffo o^u ^ if. If. AntawwcGj jyywm^ c^m fyyupdj cbdm y dbak&dj
Ao • iU Os^y^Aj A* mfAW^ ^ dJajoiff\J> ~4&j

wyUjbo)<. of JU&J.

n A< (b^nonub $t<hv uMd1 -t<£0Ze&>t<Pv '‘^LauO (^(pMjJoJUfabbo
—/vcy * /Tt,'My ' ‘ " ~ ^ V i r0 îJ^QJJCAST~\ SH ^

jbc£&*£&0 £&jip(rk%tb dLtbj a$b, fc&cwm\r\er^ctt) ifr
^Apjeo (X^frK&ltb CiAodo AyouAootjopa^j C&wbuQb (uL&fibr MuA&la2r6eLl (rfZo 

Awv^30ubb jOterb<UA Jbn&ajmocc/ />M4L^4K^ a/K^ 2bdUleA^ Mw$^j]6 

A^A^U>lrvoU<^Lt'l!!<b(W}wbp aiodj ^4^ I/,** ,

dUctbt'M aAj^ cLcbtA enjoy
Scli^S l&&eUiQ3f oo jjOa&l^ ; bt3 t£fa&uhfv bbnuv -^Afoz^s

.- - UaMv

Souidb Jksu&u ahaub
C^mA^AWvutMj \^>ahodj WYi&sroPc^gAyA*tb

Draft Bushfire Shared u l. Reducing managing 
Mitigation responsibility and modifying fuels
Strategy:
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Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments
JIl& g'HuKi' cPdfflimbiU ^c^YU^eJb ckksnuUe cjlouiip

cLaJlm^th^vdU (c o a/dU^o

&AwOuc&> c&mMuMMAg cuwd2

aAapb\o\(Ug ^h2 Mu impaAb ,̂ n(psdj

Climate Change!
o' udiuoo au^oow cUmccC^ AodU -Mavo kecernvu cu cruM^hAJUs^ 

S&LpUpydA' .u^ptjyJ cAucJv A<9 f^cuiA&MAiAiW ijJl& Alb 6^ liiQA {dUl/kOjl^ 

k/oj sluwltUvf' b& AAMk. CclAq mu oiu^cujv^Q^ huuj up H>

Jtpj&sUtAO J^nA M!A CujW&aA' h-(0^pnn (iMMSu Gti^CUb p(fvidsdj (UtAh Umj 

X^OL^p,{%^'oc^0'^'rB<^°M) %-^uAt^icxvUAn/ <Jo kjuwej (fyArtftbbdb bg cMJ^W 
Saywpj ^ h C&vUAaaU* bg /2eVuAib&AlcCjy)ub lug OauAuJU,^(j~TV(3E.— 
Mlw Savory.~£0 20^ AAotnv ib jfc ba^Oo agaHJbAgp (nUj^ueM. (JaAmU, A 

jp@mA> ChAL fyiM' (Aj^ wAAMsd pcoA A iM upAlv jwAJ

ci^UAo. (Mlm4s MmMHAj uri4j 0'05% cfo% £ed$juf c&iAtjb(MUCpuAJlg ka 

(ArkbicU&id> A& A djpuAd) J^dUuj. (jj{b ^luyutdJ cw>q (hUiniUuJfidpv MmlA 
(AiftmA- Au AklD bOJll^ utqAUj ko —18*6,
&MAr<HJLd clmeU& Jb cSkm^A^$4-ibba&mJMQ cbma, Wl® okw g^cp^u^vaAg 

Qj MtiJuuQAtil) ^peMJk&ubt/ pz@Uub boJr^jUUA) UJiPppb -thu cMM^I^lAuv Ausfa^MJ 

plaiu *h s^dZ£/ .e#^/ csuAumAiub h&Aj geampo JM>
dMAAju c^ Mjd (faur'CiuAcu udi4e&upfa £*efO ww&J

Afc&p[cAb Evum)< ^lob(Urv (kjzoav tulZamAb &£&'[yu kcngpu aMllv JrG ■ttviciitdle/ 
ciuM^AusU5 Ms&&Ak Mwh uicfctaXj iahiM& CApcukAg &j. Al? b.i.ifcuM,

■I PartAc&daAo pdluA&PO -^nvuMuMdtu^ (UroJLjMuAJ -pudAUUHj^ 

j OUmuAwiaAm^ jpwv MmsMuju cin<&A£-aMuA egcl&u&hj 

AnvThcUj’ (ArfuUd wp&u&j um^q IquuAAuu fWAc&ui ctildimdj 
uAiciv (tCUMAl2^p>5 t J/uk /YULclmJL) -Mb MjwColbdU OAYioa/yiSk 

0^, OiAJlaJjjij (UlfpebUJU synM/tfP Iq& gpeuuO A6 dvjlf3AZMUj

£oAu2ajAuJ^ p&AoaJoiy MaUaI C&AUng kg fi&W. %00C{ cMuMkAo <g ilv

-j&imM> Av Abu iM*Uw (uAcJurnmA ^ u&akA^ dephieeb
(ArfU&n MumMaUq „ %2oAj; bMukuntiO -(uAKhs^ umAlhA' Cwrupy ^ pecc^uAub 

(ppurUb) cpuuM4<bb 6^ /yvUiuAy cCuUTj (AkaMj f&Uw /wbduo. H&
kuwuU bpoMgb ayvuO itrcvkto tW(iUWApj urtlb (rthd<JhdeU> Ji$£J cufainw

mU hlbwio aurttf <rfi -AUo cA&afo
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Yellow indicates a satellite picture of particulate pollution 
from 2003 extreme bushfires.

SUBMISSION TO THE COAG BUSHFIRE INQUIRY CONCERNING
THE RECENT AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRES

A large Frog climbed out of 
the swamp and was sitting on 
the bank when it started to 
rain.

It rained so much that a big 
river was created. The frog 
called the river, Yarra*
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tii yru> &e^2s><JrfiA<^v ■^ioA' awj S^A^A4uAlbj tjjltAuJb ivtt^u^
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Ktjfrfe p£<yfac#b .g^/yidoAu aJ ^oauO $ICc(aMc#to? jfe i& ^^h^cdidJoa^v^M^ r

bJkcb cuLa^ianv &Md> JYvuAm^Ausvu &jl (^W (ju^cidf&>,
d-buddo ^LuAvrUitcP ttMdJ 6i&Mf s4#Mw/U cUtt<L£4> Sffz&nAr(mu c£cwuU&

m idk&dbj /ne Ud^JtAaA aJtfb JL$j cUv^c6 0^ Aw (fAUwzi-'1
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$<JqcuPmJ cIasavO uM/ 30 ffd&b . $ /YivJkv ^e$4- jjnwwJ dpy^y uhh&? §-prv 
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kJd, 'zhb-uldj jjttu£> <MJ J&& u>& Cn»o c^ArQlhuJey /QaJdd) J-IoaJ

idUA- \ot> doAdJ ouJud-eAj.

juzmA> /yvl£a Acini' w&cpddAj {/viAJyiddAidAA^ ^oO ctd 
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On September 21, the Victorian Parliament delivered a major step 
forward for Victoria's traditional owners, by passing the Yarra River

Wurundjeri people have had little recognition of their important role in 
river management and protection, but the new legislation, set to become 
law by December 1, will give them a voice.

Author
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Helen McCarthy Tyalmuty 'Nauiyu Soakages' HMCG0222, 90 x 151 cm

The Act is remarkable because it combines traditional owner knowledge 
with modern river management expertise, and treats the Yarra as one 
integrated living natural entity to be protected.

The new law recognises the various connections between the river and its 
traditional owners. In a first for Victorian state laws, it includes Woi- 
wurrung language (the language of the Wurundjeri) in both the Act’s title 
and in its preamble. The phrase li'ilip-gin Birrarung muiron means “keep 
the Yarra alive”. Six Wurundjeri elders gave speeches in Parliament in 
both English and Woi-wurrang to explain the significance of the river 
and this Act to their people.

Katie O'Bryan is a member of the 
Nationa' Environmental Law 
Association Environmental 
Justice Australia and the 
Australian Conservation 
Foundation
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Support Melbourne Water and the Catchment 
Management Authority to improve stream 
condition, water flows, water quality and . ^
catchment quality,

PV‘rf reduce the

occurrence and impact of soil erosion and salinity

aa> /yuA qj oxdxJwhwA cLaw„ /r\^ytuAcd> (au yJb
f <. & u>V d&cuUd /nA' jh

<yJ Vd JrrlSMj ipU£l^tldJ hj MflOjfa ^0 cJcWLLCafa i$QJ \JwAlL&QJ
AtyjiMvmk fJUwJ: Jo (<?Cj ofau&b Q/vyJd \cb#ljmJia&&>L ^f%4^xa> (Jwajdfy

*llv2scU&^ Mow- 'l ? 2.0 is) Tlu$ u> atw JwjlmAJJj >v<4e&.
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cum<i> Jke<i^ SaJcJ-b . (JctMw-" _ cuveuMAAj (&lwo
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The Biggest Estate on Earth. How Aborigines Made Australia 
by Bill Gammage

A cross Australia, early Europeans commented again and 
jLjL again that the land looked like a park. With extensive 
grassy patches and pathways, open woodlands and abundant 

wildlife, it evoked a country estate in England. Bill Gammage 
has discovered this was because Aboriginal people managed 

the land in a far more systematic and scientific fashion 
than we have ever realised.

For over a decade, Gammage has examined written and visual 
records of the Australian landscape. He has uncovered an 

extraordinarily complex system of land management using fire 
and the life cycles of native plants to ensure plentiful wildlife 

and plant foods throughout the year. We know Aboriginal people 
spent far less time and effort than Europeans in securing food 

and shelter, and now we know how they did it.

With details of land-management strategies from around 
Australia, The Biggest Estate on Earth rewrites the history of this 
continent, with huge implications for us today. Once Aboriginal 

people were no longer able to tend their country, it became 
overgrown and vulnerable to the hugely damaging bushfires 
we now experience. And what we think of as virgin bush in 

a national park is nothing of the kind.

BILL GAMMAGE is a historian and adjunct professor in the Humanities 
Research Centre at the Australian National University. He is best known as 
author of the ground-breaking military history The Broken Years: Australian
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cA' PLkttK ArtiV Icy pgiwJe Qeuvidjt^rKQ^
jAv (p&&Kl Uj4J-M> lojlc&nuzs ou (M-QW^^76^, (rdojpow0^ pAuaU jmM&zA/ <t 

AuaecUb ^ij^uziu As §fy$-&rrv omO b&y&nAJt kfAw {j2$a/vX puy^etAAv /J3

Cjs^raaAuJ' UkAj ^ypyujtmMA crfr GwA> \- 3 •

Goal 1: Engaged connected communidej A place where communities and ideas thrives
(jxLflL>2.() underpinned by trust,confidence and continuous learning;

people to take greater shared responsiDinty ror mt future of our green wedge.
Goal 2? Active and creative people

Goal 3: Safe^nd healthy environments 'A)

Healthy and saflfcommunities enjoy living in our iconic green wedge environment.
QjLbUr&LW(j AmAjOj JrO All) jjfor&OJ \AiW ’kudlp pfeCvUlA JU& ^ecMhUHAj Os AOrrAU-boynJc

UtaJfalv OAvcb ous^u^isjj by 4l& SIm£J 5v^> (UuU uAj^U-(^AUj

^yie^au^aj^ undsdy Sfpuusvuj 4mA, Aoeunt^aSO-tdUjubjjb ocYob scLpp&A&sooj 
kjlwjuCM^c&ttb dxwy p&dyidodJ PfdAclu^ mmAuu cmUAAJj

puA^’o'uvrw aMtOJlcfoo^ hhUoi. Se/^gj' s<rd>p

bmAJiuuj p&h^uj&urkZ urild^l^e/M 4o yeJ^ru/yia4&>t, dhdM/v£oia& um?

YuJk Mv UisJ Jj&Qdd' -jjycdj (Ae/jyv. oA ./Atf2£&($ J^aA 0 4Ai) b'cM-b QMcb

(jAurtrt) jbuLpAaU -J&OAk&^kbfb covuL) S& ow maiAA dk&bbuo&ZA fyieaJloJIt&eO 
Ca/OMArOi^ oAaYjU (Th/hAMVilWAb AAvyco ‘jj&b fa&Yv*

U^d/AY d&nu&j oj! J&mj -dujj& a*wmhj c4ho&y(MA i^AuAeJojY -AmMj aM

CquaaJ&Q by jp^W uHjY /yn^Acuo CM&bsjbQJiUAlCj

<U dLy m&wds4o dHiloypjxAj s>e><MttM? buend-smfAn^

QaaA; J&XXV ^twri ‘zcf/o cfy U^ucil btYovrdl; P<AaY> Ca^Qy^ sp JLdA/fhfo5

OmJj bcYt^U uAuxk) RjUtuAb £u&p)&lbOvy QpOMjLuUeb 0^- urfdkfa'
fejMl&pJldAlb (IQjAcLeMJr' ~kwv04$iGJ (MAHXAKTiU ojj- 1^2}(M£& ojkcdck(pj. JMlJbwW

-ewCi9r>£/YYmM^ubAL.tXb § W<jrKO&tj^
iAypj dM&^jJb 00 pZ^LOjpA^oiOJ^ sOeM

S&VW _e4t^(WVK£4t^«j^^ ujAc S&D ^LcG I^J2dU^C&Uj by 'jt££j OAh JoiQj(<^JA^ ^{JuZJ

bowO vsncb (At-4Hqj -l0aAl^u wxA<^o<JUtfA$„ d key Ac

ALod' Qjwt' [>CMQ/ni /yyuyiUAeifl AL<xA

cUMfayy- (HjJb XJ^u^puo buAv, 'ACoAuzuaSIj blownM AfUc^ avte,

cU&win&vA. YiituuMd) cUuAb (Meyaounu ^cmn (apuju §^nv
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create plan §0
dpkj&kcU bj (YwJdM) QAUMiah 4<:/^57

-j&sc£% omjO \AU(teJ jhgjCmli) b&HtMs c¥j §<icoJUa^ foaMA w jAjv 
ch&MAujjS ^AamAMj «j&& jU^^MAtB^reA^. (fcovruj Cmri] ftfeflt Pcyn^&y 

U/Gi&s (AH^imJjcM^ jfaujtoO ClfiAflu J ctfAU&Ai> ivCQjL)^

cvwdj &Ad& ou&y ^yjAsGciAanJ Av pGx/j cvGMb jvnftjlcfti£f). o^9
hu^iv (M€Ct> cu (U&&tPmsM JUA2J> /YYUAjl2&? fcojfaa AAuAV aJ SfH&4tu&/

AAAyuAg (ZMfi&J OA^/vieusMiUMS-

§& JiMlrCAnv paii^U^ -jM <-4Hj2) HU^LmA-/yuJbiJ GY^jfolJlM<P

kuj aJa&i&^</nM> (inch /yyy^JaMAUv?

$) fyriio cU jAArv, GeAA&geAlertJ cuhA) AaJ@Jk>^ b 

6^Aa^iu QawO oLvte&tfcj ^ uAM -bnahiA ^oAo cIqAmj cu MAufapUiA

'^tiM' axUm <geu*V dt^rnw, V'fw (Jq)Uks cAfib b& (saArt5& MA/

A$ U&0 bAyAo qaaAj &&m4&

clwuJb blbMMAteu&v^4^5^Em^- $ffru>&v 'dffnoftcumuUfr wAL"

AatfkO dgy had/, iWg& 3®P Ucj JGJ&J Pf^oc&p-foA^o 
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Shane Pickett, Guardians of the Good Energy
Spirit, 2006
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Wurundjeri

season
Luk

Eel season

Waring
Wombat season

Gulung

Orchid season

Poornell

Tadpole season

Buath guiru

Tussock Grass

Ball

Cherry Ballart

Biderap

Dry season

Month of calendar 
year

February to March March to May June to mid July Mid July to August September to Octo
ber

November December January

Temperature and 
weather

Cooler: some au
tumn rains: days 
and nights are 
becoming equal In 
length: Hoi winds 
blow

Cool, rainy days 
Rains encourage 
plants lo grow alter 
autumn fires

Deep winter. Cool 
and rainy, low 
temperatures

Cold Rising tempera
tures; rain contin
ues; Day and night 
o1 equal length;
Melting snow nils 
the blllabongs

Warm, raining Long days, short 
nights

Hot and dry; high 
temperature and 
low rainlall

Plants Grasslands dry out. 
Manna gums are In 
llower: starchy 
roots ol water 
plants die down; 
Mlsleltoe berries, 
Banksia and stringy 
bark In flower pro
viding nectar

Hearts ol soft tree 
lerns ealen, small 
tuberous plants 
grow well after 
rains

Roots ol tubers 
eaten

Orchid season; 
orchids boiled and 
eaten: Muyan 
(Silver wattle! 
known as Barak's 
wattle and Yellow 
box in llower pro
viding nectar

Flowers on burgan, 
Goodenla. Kanga 
roo apple, orchids, 
lilies, flax lily In 
llower, yam daisies 
imurrnongl in 
llower

Tussock grass In 
(lower; Black Wat
tle, Coranderrk in 
llower trull on 
Kangaroo Apple 
and appleberry: 
tubers and roots: 
small tuberous 
plants dying ol!

Tussock grass Is long and dry: Cherry 
Ballart Iruiling. elderberries ripen, 
Kangaroo apples ripe, Mom Prickly 
Currant Bushl ripens

Animals Female eels move 
down creeks to the 
sea: eels are lal 
and ready to eat

Wombals emerge 
to bask in the sun
Brush-tall and ring
tail possums 
mating
Molhs emerge as 
food tor brd sand 
gilders; Eastern 
grey kangaroos and 
wallabies feed on 
new growth

Echidnas breeding; 
birds nesting: pos 
sums, koalas, 
wombals eaten, 
grubs drawn Irom 
trees lor food

Koalas mating. 
Lyrebirds courtship 
display
Molhs emerge
Birds begin nesting

Young kangaroos 
out ot pouch: 
Migrating birds like 
the sacred king
fisher return: pied 
cutrawongs are 
calling

Bats catch Insects,
Emu and kangaroos are hunted as they move in to drink 
Lizards and snakes active
Fish are eaten

Other foods Fungi appearing 
from Ihe ground

Eggs from birds 
nests

Pith from Tree terns Lerps on manna gums eaten

Wurundjeri sea
sonal activities

Burning scrub and 
tussock grasses to 
help catch animals 
and tertilise plants

Low lying areas
Hood with winter 
rains—not suitable 
tor camping: Peo
ple use a bark 
shelter (wlllam) on 
high ground; 
warmed by lires 
and possum skin 
rugs

Move to lowlands lo 
collect eggs, snare 
ducks

Eating yams, water 
plants, greens

People gather at blllabongs. creeks and In clan gatherhgs 
when food Is plentiful; Women dig for tubers and roots, and 
gather shellfish; spearing and netting flalhead and flounder;
People travel to mountain gullies lor liresttcks (Austral mul
berry) and pith (torn tree ferns
Big shelters are not needed unless ft rains
Fish traps set
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Shane Pickett, Bunuroo Heat Wave, 2006



SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL

Stephen and Amanda Margetts

This submission is in relation to our property at  
See aerial map below:

Thank you for the opportunity to put in a submission on our experiences and thoughts regarding the 
Green Wedge Management Plan and taking the time to consider our pragmatic rationale.

 is 8.00ha in size. It is located on the border of Diamond Creek and Eltham North.
The North Boundary is the hard edge of the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and is bordered by 9 
neighbours on residential blocks of approx. 600sqm in size; and a council public park located on James 
Cook Drive that covers a considerable part of our Northern fence line. Heading South there are 3 more
neighbours on 8 hectares until reaching Allendale Rd where blocks are approximately 0.5 -1 acre in

p10m5o v-ofor -J-q Mop bCiOW
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SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL

As you can see above, our property, along with 4 neighbours at  plus all our  
neighbours seem to be an anomaly with zoning. They are located right between smaller lot sizes in 
Diamond Crook and Eithsm North.

WHY HARD EDGES TO THE URBAN GROWTH BOUNDRY DON'T WORK AND BUFFER. ZONES ARE NEEDED

As discussed above, the North side of our property is bordered by 9 neighbours and a council park and 
adjoining reserve. Planning decisions in the past that have resulted in urban development bordered 
bv a hard edge of the UGB with a minimum of 8.0 hectares have impacted immensely on the lifestyle 
of property owners. Having this density abut our boundary has caused immense problems and stress 
for us and difficulties managing and enjoying our property. When we first purchased the property, 
we made an effort to contact ail of our neighbors to introduce our family and establish trusted 
relationships to help build some community appreciation for managing large parcels of land in such a 
built up area. .See below a list of some of the problems we have since experienced from neighbours 

and the general public.

Neighbours: People living on small residential lots have completely different ideologies to people 
trying to manage 8.0 hectare properties and for some reason see our property as their own private 
park rather than someone's personal property. Some problems they have caused include:

1. Rubbish dumped over back fences onto our property - sometimes toxic for our horses
2. One neighbour excavated their backyard for a decking but then dumped all the shale rock on 

our land on top of our good top-soil. When asked to remove it, the contractor cut our fence 
at the park to access our property and then spread the shale rock across the top soil instead 
of removing it. It's still there 4 years on. We advised the council, and nothing was done.

3. Old Christmas trees thrown over their back fence on to our property
4. Lawn mower clippings thrown over their back fence which is poisonous to our horses. We 

recently had a horse die from Colic - a few days after we found clippings had been thrown 
over the fence from the park. Coincidence?? Not sure, but we'll never know unless an 
expensive autopsy is conducted and we cant afford that expense.

5. Neighbours complain when we try to manage the vermin saying they find it distressing but If 
we don't manage vermin they complain as well.

6. People complained about our horses neighing during the night
7. They complain if a snake is found in their backyard saying it must have come from our property 

(not sure how we are supposed to manage that).
8. A couple of neighbours have gates in their back fence into our property - like it's a local park 

- and access our property as they please to retrieve items or mow the lawn in front of their
fences, without permission from us.

9. Dogs escaping from backyards and harassing our horses and our smaller dogs
10. Complain about noise made from farming equipment and the occasional 125cc motorbike 

(which is a very rare occurrence)
11. Complained when we planted trees that it was going to spoil their view.
12. Complained to council when we erected a small cubby house for the kids, that it spoilt their 

view and wanted it removed.
13. Constantly watching us and noting everything we do.
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SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL

Unfortunately, when you have neighbours who don't actually live in your street and are over 100 
metres away you don't get to know them very well. I think for this reason they find it very easy to 
complain about anything we do as they don't know us personally, don't make an effort to get to know 
us, and they don't have to see us and face us each day.

General Public

Our property is the quickest short cut between Diamond Creek and Eltham, as well as a short cut from 
the Aqueduct trail to Diamond Creek. Due to this we have had hundreds of people trying to use our
property as a cut through. We are constantly having people enter our property for the following:

1. We have people enter with bows and arrows shooting wildlife also shooting from the park
2. People walking through and opening gates and leaving them open and letting horses out - we 

have now had to put padlocks on all gates which is not ideal in the event of a bushfire
3. Kids throwing sticks and rocks at horses from the park

5/8/19 3



SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL

4. People entering our property to fly their drones
5. People entering our property to fly their remote control aeroplanes
6. People entering our property and walking their dogs off leash
7. Vv's had a member from the Nillumbik bushwalking group dpproach us and wanted to bring 

the whole group through our property. When I said we weren't keen for that to happen for a 
number of reasons, especially privacy, he got quite angry and agitated and kept pushing his 
point why they should be allowed in as if they had a right to enter.
We have found sex toys and lubricant in our paddocks
We have had people enter the property and set up a picnic Valentines day dinner with candles

8.

9.
in thp miHHIp nf cnmmpr in Inner aracc... - - — • - - - — — — ■ -  * ~ • O — “

10. We have had things stolen from paddocks including horse rugs and fly vales

When we approach people about being on private land (in a nice way) they are often very aggressive 
and argumentative toward us. They feel that they have the right to be on our land. When I say "how 
would you like it if I just walked into your backyard they say that's different". This is a constant reply 
we get. It has got to the stage that we feel that it can be unsafe for our daughters or female agistees
being out in the paddocks by themselves.

 is the first semi-rura! rd on the edge of suburbia. This creates problems as well as it attracts
trouble as people don't have to travel far to think that they have privacy and forgetting that people 
actually live in the street. Our teenage girls have witnessed things they shouldn't have had to and 
neither should we for that matter.

1. People having sex anytime of the day and night inside and outside the car 

2. Rubbish being dumped blatantly in broad day light
3. Drugs being sold and used openly
4. Stolen cars dumped
5. Even the local garbo uses our street to urinate each week on his round 

INFRASTRUCTURE

From our back boundary at James Cook Drive Council Park

• 1.2km to Diamond Creek Train Station

• 1.2km to Diamond Creek Shops

• 1.3km to Diamond Valley Secondary College
• 1.2km to Diamond Creek East Primary School

• 1,4km to Sacred Heart Primary School
• 2km to Diamond Creek Primary School

• 350metres to the Bus Stop on James Cook Drive

• 1.1km to Emergency services

• Electricity (3 phase) available
• Water available (strong pressure)
m ^p\A/prp0P alnno hnimrlarv/

- • '•'O'-' - ■ /

s Great Telstra and Optus mobile service
• Natural Gas available in Godber Rd 100m away and at Siyan Rise, James Cook Drive

• Mostly sealed road to Allendaie Road.
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SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL

From our front gate - enters onto  which is mostly sealed

• Aqueduct Bike trail at end of our street

• 1.1km to proposed Eltham Nth Train Station

• 2.7km St Helena Secondary College

» 2.9km Glen Katherine Primary School

• 3.0km Eltham North Primary School
• 3.5krv> Elthsrr* Trsin snd Bus Ststlou

• 4.2km to Eltham College on bike trail

• NBN - fibre to the node (very fast and reliable internet service)

QUALITY OF LAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PURSUITS

Recent soil tests across our whole property indicate the soil is devoid of basic elements to sustain 
agriculture or for grazing animals. Ir would take many years of reconstitution and thousands of dollars 
of soil conditioners to improve the soil for agriculture. PEP Soil testers have advised us the soil quality 
is classed as poor and would not sustain agriculture pursuits, not even on the flats that contain much 
alluvial soil that has washed down from the hills.

We have a constant inundation of noxious weeds including cape weed, thistles, blackberry, bridal 
creeper, wild apple etc despite constant effort and spraying programs in conjunction with the
Melbourne Water Creek Frontage Management Plan.

Fences bordering the council park constantly damaged from dogs coming under the fence or people 
climbing over with no funding or support from council, despite numerous requests.

SUITABILITY FOR BUFFER ZONE

1.

2.

o.

4.

5.

6.

Successful implementation of smaller allotments in nearby Plenty

Smaller allotments allow for better management of land and home security

Our property \s neighbouring an already subdivided urban area that was also once a farm

Current arrangement causes conflict between neighbours and land holders with conflicting 
agendas and purposes

The property is mainly cleared pasture of low quality soil 

Electricity, Water, Sewage and Gas all available

Low BAL rating

CONCLUSION

In conclusion while we enjoy living on our property, we now better understand the challenges with 
large scale vacant land surrounded by small domestic house blocks. Given the challenges we have 
outlined above, and the adjoining amenities, the subject land is not suitable for sustainable 
agricultural use, and is well placed to offer options for creating realistic buffer zones between urban 
and non-urban communities. We strongly feel that our property is an anomaly given the proximity 
and abundance of amenities, including walking distance to shops, rail and bus services and the fact 
that it is surrounded by smaller housing lots on more than one side.

5/8/19



Submission on Council’s Draft GWMP

I am a resident of the Bend of Islands and a member of the Bend of Islands Conservation Association
(BICA).
The draft GWMP is not acceptable in its present form. It totally downplays the environmental protection and
actions of the last GWMP, while advocating the undermining of the current conservation zones.
I consider that it is particularly important that there is a general revision of the draft to incorporate the
following issues.

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, states its first priority for Green Wedges: Maintain and enhance the
diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the
quantity and quality of native vegetation.” (Refer Appendix 1 of Council’s draft GWMP)
The Draft GWMP, in its entirety, should have this priority as the main focus.

• The overriding response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its Community Panel (Nov.
2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green Wedge;
and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. Council’s Draft GWMP will not achieve
this.

• The GWMP needs to more strongly acknowledge the importance of ALL indigenous vegetation and
address the urgent need to conserve it THROUGHOUT the Shire, on private and public land. The
community must work together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving
biodiversity; valuing what ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is
interdependent); address the climate change and extinction crises, and the need to transform to an
ecologically sustainable society. This must become the underpinning ethos that guides the Actions and
all other aspects of the Draft GWMP, without compromise.

• The natural environment continues to decline everywhere -  In Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a
“Business as Usual” trajectory is not good enough.
Declines in biodiversity are at critical levels, and there is urgent need for action by all levels of
government and society. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) states that, “The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species
depend is deteriorating more rapidly than ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies,
livelihoods, food security, health and quality of life worldwide. It is not too late to make a difference, but
only if we start now at every level from local to global”.

• The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; so that we can be part of the
solution, acting locally to address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is
the perfect place to start turning things around. If not here and now, where and when?

• The current GWMP 2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways Council
and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge. However, there has been consistent net
loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions
which will be taken to reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

• The Draft GWMP proposes changes to how land within the Green Wedge can be used on the rural side
of the UGB and around our rural townships. This has the potential to erode the values of the Green
Wedge and effectively increase the spread of residential and commercial development outside the
Urban Growth Boundary. The UGB must be treated as a hard boundary.

• We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, biodiversity,
and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21 st century challenges facing us, for our
children, and our children’s children. •

• The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be
required if the land has been previously cleared and used for farming. This definition of ‘cleared land’ 
needs greater detail -  much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it
holds significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural
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activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be informed about the piggery etc proposed 
for next door.

• Nillumbik leaders should explain that “the right to farm” comes with an obligation on the owner to not 
degrade the land during his/her brief period of stewardship. Stewardship simply means that after an 
owner’s (brief) tenure the land and its waterways will be passed on in a better state. For agricultural 
land this means with soil erosion and pest invasion controlled; for bush properties, biodiversity has been 
improved. Nillumbik Landcare Network have produced a document on the Culture of Community 
Custodianship of Land which explains this concept.

• Horses and other hard-hoofed animals have a negative impact on the environment -  none of Australia’s 
native animals have hard hooves. Impacts on habitats include erosion, water quality degradation, 
damage to flora, and spreading of weeds. Actions must be implemented to prevent these impacts. 
These must include education of the equine sector and other graziers. There needs to be greater 
understanding and responsible ownership of animals, ensuring that animals do not enter waterways 
and are not allowed to graze in the bush. This focus on environmental care must also be reflected in the 
proposed Nillumbik Equine Strategy.

• Achieving community engagement by playing down or ignoring the GW residents’ responsibilities for 
environmental protection is self-defeating. This will result in a diminished GW that does not meet the 
aspirations of the majority of the local community or Victoria’s desired planning outcomes for the Green 
Wedges.

• Responsible Leadership would have a separate section dealing with climate change mitigation in 
accordance with the precautionary principle.

• (03.1) While it is important to protect our “valuable” biodiversity and habitats, this skirts around the 
importance of “less valuable” or, more accurately, “less intact or disturbed” habitats that make up the 
entire biodiversity map for the shire. For example, the “vulnerable” Ecological Vegetation Class - Valley 
Grassy Forest is often degraded within Nillumbik due to its grassy understory lending itself to being 
readily-available grazing land. This does NOT negate the importance of these otherwise “less valuable” 
habitats.

I request that Council considers these issues and revises the Draft GWMP to included appropriate 
emphasis on the value of the environment and its biodiversity in the Green Wedge.



’Submission to Niliumbik council on the Draft Green Wedge Management 

plan

I came-to live in  30 years ago, so that my children could grow . 

up in the bush, and learn to appreciate our incredible flora and fauna, away from 

press of traffic and pollution. One of the factors in my decision to move from the 
inner city was that the area had been designated a Green Wedge area by the 

government which meant that -  as the ‘Itings of Melbourne’ it would be an area % 

that would be safe from ever encroaching ugly development that has poisoned so 

many other outlying bush areas.

With much relatively untouched bush area boasting diverse flora and fauna , and 

a currently the most intact of the twelve Green Wedges, it is vital that Council 
honour.the conservation priority enshrined in the government’s 15 year plan...

It is in fact hard to understand why Council wants to review the plan 8 years into 
the 15 -without giving some credence to the charges of self-interest laid against 
some counsellors— those with links to tjje development industry or the horse • ^
management sector, who are not disinterested when it comes to terms like 

‘opening up’ (ie clearing forest) or the need to encourage different tourist 

experiences (horse riding perhaps?). ,

;I am of the view that there is already sufficient tourism in the region.

The reason I decided to leave my home of 30 years (for the Bend of Isles -  still 

in Niliumbik , but genuinely committed to protecting the environment)! is precisely 

because of what tourism is doing to the environment in North Warrandyte. The 

new widened bridge notwithstanding, the existing level of tourism' is already 
straining our roads and parking facilities. We should be preserving the green 

space which is what attracts tourists in the first place, not clearing bush to 

.develop more ‘tourist facilities’.
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The timing of this tampering with a perfectly good plan, is significant.

Australia has one of the worst records of de-forestation in the world. The major 
climate change advice to plant more trees, not devise plans which involve giving 

people licence to chop more down. Surely it is the role of governments (local 

.state and Federal) to take the lead on action to combat the effects of climate 

change by preserving precious and threatened environments for future 

generations, not to be open to charges of narrow short-term self-interest.

I am including a poem I wrote about the impact of the current level of tourism on 
Warrarfdyte

Karen Throssell (resident of Nillumbik for 35 years; Manager of the Warrandyte 

Neighbourhood house for 13 years; member of FOWSP; Warrandyte CAN (Climate 

Action Network); BICA (Bend of islands Conservation Association) Teacher, Writer and 
Poet. •

%
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Yuppification (Warrandyte)

Wilderness sews the seeds of its own destruction .
Untouched, unspoilt, wild, remote—we all want it...
•Then we need toilets, snack bars, footpaths, roads
cafes, car parks, souvenir shops

.now tamed and spoiled, and it’s not just
Surfers, Bali, Hoi An, Santorini.

‘

It’s all small hamlets on the edges of cities,
their slow sleepy beauty, their sense of estrangement
from the bustle and stress, the concrete and glass
Havens for writers and artists and dreamers
who prefer beauty to ‘progress’, and progress that’s slow...

But the rich city dwellers or cashed up young bogans 
come for the day trip, to breathe the fresh air 
soak up serenity, make friends with the wildlife 
unwind by the river, those stately white gums '
Imagine the ‘lifestyle’ from their deck in the trees

Imagine ‘improvements’: They’d cope with the road 
"with a four wheel drive,, the heat— with a pool 
A mobile phone tower would curb the remoteness 
and a few groovy shops would add to the charm.
A new service station! (Ten minutes away is too far to drive)

They soon do their sums and then start to come 
Build gigantic glass'castles, cut down the trees 
that deck for serenity, essential jacuzzi 
House prices rise, there’s problems with parking 
Too costly now, for artists and dreamers.

The newbies complain, in the paper ancffacebook: .
about the old locals objecting to progress;
■alarming snake sitings;, the spiders and flies;
■possums and roos all eating the roses; .

Thunderous vehicles take over the roads 
city commuters, kids to tlfcir schools
early hours tradies (those renovations)
Roads now a nightmare, two hours to work... 
the town not so quiet, the air not so clean

And who of course, are the first to complain? 
l/l/e must widen the roads -  we need four



t %

'lanes, it’s all we can do —
You selfish old-timers, tcupppose this is mad 
you clearly don’t have to pit in the queue

You cannot block progress, It is vital, inevitable 
And coming for you. .

%

Karen Throssell
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Mrs Marie Krause 
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Submission addressing Nillumbik Council’s Draft Green Wedge
Management Plan

31 July, 19.

From Rosemary Aitken,

I do not want to speak to this submission. My points are these:

1. The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan is concerning in that
the word ‘Green” is used although very little of it seems to be
about the environment.

2. If it is to reflect concern about environment with the intention of
preserving the native fauna and flora, then management should
surely be done on a scientific basis, and not bowing to
business/development/economic pressure. This is evident when
the report notes that expansion of township boundaries is
desirable.

The broad Goals of this plan support community, safety and prosperity,
all laudable but where is the concern for the environment ? for the
ancestral owners of the land?

3. The vision of Green Wedge Development to be the ‘lungs’ of the
city as set out by a former State Minister, The Hon. Vasey
Houghton, in the Shire Hall, Eltham, in the late 60’s is being lost
with ‘development whatever the cost’ attitude now.

4. Safety and bush fire mitigation have been rightly included, and
this can be achieved again by people with experience,
knowledge, and expertise in this subject employed or
volunteering to give this training.

5. At the meetings held in St Andrews community hall last April, it
was certainly the feeling that some of the present North Ridings'
land owners wanted the opportunity to subdivide, when under
the current guidelines I gathered that this was not possible.

6. A rapid whittling away of the Green Wedge would seem to be
the outcome, roads even further congested, and Nillumbik
would be another growth corridor for Greater Melbourne.

Please rewrite the draft to maintain the goals of the previous Plan.
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I found the emphasis of this Draft Green Management to be all 
around peoples wants, not broader community needs. Its 
language was slanted this way and as a few people at the 
Consultation meetings said ‘wfiy do we need a new plan at all’



Attn: GWMP Project Team Nillumbik Shire Council PO Box 476Greensborough VIC 30882 August 2019Dear GWMP Project Team,
I have reviewed the Green Wedge Management Plan.
It is called the Green Wedge MANAGEMENT Plan.
It should be called the Green Wedge PROTECTION Plan.
In its current form it is the Green Wedge EXPLOITATION Plan.
Mark - Fail. Please rework and resubmit.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Michael Aldred
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE AND THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT DRAFT PLAN 

- I am writing this submission because I want to make positive change
- I have seen a lot of harm come to this area and it worries me and my family
- We want to know that trees will be better protected and that animals will have

places to live
- We would like to see a lot more tree planting and other kinds of environmental

repair throughout the Shire
- From our point of view, it looks as though people who destroy native trees and

other plants on their properties never have to replace them. This means more
and more gets lost.

- We think that Council should provide more education for everyone who lives
here and even people who visit, so that we can all know how to take care of
this wonderful place.

- As well, there needs to be something done to make sure that any wrong-doing
is dealt with so that the environment does not suffer. It is not about punishing
people for the sake of it, it is is about making sure the rules are taken
seriously and that people can see the Council really does care.

- We think the Green Wedge Management Plan and any other Council
information should have these things as top priorities.
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE 

Dear Councillors of Nillumbik Shire and Officers, 

I am keen to make comment on the Green Wedge Management Plan 

because I think there are too many loopholes in it, leaving 

giant gaps for developers to jump in and make a mess of this 

place. We have seen the impacts of inappropriate development 

in an area that is supposed to be focused on environmental 

care. This must stop and any documents made by Council must 

make sure that laws are put in place to create better 

outcomes. For example, I think it would be a good idea to keep 

any development within the townships, and for any development 

to be regulated by the most sustainable building codes. Many 

places around the world have achieved much more than we have, 

and we could easily learn from them and aim even higher. We 

have everything that is needed to do this, we just have to 

make it a real priority. The draft plan does not seem to 

achieve this in how it describes what everyone will do, and so 

some big changes need to be made to the Plan. 

Please make sure that any further writing for this Plan really 

shows that Council is thinking about our future and the well

being of our planet and all the life it supports, and is 

really serious about taking action. I do not feel confident in 

the current draft. 
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019 

To Nillumbik Shire Council, 

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 

Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft. 

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 

residents) clearly stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental values 

of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was also 

expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft does 

not reflect the Community's position, and this position must lay the foundation 

for any new GWMP. Therefore I do not support the draft as I do not believe it 

adequately address the main concerns of residents (as per the community 

engagement). The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the 

Green Wedge as its strategic focus. The draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks 

detail and omits significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability 

measures that would ensure the long-term health and viability of the Green 

Wedge. 

I believe there is no more important issue to address with our GWMP than 

climate change mitigation. Climate change mitigation must inform all objectives 

and actions under the plan such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, 

waste management, bush regeneration, education, and economic strategy. The 
draft GWMP provides no leadership on this critical issue. I believe the Nillumbik 

community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is taken to 

mitigate climate change and draw down carbon emissions. 

The Principles outlined in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be 

interpreted and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to 

reflect the community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP 

must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping 

with the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and 

Protecting Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to 

stop the decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural 

environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional 

Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and 
describes the urgent need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of 

climate change should be added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not 

support the draft. Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in 

the Plan. 

I have lived in Nillumbik all my life - it is my country, and my home. The Green 
Wedge is fundamental to what Nillumbik means to me and my family. When I 

mention to friends and acquaintances from elsewhere in Melbourne that I am a 

Nillumbikian, it is clear that this understanding of our wonderful shire is shared 
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universally among Victorians. The draft GWMP does not reflect what I and 
countless other Victorians understand Nillumbik to be, and on that basis, I cannot 
support it.

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Andrew Barr



Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

mitchell bell 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

please keep the green wedge GREEN! i have lived here all of 23 years of my life 
and i am coming to understand the importance and uniqueness of our area, and 
even in my lifetime i have witnessed this place become more threatened from 
overdevelopment and frankly ignorance of how special this area is, cramming as 
many dwellings on each free metre of ground (with no regard for sustainable 
building practises), once its gone it will never come back, we have the 
opportunity to be a forward thinking and sustainable shire that can be a leading 
example of how things should be in the future of climate and environmental 
uncertainty. I want my future children to be able to enjoy this suburban oasis.

you cannot put a price on a unique pocket of timeless nature.

please dont make any desicions that your grandchildren will resent you for.

regards,

a concerned  male 

mitchell bell
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Jeremy Skuse 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission outlines why I do not support the draft GWMP.

The plan is short on actionable recommendations to preserve and enhance the 
natural environment of our Shire.

In view of the increasing pressures on our natural environment, the draft plan 
places too much emphasis on people's use of the environment and too little 
emphasis on regenerating and protecting our unique part of the world.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Jeremy Skuse
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Danni Malee 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

Danni Malee
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Georgia Madden 

Council need to stop destroying the green belt land. Stop the greed to build and 
cram new builds on the green reserves. It is a disgrace and we will keep fighting. 
Responsible and ethical building has gone out of the window and it would appear 
the council only care about the rates coming in now from new builds. We the 
people, want to keep the character of Eltham and what it is well know for, its 
open green belt land and parks. It is also clear that council are allowing far to 
many subdivisions of land. We are seeing more and more two storey town 
houses being thrown up. These build are not ethical in design and do not take 
into consideration the environment, the fall off the land, drainage, fauna, wildlife, 
birds and animals. Not to mention the aboriginal heritage of the land. What gives 
council the right to destroy our natural reserves without including the correct 
people in these conversations. This is not about development and the ethical 
grown of an area, this is about the greed of the council and how much money 
they can rake in through taxes. Stop hiding your real face and put the cards on 
the table. We see you and we will fight you and be heard. Whatever it takes, we 
the people will have our say and fight to save our environment.

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Georgia Madden
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Luca

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

Luca
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Joanna O'Connor 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Joanna O'Connor
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Natalie Glassey 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Natalie Glassey
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Sheryl Lewis 

I wish to object to any review of our Green Wedge. Nillumbik is already choking 
from overdevelopment and the effects to our native flora and fauna. I have been 
a resident and ratepayer in  for over 30 years and have seen with 
disappointment the effects of overdevelopment on our wildlife and natural 
environment. I have seen many species of birdlife and fauna disappear gradually 
and fear that if our Green Wedge is not protected our entire Shire will turn into 
any other suburb and lose its natural beauty which is why we chose to live here 
in the first place. Any review of our Green Wedge can only have catastrophic 
outcomes for the area in which we love. Please accept this submission as my 
strong protest to any review of lessening any areas of our Green Wedge.

Sheryl Lewis
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE -SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE DRAFT

Nillumbik has a reputation as an environmentally caring community.
We have to keep that going!

Here are some of my suggestions about the draft plan for the Green Wedge, as its current 
form does not show enough care:

1. Stronger preservation of native flora and fauna, waterways and wildlife corridors is 
essential.

2. Stronger action on climate change is crucial. We cannot keep putting this off
3. Stronger policies for preventing urbanisation
4. Better education for our whole community so we all know the real values of our 

beautiful environment and how to care for it.

y
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Nerida Kirov 

Why did we waste so much money on the recent review, when you have now 
decided to ignore the findings of the majority of its participants. It would appear 
that you are out to get a predetermined outcome that the current council sees 
important, disregarding what the majority have asked for.

This also comes on the back of a report in the age talking about the amount of 
green coverage we are losing and the results this will have to both physical and 
mental health.

This area was seen as "the lungs of Melbourne", well the lungs are choking and it 
would appear eprsonal gain and greed is deemed more important. Shame, 
shame, shame!

Nerida Kirov
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Christine wright 

I think it is VITAL, not just for us here in Nillumbik, but for the wider community 
that we retain the trees and general biodiversity

With climate change crisis it is so important that we maintain the environment, 
not destroy it for the sake of money

Let us develop and protect what natural environment we have so our children 
and our earth have a future

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Christine wright
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SUBMISSION TO NILLUMBIK COUNCIL FOR 
DRAFT GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

- I want to see more protection for our native flora and fauna and this should be 
made really clear in the Green Wedge Management Plan.

- I believe we have a responsibility to take immediate and varied action to 
combat climate change and this must be described in the Plan. It must be 
obvious that we all must take action, and Council should really be a leader!

- I want to feel confident that the area’s future is secure and its environment is 
healthy no matter what Council is in place. These kinds of documents should 
make sure this happens.

Thank you for the opportunity to make comment.
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Ms Pat Reynolds 

In my opinion, the draft GWMP does not adequately protect our Green Wedge. 
Every measure that will enforce its protection must be taken. To many points in 
the plan fail to enforce the current protections, focusing primarily on what the 
GW means to us humans, without considering the alarming position we are in, as 
stated in the following quote ...

"Australia is in the midst of an animal extinction crisis and the loss of almost 20 
unique species in coming years is inevitable without drastic change.

That's the dire warning from the Wilderness Society following the release of a 
damning interim report about the inadequacies of current environmental laws.

A Senate inquiry report released last night found the current approach to wildlife 
protection was "incapable" of stopping the spiralling rates of extinction and 
recommended a "complete overhaul" of legislation."

Reporter-Shannon Malloy.

Within the lifetime of the typical Australian the number of people living here is 
expected to jump 60 per cent from 23.3 million today to 37.6 million by 2050. 
Sydney and Melbourne's populations are projected to explode by 60 to 80 per 
cent to reach almost 8 million inhabitants.

The pressure this population growth will put on the green wedges will be 
enormous, and they need to be protected with strict binding regulations.

From the human perspective, more than ever, we will need places like Nillumbik, 
the Green Wedge Shire.

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

John Doyle 

Dear councillors, Are you mad. To destroy the green wedge would make some of 
you richer and the rest of the population poorer. Do not destroy the lungs of 
Melbourne. Yours sincerely, John Doyle

John Doyle
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TO NILLUMBIK COUNCIL -
A SUBMISSION FOR THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

We need to fight climate change.
This Plan only talks about adapting to climate change. That is like giving up!!

We need much stronger protection for all the animals and plants in the Green Wedge.

We have a responsibility to make sure that our kids and grandkids can enjoy a healthy future 
surrounded by a healthy environment. Please make this part of the Management Plan!
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SUBMISSION FOR THE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN - NILLUMBIK 
COUNCIL

Dear Nillumbik Council.

I am writing this submission because I am very concerned at what I see takes place 
in our beautiful area and want to try and contribute to positive change.

I have a great love of the native flora and fauna and want to see them safe and 
healthy for future generations. All life forms have a right to exist and we must be 
responsible in our actions.

I think it is incredibly important that any document written by the local Council shows 
great respect for our ecosystems and all they provide, and I think it is very important 
that we know what actions will be taken by current and future Councils to ensure that 
we don’t keep losing our vegetation.

Tree cover in our area is so important to us. We love the parks and reserves, and 
value the fresh air. If the area is opened up to more development, these things will 
be lost.

Please make changes to the Plan to reflect these concerns and describe strong 
actions for the future of all life. We need our environment to be healthy.
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SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE DRAFT : NILLUMBIK SHIRE

Dear Council,

Our green wedge has not been adequately protected up until now. We see vegetation being 
destroyed on private property all the time. This affects our health in many ways including our 
mental well being. It is distressing to watch this continuing destruction of the natural 
environmental in an area that has been put aside for its protection.

There are lots of excuses for putting off the action we need not only on environmental 
protection but also on climate change. Protection from bushfire is often raised as one of 
these excuses. However, we will never be entirely safe from bushfire just as we will never be 
entirely safe on the roads. After Black Saturday and the Royal Commission, the State 
Government made many changes to ensure a safer Green Wedge for people who live there. 
It is now our responsibility to ensure we have a sustainable, healthy environment in the 
Green Wedge which can happen whilst incorporating these changes.

It is our responsibility to future generations.

Pt'OtWt Cittfkt-
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The Green Wedge Management Plan of Nillumbik Shire
A submission in response to the draft

To Council,
I love the Green Wedge because of the clean fresh air, the animals and 
amazing plants, and all the wonderful places I can go walking. It is really 
important to me that the people in positions of power - such as those on 
Council - also care for the Green Wedge and want the best for its future 
as a sanctuary for our native plants and animals. I am worried that the 
Plan does not show enough leadership in how we can all care for this 
place and how we can all make a difference. Stopping the destruction of 
all native vegetation that is left is a good place to start. We need to take 
action on climate change and reduce our emissions as a whole Shire. 
Please think of these things when you draft the final version and make 
sure really strong actions are in place. This is a plan, and so must include 
how we are going to make it happen!
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To NILLUMBIK SHIRE for the Green Wedge Management Plan Draft

Submission:
I think your draft GWMP could be very confusing for many people because although 
the sentiment is sometimes good, there is very little indication as to how these things 
will be achieved and by whom. I would really like to see a Plan that speaks about who 
is accountable and for what actions. I think it is really important that the community 
can read a document like this and understand what Council wants to do and how they 
will do it, and over what period of time.

For example, although environmental protection is mentioned, there is no strong and 
clear plan for how this will be achieved. Also, there are parts that seem to create the 
wrong opportunities for development to take place which is contradiction to 
environmental protection. An example of this is the possibility to remove the need for 
a permit to conduct agricultural activity in a conservation zone.

I think this draft is a good start but much work needs to be done on it to be sure we 
are keeping the Green Wedge safe.

to /<H\<\
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ATTENTION: NILLUMBIK SHIRE COUNCIL 
SUBMISSION TO THE GREEN WEDGE DRAFT

We must develop better policies to protect our Green Wedge. This Green Wedge 
Management Plan presents an incredibly opportunity to make this happen.
It is a really important part of the whole of Melbourne - people love it and look 
forward to visiting its special bush environments.

Most people know that healthy people thrive best in healthy environments.
Kids need space to explore and learn and connect with nature. We need to protect 
every bit we have left. Too much is already gone. That is not ok!!

Please make some tighter policies in the Green Wedge Management Plan so we can 
all feel confident that the future of our bush is safe from development.

[Y\oitt (Y\. vn£<^(
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
To the Council of Nillumbik Shire:

I would like to see some changes made to the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan so that climate 
change becomes a key focus.

This is the number one issue of our times, and without giving it our attention in much stronger ways, 
we will be in real strife. There is so much Council can do within this area to make a good contribution 
to the reduction of carbon emissions and other pollutants.

We should have a huge solar powered system for the area, we should make much better use of our 
waste - whether it is food scraps, water, or electronic waste, and we should all be more encouraged 
to walk rather than drive, car pool and socialise, and much more.

Council needs to advertise the idea of avoid - reduce - re-use - recycle - much more prominently 
throughout the Shire, and this should be done in many ways to reach a really wide audience.

The draft plan is written as though we have little left to do other than adapt to the coming change. It 
would be a failure to hold such a position and we would be letting down all future generations - 
human or other.

Please address this when you refine the Plan.
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE's Green Wedge Management Plan draft

My Submission:
I am upset when I see another patch of bush being cut down.
Unfortunately, this is not rare and it is clear that we must all take EVERY POSSIBLE action to 
preserve whatever is left of our native vegetation. This must be demonstrated in the GWMP 
Plan and everything that Council does. Since colonisation of this country, we have lost 
almost all our forests and extinction rates are highest in Australia out of the whole world! 
This is a disgrace and it is up to every Local Council to take action and turn this around. This 
might mean we have to change our view of progress, and what it means to live in a place as 
precious as this. I feel so happy when I am walking in the bush, and do not want this to be 
lost for future generations of all living things.
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NILLUMBIK SHIRE
To the Council of Nillumbik:

I am strongly opposed to any further subdivisions within the green wedge and feel that 
further development must be contained inside the Urban Growth Boundary. This draft Plan 
actually suggests encouraging more development around our townships which effectively 
means that the urban growth boundary is being ignored.

We must also be clever in how we plan for a growing population of Melbourne. Council 
must be more strict when it comes to Planning regulations and standards, and look to 
current research that indicates what makes for a healthy growing city. Improved public 
transport, walkability, and cycling opportunities are critical and the draft Plan should make 
an effort to address these issues.

Traffic through many townships is becoming a serious problem, and smart solutions need to 
be implemented. As we know there is a serious economic cost associated with congestion, 
and this includes health costs.

I look forward to seeing a stronger Green Wedge Management Plan, as what we currently 
have is not protecting our beautiful Shire very well and the new plan is not better, and in 
fact contains less detail and less accountability.
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Christine robb 

FOR YOUR USE when responding to Council's Draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan [GWMP]

The points below relate directly to the layout of Council's online form.

This link will take you to Council's webpage
https://participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/gwmp. Scroll down on the page and find 
the button that says 'Click here to give your feedback'. You will then SIGN UP, 
and you're away. Do it through July!

For other ways to make a submission, please scroll to the bottom of this 
document.

We STRONGLY URGE YOU to make at least ONE comment on each question

BECAUSE only ticking the boxes leaves it up to Council to interpret your 
response. Two people might both answer 'NO' when asked if they agree with the 
Vision, but one might want much stronger environmental protections, while the 
other might want an increase in urban growth.

This will only be clear if they make comment.

We encourage you to use your own words, rather than just cut and paste.

If you have limited time, you can consider just one or two of the dot points below 
each heading,

and move on to the next heading. In this way you can quickly build a submission.

The more Council receives from the community, the clearer the message.

NOTE: Please use this structured information as you see fit. The aim is to help 
you make a submission quickly, as reading a 45 page document and preparing 
your response is a big ask!

The suggested responses have been drafted by a group of locals who have 
studied the draft plan, and taken into account the overwhelming community 
support for protection of the Green Wedge.

FOR EXCELLENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON GREEN WEDGES AND THIS 
PROCESS, VISIT

http://www.loveyourgreenwedge.com/

Question 1: A Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge? NO [because there is 
a worrying lack of detail]

Submission 548
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Do you have any comments about the Vision?

• Environmental protection and reinvigoration must be central to the Vision for 
the Green Wedge. The draft does not state this strongly enough, despite it being 
a Strategic Focus for the Shire.

• Council's initial community engagement clearly demonstrated that the large 
majority of Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental values of the 
Green Wedge and want it maintained, protected and enhanced. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position.

• The GWMP must reflect the fact that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most 
environmentally intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges, is a significant part of the 
wider Green Wedge system, and is for the benefit of everyone, whether they live 
in the area or not.

• Climate change mitigation must be an overarching Goal for the GWMP and 
therefore must be addressed in the Vision. It must inform all objectives and 
actions such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, 
bush regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, the 
repeated mention of just adapting to climate change leaves the reader with the 
impression that Council has basically thrown their hands up in the air suggesting 
there is nothing that they nor Nillumbik residents can do to tackle climate 
change. This is not true and must be part of every day action.

• It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous people, their 
cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the GWMP despite 
the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the area's 
biodiversity for tens of thousands of years.

Appendix 1 of Council's draft quotes the State Government's 'Plan Melbourne 
2017-2050', where the first

priority for the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of 
indigenous flora and fauna

habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation."

Five Key Moves

To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the 
Green Wedge Management

Plan? DISAGREE [all, because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

• It appears that Council has failed to follow State Government policy 
requirements in the preparation of the GWMP. This throws into question the



entire document and associated processes. Planning Practice Note 31 describes 
specific requirements for the development of a GWMP, including the 
establishment of a Project Steering Group chaired by Council with key 
stakeholder representatives. This did not occur.

• This draft fails to clearly articulate an Implementation Plan based on clearly 
stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department responsible for 
implementation. As stated in the State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, 
'Each GWMP will set out a series of actions and measures that need to be 
undertaken, and identify resource requirements, roles and responsibilities, 
timelines, outcomes and evaluation.' The current GWMP has much greater detail 
than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for improvement. Click here 
for Planning Practice Note 31 .

For a comparison to the draft GWMP, Click here for the current GWMP .

Each of the 'Five Key Moves' contain potentially useful ideas depending on how 
they are applied, and

there needs to be much greater emphasis on the care of the natural 
environment.

The document needs to describe in much greater detail the ACTIONS to be 
taken, and each of these

must prioritise best environmental practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native 
vegetation and fauna across

the Shire.

Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the protection 
and reinvigoration of

biodiversity for the long term.

The current GWMP 2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new 
draft) the ways Council

and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge. However there 
has been consistent net loss of

vegetation. This demonstrates that any new plan must be stronger and clearer 
about the actions which will be

taken to reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this. 

Principles

To what extent do you agree with the Principles to guide the implementation of 
the Green Wedge

Management Plan? DISAGREE [all, because there is a worrying lack of detail]



Do you have any comments about the Principles?

Each Principle is a very broad statement and it is unclear how they will be 
interpreted and applied

while ensuring care for the environment.

The Principles need to reflect the community's commitment to protecting the 
Green Wedge. The

GWMP must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in 
keeping with the State

Government's policies Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria's 
Environment - Biodiversity 2037,

which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the decline of our native plants and animals and 
improve our natural

environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.'

An additional Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and 
Biodiversity, and describes

the urgent need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate 
change should be added to the

GWMP. Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

As with the 'Five Key Moves', the outlined Principles contain potentially useful 
ideas but there needs

to be greater emphasis on the protection of the environment. For example, the 
principle that says, The green

wedge is a changing environment and home to many people. Change will be 
managed to conserve its values

and with a focus on long-term stewardship.' could read, "The green wedge is a 
changing environment and

home to many people. Change will be managed to conserve its biodiversity and 
environmental values and

with a focus on long-term stewardship."

Goals, Objectives and Key Actions

GOAL 1: Engaged connected communities

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?



DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1?

• The thrust of Goal 1, to engage the community, is important but must be 
framed in the context of the environmental protection aim as stated in 1994 
when the Local Government Review Board declared that the new Shire of 
Nillumbik was to be a conservation Shire with the Green Wedge as its strategic 
focus.

• The plan must state more clearly that the Shire and Green Wedge areas have 
particular needs that are different to those in an area not established as a Green 
Wedge. The new plan presents an opportunity to highlight and expand the role of 
the whole community in stewardship of the land. This needs to be clearly stated 
and emphasised, as we ask ourselves, 'How can we maintain and reinvigorate 
the environment?', rather than 'What can we get out of the land?'.

• The community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is 
taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon emissions. This is a top 
priority for how we live together as a community - our collective wellbeing 
depends on it, as does the environment.

GOAL2: Active and creative people

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?

• The Objectives and Key Actions for Goal 2 must clearly and strongly focus on 
ensuring Nillumbik's biodiversity is top priority. As stated in the draft plan, green 
space is an important determinant of health, not just because it enables physical 
activity but also because it has been shown to promote higher levels of mental 
wellbeing and social connectedness.

• In order to better manage the natural environment of the Shire, greater 
dialogue must be generated and maintained with the Traditional Custodians of 
the area. This is vital for the health of the whole community and the environment 
in which we live. A Key Action of Goal 2 must focus on this.

GOAL 3: Safe and healthy environments

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

• The GWMP needs to more strongly acknowledge the importance of ALL 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it THROUGHOUT 
the Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to 
focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving biodiversity; 
valuing what ecosystems provide; developing a ’systems view’ (that ALL is 
interdependent); address the climate change and extinction crises, and the need



to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the Actions and all other aspects of the plan, 
without compromise.

• Goal 3 repeatedly uses the language of 'balance', and this needs to be 
amended as it indicates that our thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a 
need to trade-off environmental health against other considerations, while 
international, national, and state government reports indicate that we must 
prioritise the health of our environment.

For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, environmental 
considerations, private water extraction and community considerations. What 
needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental considerations, as without 
optimal environmental health, all other activity and considerations will be 
constrained.

• The use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some areas of 
vegetation as more significant or valuable than others is alarming as it can lead 
to greater degradation of the environment which is already under pressure. The 
majority of the Shire's ecosystems are already 'disturbed' because of 
mismanagement, and this means we must change our ways. Every Objective and 
Action ought to aim for preservation and reinvigoration of the environment. One 
of the greatest threats to the Shire is 'death by a thousand cuts', where bit by bit 
land clearing and grazing leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever- 
increasing stress and disappearance. In turn this also places greater pressure on 
our community's overall well being.

• An additional Action must be to undertake a massive public education 
campaign about biodiversity, the value of ecosystems, care for natural 
landscapes, bushfire risk reduction through understanding the ancient role of fire 
in the landscape, the significance of the Green Wedge, climate change and their 
interdependence.

DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?

Goal 4: A prosperous economy

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?

• This section must clearly focus on overall environmental protection. Economic 
activities must be assessed and altered in response to latest science and the 
urgent need for environmental protections. This must be reflected in the title of 
the Goal, the Actions, and throughout the plan, for example, 'A prosperous eco- 
friendly Green Wedge economy'.



• Support for local agriculture is important but must always provide for the 
continuing health of the environment. New systems that respect and promote 
regenerative farming including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and 
indigenous flora and fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between 
sustainable agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green 
Wedge, must be central to the GWMP.

• The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land management 
practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, 
entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has to be 
clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement.

• The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) 
no permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used 
for farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail - much of 
Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it holds 
significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed about the piggery etc proposed for next door.

• This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green 
Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 
of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning scheme decreases the 
likelihood of inappropriate development.

• Horses and other hard-hoofed animals have a negative impact on the 
environment - none of Australia's native animals have hard hooves. Impacts on 
habitats include erosion, water quality degradation, damage to flora, and 
spreading of weeds. Actions must be implemented to prevent these impacts. 
These must include education of the equine sector and other graziers. There 
needs to be greater understanding and responsible ownership of animals, 
ensuring that animals do not enter waterways and are not allowed to graze in 
the bush. This focus on environmental care must also be reflected in the 
proposed Nillumbik Equine Strategy.

Goal 5: Responsible leadership

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5? DO 
NOT SUPPORT

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?

• Stewardship of the land is mentioned in the draft plan, and its role must be 
better defined in Goal 5, Responsible Leadership. It needs to explain that 
Nillumbik residents have an obligation to care for the land, not degrade it, and 
this must be for the entirety of their tenure. Responsible stewardship also asks 
that the land, its diverse ecosystems and waterways, are passed on in a better 
state. Council must educate residents about these matters, and lead the way by 
increasing revegetation of indigenous flora throughout the Shire.



• This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of 
farming practices and this zoning should only be applied to land with higher 
conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora and fauna across a 
significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocks or 
scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need of greater 
care and protection, not less.

• Responsible Leadership should have a section dealing with climate change 
mitigation in accordance with the precautionary principle.

• Council ought to provide education and free, easily accessible advice to 
residents on a range of topics such as 'avoid - reduce - reuse - recycle', reducing 
meat-consumption, buying local produce and growing your own, responsible 
waste disposal, reduction of car-dependence, benefits of native vegetation etc.

• This Goal in its entirety must place much greater emphasis on the need to 
‘Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and 
species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation.' 
(Refer 1st item in Appendix 1 of draft GWMP - Plan Melbourne 2017-2050). It is 
Council's responsibility to make significant contributions to the education of 
residents for the protection and care of biodiversity. Alongside education, it is 
essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of policy 
standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native 
vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate enforcement.

• Key Action A5.6 and A5.7 [page 40 of the draft] propose changes to how land 
within the Green Wedge can be used. This has the potential to erode the values 
of the Green Wedge and effectively increase the spread of residential and 
commercial development outside the Urban Growth Boundary. The UGB must be 
treated as a hard boundary.

• The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we 
can be part of the solution, acting locally to address global problems. We're a 
relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the perfect place to start turning 
things around. If not here and now, where and when?

Other comments

Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan?

• The strongest message from the initial community consultation and the Panel 
Report is that Nillumbik residents and the population of wider Melbourne cherish 
the high environmental values of the Green Wedge and want it to be maintained, 
protected and reinvigorated. This message must lay the foundation for any new 
GWMP. The current draft does not achieve this.

• The Green Wedge Management Plan must reaffirm the Shire's conservation 
role with the Green Wedge as its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to 
do this. It lacks detail and omits significant objectives, relevant actions, and



accountability measures that would ensure the long-term health and purpose of 
the Green Wedge.

• Declines in biodiversity are at critical levels, and there is urgent need for action 
by all levels of government and society. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy 
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) states that, "The health 
of ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies, 
livelihoods, food security, health and quality of life worldwide. It is not too late to 
make a difference, but only if we start now at every level from local to global".

• There is a worrying lack of detail throughout the document regarding the 
protection and enhancement of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and 
varying quality. Clearly defined actions need to be included which will address 
this problem to ensure the long term health of the Green Wedge.

• The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and this must 
be better addressed.

• The draft speaks of polarised and diverse views and how conversations must 
be respectful and robust. It is vital that this is the case, and is supported by 
current science, particularly in relation to the need for environmental repair and 
preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation.

• It is necessary that we uphold the highest of professional standards throughout 
the Shire and its Leadership.

Christine robb



Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Ryan CONNOLLY 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP. - Ryan CONNOLLY
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Melissa Collins

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.
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Nick Weaver 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Nick Weaver
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Elise marrgatt 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation. Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government’s Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Elise marrgatt
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Pauline Bennett 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's and my position.
This message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does 
not achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it 
adequately address the main concerns of residents (as per the community 
engagement). The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the 
Green Wedge as its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It 
lacks detail and omits significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability 
measures that would ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green 
Wedge. I love where I live and want long term protection of its environmental 
heritage.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy in line with the indigenous 
people's management of our environment. Throughout the draft, there is no 
mention of strong leadership in this regard. I despair about the environmental 
damage already occurring in our area without Council taking any action. Because 
of that, I do not support the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come 
together to ensure serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw 
down carbon emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a 
community - our collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the draft. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan. - Pauline Bennett
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Kristy doyle 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

I am writing as a life long member of this shire now raising my own young family 
here and I want to share my concerns about the draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan. I have been willing to support the shire in many ways over the years 
including payment of high rates but feel concerned about the luck of protection 
on these issues the counsel is providing.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050’, says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.
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Karen Colebatch 

To Niliumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained. - Karen Colebatch
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Susan Bannister 

E

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming including water 
conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and fauna must be 
encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural practices, climate 
change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be central to the GWMP. 
The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land management 
practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, 
entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has to be 
clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Susan Bannister
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No further subdivisions encroaching into agricultural land or public land; no 
further loss of indigenous plant species or habitat for native animals.

Christine Gilmour
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Martin Maley 

Please protect our lovely biodiversity in the nillumbick council, as part of the 
young generation here, I would love to see even more protection for our native 
flora and fauna as we are in one of the most sustainable communities and should 
be setting these higher standards for others, instead of conforming to society's 
greed for quick money and cheap living with average quality of life: poorly built 
houses (I work in big estates out west, they are built quickly with no regard for 
quality), cheap unhealthy takeaway food and no organic health, poor ratio of 
developed land vs protected native environment, which results in more mental 
health issues....

PROTECT THE GREEN WEDGE!

Martin Maley
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Ryan Anderson 

I would like to see the green wedge project stay in action for future generations 
to enjoy a green Nillumbik

Ryan Anderson
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David Adcock 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

David Adcock
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Jacob Spotswood 
 
 

Dont ruin what Eltham is known and loved for 

Jacob Spotswood
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Jan davies 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs. 
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

Jan davies
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Sharyn Mundy 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

Sharyn Mundy
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Slavica 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Slavica
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Hesse Bevilacqua 

I live in it and I don't want it changed 

Hesse Bevilacqua
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Felicity Donert 

I love the nature, open space, relaxed community and a sense of country life 
here in the green wedge. Moving from the city my German husband said that he 
loves Australia but not the city. The Green wedge has that contrasting feel to it.
A sense of freedom.

Felicity Donert
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Janene Ferrarin 

As a Nillumbik resident I am submitting my deep concerns about the future of 
our unique shire.

Nillumbik provides clean air from the many indigenous trees and vegetation 
which in turn place as as The most healthy lifestyle' LGA in the Melbourne 
Metroplitan area.

From our very unique indigenous flora and fauna to small scale agricultural 
holdings, wineries, local artisan producers to its unique arts/music culture, 
Nillumbik is truly the jewel in Melbourne's crown....

To value the worth of Nillumbik's green wedge we MUST protect it from 
unsustainable development which will serves only those whose interests will 
profit at the expense of our unique native environment which Liberal Premier 
Dick Hamer famously quoted as being The lungs of Melbourne'...

Like Mr Hamer, we Nillumbik residents have a vision to protect, preserve and to 
respect our native environment for the health and wellbeing of current and 
future generations to come...

The Green Wedge Management Plan MUST NOT compromise the existing 
protections in place but to value it's worth NOT in development and profits for 
the few, but in environmentally sustainable practice that includes preservation of 
Nillumbik's natural wildlife and bush so we can all enjoy it's beauty and health 
promoting benefits.
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Patrick Hyde 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

Patrick Hyde
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To Nillumbik Shire Council, 

Clare 

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 

Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft. 

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 

should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 

intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 

Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 

uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 

in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 

opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 

strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country. 

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 

indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 

people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 

GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 

area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 

natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 

maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 

of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 

Goal 2 must focus on this. 

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 

the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 

support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 

environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 

including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 

fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 

practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 

central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 

management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 

Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 

to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 

requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP. 

Clare 
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Vicki Kegele 

NO more selling off reserves or subdivision of residential land...NO more units or 
townhouses if we continue to over develope Nillumbik we will no longer be a
Green wedge area....just bricks & mortor....exspecially Eltham and Hurstbridge
us heading that way too® in fire season over population is a killer^U

Vicki Kegele
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Daniel Epstein 

Please do the right thing and leave our green wedge alone. The green wedge 
here in Warrandyte and Eltham is so special. It is a place that has been protected 
for decades and as our elected leaders don't let the developers push try and 
reduce the protection of the green wedge.

Daniel Epstein
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Mia Driessen Lee 

i object to any changes that will put green wedge at risk 

Mia Driessen Lee
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Richard Lee 

I am a long term resident of Eltham. I live in Eltham because it us unique and an 
amazing place to live which I can share with my family and friends. When I tell 
people from elsewhere where I live they comment on what an amazing place it 
is. Changes to the green wedge management plan threatens this by making the 
green wedge just another part of Melbourne. It also threatens our unique flora 
and fauna. We must stop changing everything for the sake of profits and greed.
If something is great let's keep it that way.

Richard Lee
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Nathan parsons 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government’s policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Nathan parsons
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Johannes Gregory 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

In this submission I'd like to address some of the issues with the draft Green 
Wedge Management Plan and outline why I do not support the draft.

I have lived in and around the Green Wedge since 1962, when I was five years 
old.

I reflect the views of those I believe are a majority in Nillumbik and surrounding 
areas, adjacent to and invested in the Green Wedge.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This has been and clearly should remain Council's role! This 
draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits significant objectives, 
relevant actions, and accountability measures that would ensure the long-term 
health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need
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to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I have always firmly believed the Green Wedge areas are the "lungs of 
Melbourne". This is a phrase that has been common in describing the Green 
Wedge areas, particularly the Nillumbik/Kinglake Wedge, for decades (long 
before climate change became a common concern). The Lungs of Melbourne is a 
phrase which considers and recognises one of the vital reasons for this zone.

The Green Wedge is more than a "greenies phrase" or chance for economic 
appropriation. It is, moreso than ever before, an essential buffer zone between 
large acres of clear fell farmland and the urban growth areas, surrounding 
suburbs and city.

It is an inheritance to our and future generations.

It is clever, sustainable, long term vision and planning which affects the entire 
region as well as the entire state.

It is an area lent to Nillumbik Council to manage in order to preserve, maintain 
and extend the environmental objectives of it's creation.

The Green Wedge is not a tool for a few to gain wealth, nor is it essentially a tool 
or bank, intended to prop up Nillumbik's financial management. However it is 
clear that the Green Wedge is economically important the way it is 
(environmentally, socially, feeding community and communities, artistically, 
creatively, and more), some of which may have capacity for further benefits if 
sensitively invested in (ie appropriate tourism of the Green Wedge - not 
degradation of it's green credentials and value).
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Ryan Marsh 

In approximately 7 weeks I'll become a father for the first time. My young boy, 
like me, will have the privilege of growing up in the nillumbik green wedge. The 
access I was afforded in my youth to the vast natural expanses that the 
Nillumbik Shire prides themselves on is exactly why my wife and I chose to buy 
in nillumbik to raise a family.

Overdevelopment is the shortsighted and reckless outcome of that pride being 
lost. It benefits only the smallest percentage of people (not all of which are 
actual residents), and denies residents a part of what it is that makes Nillumbik 
great.

Councils like ours should be leading the way in the preservation of our 
environments, as you can't reverse such decisions when choosing profits over 
preservation.

Thanks for hearing my words.

Ryan Marsh
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Caroline Kardachi 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,
This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to
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land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.
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Olivia Wykes 

Hi, Having grown up in St Andrews, Kangaroo Ground, Cottlesbridge,
Hurstbridge, Diamond Creek, Eltham I feel very connected to this area and the 
wonderful nature that we enjoy. I have lived in London and currently live in 

.

The natural bush and amenity that it is should not just be seen as 'nice to have', 
it is essential for our survival. We need to think big picture when we look at 
development and urban sprawl. It needs to be contained as much as possible 
and we cannot sell out to developers who want as many small dwellings, cheaply 
made and unsustainable in their design. We must maintain the beauty of this 
area and keep trees, open spaces, the creeks health all at the centre of that 
philosophy.

Keeping old growth must be number one. Followed by planting more trees.

Development that is sustainable and minimal is the way to go.

Humans want bike paths and parkland. Focusing on public transport is also 
hugely necessary and moving to an electric vehicle future.

These are tough times and they call for tough decisions and ones that will 
protect not just our wildlife but ourselves. This is too important and financial 
considerations must play second fiddle to these greater issues.

Kind regards,

Olivia Wykes
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Carolyn noel 

I don't believe that the GWMP goes far enough to protect the green in the GREEN 
wedge. It seems to me it's more about people and horses and how to manage 
them! Where are the climate change mitigation strategies. My block is changing 
and I'm desperate to maintain my trees but they are struggling. What climate 
change doesn't kill the deer do. When will this council realise that maintaining a 
healthy beautiful green environment is one of our most precious resources and 
getting more valuable by the day. I say NO to developing the 420 undersized 
block in the shire for the sake of rates. Let's keep what we all moved here for!!!

Carolyn noel
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Susan Driessen 

I have great concerns about the current council agenda. You have no mandate to 
continue to alter the fabric of our community. The green wedge is at the core of 
what makes Eltham such a wonderful community. It is also good for people's 
wellbeing and work life balance to protect it. On a bigger picture climate change 
is the single biggest challenge and we need councils with a vision that includes 
an acknowledgement of climate change and the threat it poses. Leave the green 
wedge alone. Do not alter its protections so that it becomes less protected and 
start to be a council that protects what is important to the people you represent. 
Council for the future and not for economic reasons alone. So disappointed with 
the council and with the leadership.

Susan Driessen
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Kerryn Pilkington 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I would support a greater emphasis on reducing invasive plant life and council 
providing opportunities for community engagement in managing our waterways, 
like workingbees to remove blackberry that clogs our creeks and streams and 
alerts for boneseed emergence and the best time to remove it.

Finally I want a GWMP that maintains limits and controls on subdivision and 
development. Further development will reduce native wildlife in our area and 
having the varied parrots and native birds in our skies, and marsupials in our 
reserves are beneficial to our wellbeing.

To sum up our GWMP should be protective of the Green Wedge, not a plan that 
allows it to be eaten away. The Green wedge is at risk, and once it's gone we 
won't be able to regrow it.

Kerryn Pilkington
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To Nillumbik Shire Council, 

Catherine Watson 
 
 
 

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft. 

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed. 

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan. 

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
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land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

Catherine Watson
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Carol Mclnerney 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land management 
practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, 
entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has to be 
clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Thank you for considering my views,

Carol Mclnerney
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Joy McPhail 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I love living in this area because it is GREEN, the birds I have coming in to my 
garden, along with the echidnas & kangaroos, make this a unique environment 
to live in - please protect it!

Over development will destroy something that can never be replacedl DO NOT 
support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more measurable 
focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this strongly 
enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State Government's 
'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green Wedge is to 
'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and 
species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation.' 
We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good enough. It is 
essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of policy 
standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native 
vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate enforcement. The impact of 
invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and this must be better 
addressed.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning. - Joy McPhail
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Maxine Stagg 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.
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Jeffrey Stagg 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Jeffrey Stagg
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Patricia Weller 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in
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paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

Patricia Weller
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Jennifer Mobilia 

Living in the green wedge is something our family holds dear, the beautiful trees 
and wildlife make for a peaceful place to live. Living in the green wedge means 
valuing living WITH the environment and respecting it for what it offers us. Being 
close by to open wide spaces with fresh air and stillness is even more important 
in today's busy world. We recently moved to Hurstbridge after 15 years in 
Eltham and love it even more. We became very sad about the overdevelopment 
of Eltham. Constantly feeling like its the week before Christmas just about 
everyday at the supermarkets fighting to get a park etc... Feeling dismayed 
about the highrise development and mulit developments in the back streets 
leading to a feeling of choking in most streets. It was unbelievable how choked 
up it would get driving between Eltham Woods and the train carpark to collect 
my children in the afternoon. I am the second generation of my family to live in 
Eltham. Sadly, its essence is being squeezed out. Living in the green wedge 
means seeing wallabys on your daily train commute and beautiful trees and 
green pastures.

Please do the right thing to preserve what is a vast and precious area that 
cannot ever be replaced once it is gone. Please do not over develop and ruin this 
land for generations to come.

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Jennifer Mobilia
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Melinda Morriss 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.’ An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Melinda Morriss
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Matt Dawson 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

Matt Dawson
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Elise McColl 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

Elise McColl
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susan gregory 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's ‘Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government’s policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained. Our green wedges must be preserved. 
Nillumbik has been growing at a pace that is not sustainable for the future of 
native animals,flora,fauna. The death toll of animals along roadsides has become
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extremely telling of the loss. There needs to be further tree planting and 
conditions for all new builders concerning the replanting of native plants.

Respect the air we breathe the waterways that nourish the wild life we grew up 
with and trees for our childrens futures. FRESH.

susan gregory
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Linda Kusumadewi 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Linda Kusumadewi
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land’ needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green
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Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.
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Ruth Bence 

Re: Draft Green Wedge Management Plan

The State Government's Plan for Melbourne 2017-2050 states that the top 
priority is to "Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation." Nillumbik Council's Draft Green Wedge Management Plan does not 
attempt to address this aim and therefore cannot be truly regarded as a Green 
Wedge Management Plan.

It will take commitment and dedication to maintain and enhance Nillumbik as a 
Green Wedge for Melbourne: I do not sense this kind of energy in the writing of 
the Plan.

In my local experience as a resident of North Warrandyte I have recently 
attempted to have a weed (bridal creeper) which is invading the significant 
roadside area of Blooms/Hawkes Road attended to. I have been informed there is 
no funding this year for bulbous weeds! In response to a recent council 
newsletter which asked residents to inform Council about rabbits, I rang Council 
to advise of considerable disturbance being caused by rabbits to remnant native 
vegetation on my property, however, my two calls have not been answered.

Council's community engagement process demonstrated that the large majority 
of residents place a high value on retaining and enhancing the Green Wedge of 
Nillumbik, yet the Draft Plan does not demonstrate how it proposes to protect 
and reinvigorate diversity.

It also appears that Council has failed to follow State Government policy 
requirements in the preparation of their Green Wedge Management Plan which 
throws into question the entire document and way it was prepared.

Unfortunately, the Green Wedge Management Plan is inadequate across the 
board and I do not believe it can or will contribute to the protection of this 
wonderful area for future generations of local residents, Melburnians and visitors.

Ruth Bence
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Jill Grover 

Please don't touch any of our lovely peaceful gardens

As a disabled person whom drives a scooter I need these areas for my relaxation 
and to excercise my dogs on leads of course.

That's why I chose to live within this lovely area

i live in

Please keep us green

I also travel on my scooter to plenty rd

More improvements is needed on the path to plenty rd from the estates to 
railway station up to plenty rd.

Please concentrate on the terrible bottleneck roads that go down to one lane 

And bbn our 50mtr pool 

Jill Grover
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Alan

please protect the green wedge - it is what makes our city livable. (NB 
melbourne is the Australian city with the least tree cover)

Alan
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Submission of Feedback 
Green Wedge Management Plan

9 September 2019

Dear Cr Karen Egan

We have reviewed the Draft GWMP to the best of our ability and we provide the following feedback.

• The GWMP provides extensive background and data. It identifies many issues facing the shire 
relating to preserving the Green Wedge, reversing the decline in biodiversity and overall 
conservation of our natural environment.

• However, the great majority of this presentation is on a high-level basis. The Key actions 
beginning page 32 list proposed reviews and implementation of existing plans, but do not 
provide timelines for completion or details of any action proposed.

• We are left with the overall impression that Council is paying lip service to the many residents 
who support urgent action addressing climate change and the threats to our flora and fauna, 
and that the GWMP leaves it open for Council to act without meaningful consultation and 
engagement with the community.

• Accordingly, in the absence of at least some action plan details we are unable to support the 
GWMP.

Yours sincerely
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julien august 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

julien august
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Peta Heywood 

WILDLIFE: one of the amazing things of living here is the wildlife. Fencing needs 
to be wildlife-friendly wherever possible and landowners encourage to leave 
areas of their properties available to native animals. We need road signs 
reminding people 'animals live here - slow down'.

TREES: landowners should be encourage to plant trees suitable for the Shire, 
Council could subsidise this as part of the Shire's work against climate change.

ROADS: VicRoads should be banned from installed the horrible metal barriers 
that destroy the view for both tourists and locals. The wire barriers are much less 
intrusive suburban-like.

THE ARTS: as well as sport Council needs to keep focussed on non-sporting 
leisure activities that already exist, and work to increase them. We need cinema 
committed to showing quality films, this would be a boon to everyone especially 
residents.

GROWTH: the green wedge must stay green for the health, physical and mental, 
of Melbourne environs. This means restrictions on building, land clearing, 
subdivision, tree removal, etc. We know that climate change is slowed by the 
action of trees and we need to be encouraged to value them. In this context 
keeping parklands free of over-development will need careful attention. In 
particular the need for more sporting facilities needs thoughtful monitoring.

SPORT: although ball sports are so popular, there are other activities that should 
not be forgotten. The area is beloved by horse riders and brings considerable 
business into the area. For this we need safe areas and trails that keep riders 
safe from traffic.

BUSHFIRES: coping with these creates a real problem when the major focus is on 
clearing trees. Learning which species to plant and how to take the edge off the 
possibility of destruction is important and ongoing. There are roadsides, such as 
Jones Road, just waiting to feed a fire that I think need to be attended to and 
some sort of clearing undertaken.

GROWTH: Whatever the pressures I urge Council to maintain the current limits 
on land size and building permits. The worst thing that can happen is over
development.

NOTE: The Council has, over the years, supported many excellent initiatives and 
some not-so-good ones. I understand it is impossible to please everyone and 
welcome the opportunity to list my concerns.

Basically, I love living here and don't want to see it changed by over 
development.
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Ruth Crespin 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Ruth Crespin
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Frank O'Neill 

We have lived here for approx. 44 years & raised two children. There have been 

huge changes during that time, some good & some bad. 

The amount of inappropriate development is alarming with the loss of green 

space, tree removal & the resulting traffic chaos. 

The green wedge is extremely important to us, our kids & our three grandkids. 

We want the existing green wedge plans to remain untouched so as to stop any 

further destruction to animal habitat & our freedom to enjoy our surroundings in 

this beautiful spot before it's too late. 

Frank O'Neill 
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Greig Bannister 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire.

The draft plan is so broad and so loaded with motherhood statements, it could be 
applied to inner Melbourne. The plan needs to be all about what it is purporting 
to be. A plan for the Green Wedge. It must address those characteristics that 
define the Green Wedge and indeed ensure that the very character and value of 
this fundamental part of Nillumbik is not only maintained but improved upon . I 
have lived here for 40 years and from my perspective, the attractiveness is 
diminishing. Pro-development people need to focus on what is important to 
visitors. It is the drive and walks through this small slice of native/rural Australia 
that is bringing more people from Melbourne. Perhaps on the way to the Yarra 
Valley. Perhaps not. Gradually turning the wedge into suburbia removes the 
differentiator that attracts them. Nillumbik Shire should consider itself privileged 
to be a custodian.

The State Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for 
the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora 
and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and 
quality of native vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is 
not good enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.
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The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the draft. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

If the council is reacting to concerns expressed by such groups as PAL in the 
past, whom I partially support, this is overshoot .

Incidentally, or maybe not incidentally, the draft plan is incredibly difficult to 
read, even painful. This is not a well written document and in my experience 
would be rejected immediately by any CEO in the corporate world.

Greig Bannister
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Lee Bee 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Lee Bee
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Siena Hyland 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. Just 10 years ago our community was shattered 
by the Black Saturday bushfires, an event that is still seared into our minds and 
burnt into our trees. The ferocity of that fire was largely due to climate change 
and it was just a small show of the force of nature if we do nothing to stop its 
destruction. We are caretakers of this land and must act as such. It is too 
precious to not be taken seriously.

The plan must inform all objectives and actions such as regenerative agriculture, 
fire management, waste management, bush regeneration, education, and 
economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is no mention of strong 
leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support the draft GWMP. The 
community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is taken to 
mitigate climate change and draw down carbon emissions. This is a top priority 
for how we live together as a community - our collective wellbeing depends on it, 
as does the environment.

This is a vital moment for us to stand united as a community against the greatest 
threat of our time and in that moment we have a chance to become role models 
for other shires and future generations. By strengthening the environmental 
protections of our wedge we can ensure that it will retain its beauty and diversity 
for many decade to come.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP
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2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

I have lived in this community for my entire life and this place holds a special 
place in my heart. The animals and flora rely on the natural habitats just as 
much as we do but with our surrounding councils and shires increasing housing 
projects it is more vital than ever that we protect these habitats. Our wedge is 
home countless species of animals and orchids, some found nowhere else in the 
world.

It is with hope that I implore you to see the sense in protecting our wedge with a 
strong plan that will ensure our environment is protected
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Roeland Trietsch 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Roeland Trietsch
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Amanda Sykes 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Amanda Sykes
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Michelle MacDonald 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has
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to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Michelle MacDonald
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Gill Smith & Robert Black 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

Re: Response to the draft Green Wedge Management Plan

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission about the draft Green 
Wedge Management Plan.

We have a number of concerns about the Plan and are not confident that the 
current Nillumbik Council will fully consider all residents' views in a balanced and 
even manner given its recent actions.

The Plan lacks "teeth". It is a series of motherhood statements and does not set 
out a detailed framework for implementation, governance or enforcement. It 
does not prioritise conservation of the environment above all other land uses and 
therefore does not align with the community's priorities.

The Plan should reflect the majority community support for protection of the 
environmental values of the Green Wedge and the community's concern about 
over-development and densification in the townships, and inappropriate 
development and land use in the rural areas of the Shire.

As long-term ratepayers, we demand a "Management Plan" - tell us how you 
intend to protect the environmental values of the shire, protect against over
development and appropriately manage all land uses and community assets. We 
don't want to be patronised with superficial marketing statements.

The Council must be visionary and, through the Plan, protect our valuable Shire 
for all Victorians for the future. We call on our Council to take the lead on climate 
action given the vulnerability of our Shire to its impacts.

Yours sincerely,

Gill Smith and Robert Black
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megan Raynal 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

megan Raynal
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Tony Young 

With much of the disappearance of flora and fauna, I think it is vital to maintain 
the green wedge in the nillumbic council area.

I would like to see more detail and the input of the local owners of the land.

Visit Warrandyte on any "good weather" weekend and see how important this 
area is to other than locals as well of course as locals.

Tony Young
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Elizabeth Arnaud 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions.

This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge 
need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the 
planning scheme. This clause of the planning scheme decreases the likelihood of 
inappropriate development. We should change the heading of the economic one 
to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests 
the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming practices and that 
this zoning should only be applied to land with higher conservation values. This 
suggestion puts at serious risk flora and fauna across a significant proportion of 
the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant 
bush. These are all vital and in need of greater care and protection, not less.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations in all that we do, as without optimal environmental health, all 
other activity and considerations will be compromised.
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I am overseas, at the moment in Canada, and I can tell you that in comparison to 
other countries, we in the Nillumbik Shire have a precious jewel in the native 
vegetation and wildlife that surrounds us. No others can compare. We 
desperately need to hold on to it and not threaten it with weakened vegetation 
protection laws or it will become denuded like most other countries and our 
wildlife will become threatened, rare and extinct.

I do not support this draft Green Wedge Management Plan. It will not protect our 
Green Wedge into the future, if anything it will promote a slow and steady 
deterioration. Our vegetation and wildlife will continue to disappear.

I would much rather that you retain the existing Green Wedge Management Plan 
as it has much better protection for the future of the Green Wedge.

I do not support this draft.

In hope of a greener future,
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Catherine & Eric Johnson 

Having previously lived in the Green Wedge and fought to retain its natural 
beauty of bushland, wildlife and wildflowers and the benefit the area gives to 
everyone in the area. It brings peace of mind, cleans our air, and provides a 
corridor for wildlife and the preservation of local provinance of vegetation. We 
could say the area is the lungs of Nillumbik. To develop would be desecration of 
the area and a blot on the values of the governing body.

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

Catherine & Eric Johnson
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Anna

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

Anna
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Pauline Darvill 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Pauline Darvill
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Sallyanne Naylor 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The green wedge is vital to our future health, community, sustainability and 
wellbeing.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Sallyanne Naylor
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Aimee 

I have lived in Eltham all my life and it's a wonderful place which is made unique 
by its green wedge and changes to the green wedge will be devastating for the 
landscape, flora and fauna of nillumbik. Hands of our green wedge

Aimee
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Nicole huitt 

 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Responsible leadership should lead with Nillumbik's stance on climate change 
and the precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role 
that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to 
address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support the draft GWMP 
until strong leadership items are added around climate change.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Nicole huitt
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Katherine Savage 

We live in the most unique suburbs of Melbourne . The lungs of Melbourne . The 
wall of green that stops the spread of high density suburbs. We are unique and 
you as council HAVE A DUTY TO PROTECT . Warrandyte dose not want to become 
another Eltham which has become just another suburb, with it's high density. 
Don't let this happen to the rest of our GREEN WEDGE !!!!!

Katherine Savage
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Boris Nesic 

Please don't develop in the wedge and continue to source reusables while 
maintaining high quality of life and biodiversity. Stimulate the economy? Sure, 
we are in economic recession anyway, another retail or building hub is a short 
term solution

Boris Nesic
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Julian Silveri 

I've lived in Nillumbik shore for 38 years and throughout this time I've witnessed 
the profound benefits to living in a green wedge area. Having green spaces for 
people to enjoy is paramount. The clean air and water that is created as a result 
is priceless and in to the future, this will become very important for the shire.
Any reduction in native bushland will be the demise of our ecology and 
environment.

Julian Silveri
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Jennifer Juchnevici us 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

I do not support the draft GWMP.

We are fortunate to live in a unique environment. Any changes that risk our 
native bush character are not acceptable. I live here because of the trees, 
nature, bush, rustic environment and the wildlife. If I didnt want that I'd live 
elsewhere.

The proposed GWMP should have a more measurable focus on environmental 
protection. The State Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first 
priority for the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of 
indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the 
quantity and quality of native vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain. It is 
essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of policy 
standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native 
vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate enforcement. The impact of 
invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and this must be better 
addressed.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.
- Jennifer Juchnevicius
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Natalie McCall 

Keep our green wedge please 

Natalie McCall
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Jon Thornton 

Your new Green Wedge Management Plan lacks actionable detail. I would like to 
see a greater focus on conservation, a commitment to containing/reducing 
population density and the adoption of more stingent zoning guidelines to 
prevent the destruction of habitat.

Jon Thornton
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John Puis 

I am opposed to the changes proposed to our green wedge. The current plan due 
to run until 2025 protects our unique environment from the ridiculous amount of 
over-development taking place throughout the Greater Melbourne area. The 
roads in this area are already clogged with traffic mainly because they were 
never designed to cope with a huge number of vehicles. Also the paucity of river 
crossings means that no amount road widening in congested traffic hot-spots will 
improve traffic flows. Please do not destroy our semi-rural way of life.
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Carey Jacob 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.
- Carey Jacob
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Sara Jacob 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Sara Jacob
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Jamie 

I love the green wedge and don't want anything to change!!! 

Jamie
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Lynda Hamilton 

Melbourne's urban sprawl is slowly killing our precious open spaces. Greedy 
developers seeking to profit from lax planning regulations are causing the 
eradication of the natural environment at extraordinary rates, including the 
'green wedge'. Nillumbik is known for its strong stance for the natural 
environment, which is a credit to those who can see into the future and wish to 
preserve our assets for other generations, if planning regulations allow for 
greater development in the 'green wedge', where will the animals go? Where will 
the birds nest? Once its gone, its gone forever. Please keep Nillumbik green.

Lynda Hamilton
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Archie lappin 

dear council,

i live in  and go to , i'm in year 7 and we are learning 
about sustainability, i think that climate change is a really big problem that 
needs to be solved, where we live we are lucky to have green around us and 
even endangered plants, our council must show the world how to live 
sustainably, cut carbon emission and protect the diverse plants and animals.

i don't think that the strategy is helping the world enough, what your trying to do 
is not enough, there are many environmental scientist in our community who can 
help and have told us that we need to make sure that no more deforestation 
happens, so please do not reduce regulations that protect our local environment, 
please also speak to younger people about this plan and our future.

sincerely Archie lappin
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Jay Whitehead 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
addresses the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement). 
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

Jay Whitehead
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Linda Bester 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

I do not support draft Green Wedge Management Plan. My submission addresses 
some of the issues and outlines why.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.’ We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

Linda Bester
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Joy James 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

Joy James
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Louise Clover 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

I'm a new resident to Nillumbik (since January 2018), love the Green Wedge and 
hope to see it thrive, rather than deteriorate.

Louise Clover
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Tim Clover 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The majority of people who participated in the community survey (approx 1,000 
residents) CLEARLY stated that they value and enjoy the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained and protected. This view was 
also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 
does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This 
message must lay the foundation for any new GWMP. The current draft does not 
achieve this. I therefore do not support the draft as I do not believe it adequately 
address the main concerns of residents (as per the community engagement).
The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as 
its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits 
significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would 
ensure the long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Tim Clover
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Kate Lappin and Stephen Mullins 
 
 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

I am a resident of Nillumbik and extremely thankful and privileged to be living in 
the most bio-diverse part of Melbourne. I also feel a deep responsibility to 
protect our bio-diversity and beautiful environment for future generations. 
Consequently I cannot support the draft Green Wedge Management Plan and 
deeply concerned about the inadequacy of the plan.

We are living in a unique part of Melbourne that should set the highest standard 
for environmental protections and climate mitigation in the state. The climate 
crisis compels us to not just protect our green spaces but to extend them and 
provide greater protections than we currently enjoy. If we consider only the fire 
risks to our communities, we will have been grossly negligent in violating our 
duty of care to future generations.

I do not support:

- The sole focus on fire risks in relation to climate change

- The suggestion that we need to 'balance1 commercial and environmental 
interests or enable 'trade offs' between environmental and other interests. 
Instead commercial operations must be required to enhance current and future 
livability and environmental outcomes.

- The proposed alterations to the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ). Previously 
cleared land may have significant environmental value. Permits are essential as 
they can ensure any agricultural activities respect the land and add to climate 
mitigation strategies.

- A focus on economic growth that prevails over environmental value. The draft 
must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to 
be "in conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning 
scheme. This clause of the planning scheme decreases the likelihood of 
inappropriate development.

Instead we propose that Council

- Commits to maintaining the existing environmental standards of Nillumbik

- Commits to developing a more stringent and more specific climate change 
policy that ensures we maintain and extend our capacity to absorb carbon and to 
protect our biodiversity

- Reflect the overwhelming support in the Nillumbik community for the Green 
Wedge protections to be maintained and expanded and to support efforts for 
community harmony, rather than division.
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I would welcome the opportunity to attend further consultations on the 
development of this policy.

With thanks,

Kate Lappin and Stephen Mullins
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Heja Chong 

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP as it fails to clearly articulate an implementation 
plan based on clearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council Department 
responsible for implementation as stated in Practice Note 31. The current GWMP 
has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. The document needs to describe in much greater detail the 
ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental 
practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the 
Shire. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the 
protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 
2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways 
Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new 
plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be taken to 
reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Heja Chong
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,
This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

We need to be protecting as much of our natural environment as we can to stop 
further extinctions of our native flora and fauna. There is already so much 
habitat loss, please do not make it easier for there to be even more.

Thank you 
Jacinta Payne



Nillumbik Green Wedge Management Plan 
I do NOT support the Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan

The current draft Green Wedge Management Plan needs to address climate change far more specially 
than it currently does. I heard Geoff Lawler say that it only mentions it because we have a separate 
Climate Action Plan but the GWMP needs to have specific actions for this critical issue. Plus we have 
many individual, detailed plans e.g. bushfire, tourism, trails etc. which are mentioned and have 
actions tied to them in the GWMP so this is a very inconsistent statement.

It is not good enough to use existing policies selectively as in the current plan. Neither the draft plan 
nor the slides at you information sessions mentioned the Federal/ Victorian/ Nillumbik State of 
Environment reports or Nillumbik's Environment Charter. This is poor, very selective, negligent 
policy making. This is the time show leadership - be specific and be determined.
We are in drought now it’s mid-winter, and my dams are like little puddles, they wont last through 
summer. We need to recognise this and DO something other than use energy saving light bulbs. There 
is no point promoting agriculture if we have no water - we’ll just end up in another cycle of donations 
and bail outs for our hobby farmers. We need sustainable food production strategies than can operate 
within the limitations of the water supply. This suggests plant based agriculture as animal ag is 
extremely inefficient use of resources.

This level of climate change cannot be managed by voluntary efforts as you suggest in the draft plan 
and GL told us at the briefing sessions. It’s ridiculous to think individuals can fight climate change on 
a voluntary basis. This is the time when we really need all levels of government to step up and protect 
the ever more fragile eco system - starting with local government protecting our Shire.

The Nillumbik Climate Plan 2016-2020 already asks to identify the risks and vulnerabilities related to 
climate change. We are now 3 years into that plan the GWMP is still talking about “stocktaking”. We 
should now put actions in place to address the risks to biodiversity- Just talking about stocktaking 
again in the GWMP is not good enough. We need PROTECTION while we stocktake and talk 
“resilience”.

The GWMP will be in place for the next 10 years it needs to be robust enough to deal with the 
magnitude of problems. This plan is far from that it simply allows for us to sit by, watch and talk 
about “resilience”. We need a NEW plan with a modem focus that recognises the impending risks - 
this is Business As Usual.
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Helen Williams
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Nillumbik Green Wedge Management Plan 

I do NOT support the Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

The current draft Green Wedge Management Plan needs to address climate change 
and species extinction far more specially than it currently does. At every stage, any 
potential for affirmative environmental action gets ignored or becomes subverted or 
neutralised or put in the context of some sort of 'future robust conversations'. This is 
the time for "robust conversations". 

We are the "Green Wedge Shire", with at least 1,031 indigenous flora and 350 
indigenous fauna species and a "conservation' responsibility. This all gets 
ignored/down-played; and the whole Draft is lacking in adequate environmental 
actions. This verges on the negligent and is a failure of "duty of care". 

As well as climate change, the Plan should have thoroughly addressed the 
biodiversity extinction crisis and the locally declining environmental values - they do 
not get a mention. Geoff Lawler says the reason to update the plan is to put people 
over place but that is exactly what is causing this crisis we are all experiencing. We 
need balance, we need a 'systems' view (recognising that we are all part of a larger 
whole, that all is interdependent - ecosystems & eco-services). Moving to a 1 O year 
plan now where we put people OVER the natural world is absolutely NOT reacting to 
science. It is acting in an old fashioned, scared and protective manner which will 
hasten poor conditions. Nillumbik Council you have to take a stand and not react to a 
few self-interested individuals - our future depends on it. 

The findings of a recent study that climate change has already caused irreversible 
damage to our biodiversity; and that the speed of climate disruption is outstripping 
many animals' capacity to adapt, especially for animals already deemed at risk of 
extinction, and warning of a growing threat to even common species. Continuing to 
talk about encouraging animal agriculture when we are watching farmers and 
animals suffer across the country due to climate change is ignorant and 
irresponsible. Scarce resources should be focussed on more efficient plant based 
food production methods. 

The GWMP will be in place for the next 10 years it needs to be robust enough to 
deal with the magnitude of problems. This plan is far from that it simply allows for us 
to sit by, watch and talk about "resilience". 

Name 13 r ort We, h i3rool_ 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission

I do not support the GWMP

I find it frustrating that we’re still talking about stocktaking when we have had this action in the Climate Change 
Action Plan for 3 years. I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, P32] that describe some areas of 
vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on the environment. There is already pressure on 
the ecosystems from disturbance and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and / or grazing here and there leave our flora and fauna 
vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and disappearance.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP than climate change mitigation. It 
must inform all objectives and actions such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft there is no mention of strong leadership in this 
regard. The community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is taken to mitigate climate change 
and draw down carbon emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our collective 
wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

This level of climate change calls for the very opposite action to that you are proposing in the Draft GWMP. See page 
40 discussion re 'regulation' - arguing for a move to higher reliance on 'landowners' voluntary efforts': "education, 
awareness, facilitation and ultimately empowerment". But as so many recent inquiries have demonstrated: voluntary 
cooperation and self regulation get abused and do not work! This is the time when we really need Council to step up 
and protect the ever more fragile eco system within our Shire.
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP. 

There are numerous scientific works that confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are 
at critical and endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more rapidly than. It is not too 
late to make a difference, but only if we start now at every level from local to global"). This is local 
Nillumbik's opportunity to take action. This document does not have any distinctive actions, there is 
nothing we could offer as class leading. There is a lack of detail throughout the document regarding 
the protection and enhancement of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly 
defined actions need to be included which will address this problem to ensure the long term health of 
the Green Wedge. 

Council's Draft GWMP's framing subverts the needs of the natural environment and the Green 
Wedge: 
• By being in denial of locally declining environmental values and the global biodiversity extinction

crisis.

• By viewing the impact of climate change solely in terms of bushfires.

• By persistently subjugating them to other priorities such as bushfire mitigation and the active

encouragement of economic growth and development.

• By failing to adequately define its very sparse environmental objectives and actions and to provide

the context of the manifold and accelerating threats.

• By failing to place centrally in the GWMP the intrinsic values of the environment and their

restoration.

As such, not only is continued environmental decline assured, it will accelerate. 

Name/Signature 
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To Nillumbik Council, 

Please find below my input the draft GWMP. I DO NOT SUPPORT the draft plan for the 

following reasons 

It does not reflect the very extensive community survey we paid $300k for - which showed 

that residents want the natural environment protecting. 

What I like about HH� Green Wedge 
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The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as the 

importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; 

ecosystem services; a 'systems view' that all is interdependent; the global climate change 

and biodiversity extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. 

Council's Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In 

Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a "Business as Usual" trajectory is not good enough 

The 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report- painting a bleak outlook for the state's 

native plants and animals and states that more private land needs to be conserved to 

address the two global crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction. 

Council's Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 

should be required. Having no permit when water is going to be such a scarce resource 

seems irresponsible. Potential animal farmers need to prove they can sustain their animals 

in the eventuality of bushfire, drought and flood - they are sentient beings and should also 

be afforded protection. Allowing people to take on animals with no plan is negligent. 

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 

biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 
challenges facing us. 

Council's Draft GWMP needs to add these issues in as clear actions and priorities. 

5}Y D G v..,..,_s
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I do not support the draft Nillumbi� GWMP 

I notice you quote the result of the extensive community survey - which made it clear that the majority of the 

community valued and enjoyed the high environmental values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained 

and protected. This view was also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft 

does not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position. This message must lay the foundation 

for any new GWMP. The current draft does not achieve this and I therefore do not support the draft. The plan 

should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as its Strategic Focus. The draft lacks 

detail and omits significant objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would ensure the 

long-term health and purpose of the Green Wedge. 

Responses: 1012 

What I like about the Green Wedge 
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I would like to ensure there is a MORE environmental protection for the Green Wedge in this management 

plan. There are so many words in the document it is very hard to understand exactly who has overall 

responsibility for our environmental values, how they will be managed as a whole and who will be responsible 

and accountable. 

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some areas of vegetation as more 

significant or valuable could lead to more stress on the environment. There is already pressure on the 

ecosystems from disturbance and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 

decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing here and there leave our flora 

and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and disappearance. For this reason I do not support the draft 

GWMP. 

Name/Signature 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE DRAFT GWMP 

I would like to see Nillumbik Council state more clearly their stance on climate change and 

the precautionary principle in the GWMP (and not just in the Climate Change Action Plan). 

The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part 

of the solution, acting locally to address global problems. We're a relatively affluent 

population. Nillumbik is the perfect place to start turning things around. I do not support 

the draft GWMP until there is some leadership items added around climate change. 

Environmental opportunities 
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I would like to see more reference to the people and practices of our first people and 

demonstrates to our Indigenous people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely 

gets a mention in the GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the 

vitality of the area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage 

the natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and maintained 

with the Traditional Custodians of the area. 
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Address/Suburb

E-mail
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l do not support the draft GWMP

I would like to see more recognition of the state of the climate globally and how Nillumbik could 
contribute to climate change mitigation (I have heard planting trees is very useful) . The current 
document seems to gloss over the fact that climate change is putting so much pressure on the 
already fragile ecosystem that supports our green wedge. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and endangered levels (see 
the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of ecosystems on which we and all other 
species depend is deteriorating more rapidly than It is not too late to make a difference, but only if 
we start now at every level from local to global". 

Nillumbik Council should take this very valuable and timely opportunity to publicly recognise and 
act at a local level. This document does not have any brave actions, there is nothing we could offer 
as class leading. There is a lack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and 
enhancement of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included which will address this problem to ensure the long term health of the Green 
Wedge 

It appears to have less protection that the current plan which has seen biodiversity loss. This would 
indicate that a new plan should have more protection included. The draft plan does not provide 
enough certainty for the long term protection of the natural environment within the Nillumbik green wedge. 

The draft plan should do more to acknowledge the importance of all indigenous vegetation and 
address the urgent need to conserve it across the Shire, on private and public land The community 
must work together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving 
biodiversity; valuing what ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent); address the climate change and extinction crisis, and the need to transform to an 
ecologically sustainable society. This must become the underpinning ethos that guides the plan, 
without compromise and trade offs 

Name/Signature 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

I DO NOT support the Draft GWMP for the following reasons: 

1. Council's Draft GWMP's framing subverts the needs of the natural environment and the

Green Wedge:

• By being in denial of locally declining environmental values and the global biodiversity

extinction crisis.

• By viewing the impact of climate change solely in terms of bushf ires.

• By persistently subjugating them to other priorities such as bushfire mitigation and the

active encouragement of economic growth and development.

• By failing to adequately define its very sparse environmental objectives and actions and to

provide the context of the manifold and accelerating threats.

• By failing to place centrally in the GWMP the intrinsic values of the environment and their

restoration.

As such, not only is continued environmental decline assured, it will accelerate. 

2. Bushfire risk and fuel management are very thoroughly dealt with in many other state and

local legislation and strategies. Only a general statement should be required such as "The

bushfire threat and the causes of bush fires (eg. climate change) should be managed in a holistic

manner that as well as human safety, takes account of the environmental and wildlife's needs -

considers the web of life - the biodiversity and ecosystem services on which we, and the

economy, ultimately all depend, that minimises the clearing of vegetation and habitat for

wildlife, and that promotes living with respect for, and in harmony with nature.", and all other

references should be deleted.

3. The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as its

intrinsic values, the importance of indigenous vegetation, habitat for wildlife and connectivity,

biodiversity, ecosystem services, a 'systems view' (that all is interdependent), the global

biodiversity extinction crisis, and climate change dynamics; the need to transform to an

ecologically sustainable society.

4. The GWMP needs to recognise, prioritise and actively help turn around:

• The continuing decline of our local environmental values (address all the causes and threats).
• The findings of the 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report' - painting a bleak

outlook for the state's native plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of

horses, grazing and bushfire protection on private land; that more private land needs to be

conserved; and the two global crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.

The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. 

5. It needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the

solution - actively seeking local solutions to global problems. We're a relatively affluent
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population. Nillumbik really is the perfect place to start turning things around. If not here and 
now, when and where else?

6. The Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge should:

• be consistent with the Victorian Biodiversity Strategy, and this GWMP should be aiming to 
make Nillumbik's rural landscapes healthier; ie: "By 2037 Nillumbik's natural environment is 
healthy".

• reinstate the following elements from the last GWMP Vision, without all the current 
compromises and contradictions:

o “In 2030, management of the Nillumbik Green Wedge will lead the way in economic, 
environmental and social sustainability."

o "The Green Wedge will be secure and will be valued by the local and wider Melbourne 
community for its natural and cultural values. The future of the Nillumbik Green 
Wedge is one in which:

* natural and cultural values are conserved and enhanced
■ bush and rural landscapes are conserved and enhanced
■ the economic future is sound
■ communities are strong, connected and supported and are knowledgeable 

about the Nillumbik Green Wedge
■ local identity and diversity is respected and nurtured."

7. Since the last GWMP was written climate change and biodiversity issues have become 
more critical, not less (eg: bees, Nillumbik's orchids and frogs), but this Draft does not seem to 
have noticed as it has no actual initiatives to improve.

8. The Victorian Green Wedge Planning Zones are aimed at conserving the natural 
environment of the Green Wedge, and the GWMP plan should be supporting the zones, not 
undermining the Rural Conservation Zone [RCZ] and its conservation responsibilities as this 
Draft does.

9. We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment 
(biodiversity, ecosystem services) and its restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 
21st century challenges facing us, for our children and our children's children.

Council's Draft is so poorly framed, and thoroughly fails the basics of what's required, that it 
needs to be dumped in its entirety and a new plan be written. In the interim, the existing GWMP 
2010-25 needs to be reinstated.
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Draft Green Weclge Management Plan 

To Nillumbil:? Council, please note I DO NOT SUPPORT the draft plan for the following 

reasons: 

I thin!:? it lacl:?s integrity that you spent so much of ratepayers money on "extensive 

community engagement survey" which overwhelmingly showed that residents supported 

the protection of the environment only to find there is no explicit protection in the draft 

plan. Just mentioning the results in the plan is meaningless 

The draft is wordy and long winded it tall:?s about caring about the natural environment 

but it doesn't actually have any specific protection in it. In fact the exact opposite -

allowing individuals to determine what they do on their land is ruinous for the 

environment. It can't be managed in individual pacl:?ets, it has to be managed as a whole. 

I have no doubt that most residents will act appropriately but we need a consistent 

standard and the Council has to own and regulate that standard - which means mal:?ing 

that clear in the CWMP. 

The CWMP needs to clearly state actions for environment, such as the importance of 

indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; ecosystem services. 

Just tall:?ing about "conversations' and "resilience" is not going to mitigate climate change 

and the biodiversity extinction crisis. Even with separate documents l:?ey goals should be 

added into the CWMP. The current plan reads as "Business as Usual" which is no longer 

good enough 

We should include in the plan a conversation about animal agriculture. There is lots of 

mention of bushfire and drought in the CWMP but them we are still tall:?ing about farming 

animals - those two scenarios are not compatible. Not only should a permit be required for 

CWZ but also a robust plan on the consciences of fire, drought and flood on any farmed 

animals. Allowing people to tal:?e on animals with no plan is negligent. You govern the 

number of domestic animals to ensure they are well lool:?ed after - the same care should 

be shown to all animals resident tal:?e into their care. 

Council's Draft CWMP needs to add these issues in as clear actions and priorities. 
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Nlllumllllll G,een Wedge Management Plan 

I do NOT tuppofl the Nillumllllll D,aft G,een Wedge Management Plan 

I would lil:?e to see climate change become a more strategic focus in the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan regardless of the fact Nillumbil:? has a separate Climate Action Plan. 
Nillumbil:? has many individual, detailed plans e.g. bushfire, tourism, etc. The l:?ey issues 
should be drawn together in the GWMP, not used selectively to drive the plan in a certain 
direction. As climate change impacts so many of the issues we will be facing in the future it 
deserves greater recognition in the GWMP rather than currently framed solely in terms of 
its impact on the bushfire threat, completely neglecting the very significant impact on 
biodiversity and climate. 

We are the "CW Shire", with at least 1,031 indigenous flora and 350 indigenous fauna 
species and a "conservation' responsibility. This all gets ignored/down-played; and the 

whole Draft is lacl:?ing in adequate environmental actions. This verges on the negligent and 
is a failure of "duty of care". 

Victoria is in drought; it's mid-winter, and yet our waterways and dams are still dry. Surely 
that means a crucial, local ecosystem is in crisis - this alone should serve as a serious alarm 
bell for marshalling unprecedented environmental actions? 

As well as climate change, the Plan should have thoroughly addressed the biodiversity 
extinction crisis and the locally declining environmental values - they do not get a mention. 
Geoff Lawler says the reason to update the plan is to put people over place but that is 
exactly what is causing this crisis we are all experiencing. We need balance, we need a 
'systems' view (recognising that we are all part of a larger whole, that all is interdependent 
- ecosystems & eco-services). Moving to a 10 year plan now where we put people over the
natural world is not reacting to science. It is acting in an old fashioned, scared and
protective manner which will hasten poor conditions.

The rate of climate change we are experiencing calls for the very opposite action to that 
you are proposing in the Draft GWMP. See page 40 discussion re 'regulation' - arguing for 
a move to higher reliance on 'landowners' voluntary efforts': "education, awareness, 
facilitation and ultimately empowerment". But as so many recent inquiries have 
demonstrated: voluntary cooperation and self regulation get abused and do not wort?! This 
is the time when we really need Council to step up and protect the ever more fragile eco 
system within our Shire. 

The Nillumbil:? Climate Plan 2016-2020 already asl:?s to identify the risl:?s and vulnerabilities 
related to climate change. We are now 3 years into that plan the GWMP is still tall:?ing 
about "stocl:?tal:?ing". We should now put actions in place to address the risl:?s to 
biodiversity- Just tall:?ing about stochlal:?ing again in the GWMP is not good enough. We 
need PROTECTION while we stochlal:?e and tall:? "resilience". 

The findings of a recent study that climate change has already caused irreversible damage 
to our biodiversity; and that the speed of climate disruption is outstripping many animals' 
capacity to adapt, especially for animals already deemed at risl:? of extinction, and warning 

of a growing threat to even common species. Continuing to tall:? about encouraging animal 
agriculture when we are watching farmers and animals suffer across the country due to 
climate change is ignorant and irresponsible. Scarce resources should be focussed on more 
efficient plant based food production methods. 
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The GWMP will be in place for the next 10 years it needs to be robust enough to deal with 
the magnitude of problems. This plan is far from that it simply allows for us to sit by, watch 
and talk about “resilience”.

This is the time to be direct, strong and brave. The current draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan has all the wrong priorities and emphases. It really needs to be replaced 
with a newly-framed document.

Nillumbih Council you have to tabe a stand and not react to a few self-interested individuals - our 
future depends on it.

Name

Address/Suburb 

E-mail



July 2019 

To Nillumbik Council, 

Please find below my input the draft GWMP. I DO NOT SUPPORT the draft plan for the following 
reasons: 

The overriding GWMP response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its 
Community Panel (Nov. 2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental 

values of the Green Wedge; and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. 
Council's draft will not achieve this. 
In Appendix 1 of Council's draft GWMP is a quote from Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, for the first 
priority for the Green Wedge: 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and 

fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 

vegetation". The draft GWMP ignores this priority. 
The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as the 
importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; 

ecosystem services; a 'systems view' (that all is interdependent); the global climate change and 
biodiversity extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. 
The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. The council 11Business as Usual" 
approach is not good enough. 
Council's Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In 

Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a 11Business as Usual" trajectory is not good enough. 
The 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report- painting a bleak outlook for the state's 
native plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire 
protection on private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global 
crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction. 
The Urban Growth Boundary is supported. However, the Council's draft presses the state 
government to change the zone, or the zone's uses, on the rural side of the UGB and around our 
rural townships. (Land Use Planning page 40 and AS.7) This has the potential to ruin the 

entrances to the Green Wedge, would degrade green wedge amenity and start increasing the 

size of our rural townships. 

Council's Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 

should be required. So that landowners can be consulted that a piggery for example may be 
about to start up next door, the need for a permit in this zone should remain. 

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 

biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 

challenges facing us, for our children, and our children's children. 

Council's Draft GWMP is so poorly framed, and fails the basics of what's required. 

Signed:

Address/Suburb:     
\ 

E-Mail: 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission

: A Vision for Nitlumbik’s Green Wedge 

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge?

Yes 
• No 

Partially 
Not sure

Comments about the Vision?
I would like to see more environmental protection in Nillumbik’s Vision of its Green Wedge. There is nothing more 
important to protect in these times of climate change and species extinction than environment and habitat. I would 
like to see more emphasis on the input the community gave during the very expensive “engagement” survey.

Five Key Moves

To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan?
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Key Move 1 0

Key Move 2 0

Key Move 3 0
Key Move 4 0
Key Move 5 0

Comments about the Five Key Moves
I would like to see more detail on how exactly our native flora and fauna are going to be protected by this document. It 
needs specific action points not “could be protect but may not be” type of statements.

Principles
To what extent do you agree with the Principles to guide the implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Leadership 0

Aboriginal voice 0
A whole of shire approach and recognition of
Nillumbik's relationship to Metropolitan 0
Melbourne

Manage change for future benefit 0

Collaboration and connectedness 0

Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy local identity and ^
the landscape

Social equity 0

Safety, wellbeing and resilience 0

Consen/e and enhance our heritage 0

Sustainability and the precautionary principle 0

Comments about the Principles
Could this focus more on preservation of environment and biodiversity? It needs to state the urgent need to reverse the 
decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change - this should be added to the GWMP. Biodiversity protection 
should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

: Engaged Connected Communities DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 1
I think this section should discuss more about the unique features of Nillumbik Green Wedge. It should celebrate the 
rich biodiversity and beautiful habitat, the secret habitat links, the amazing native vegetation that sustains so much of 
these things. This is what brings so much of our community together - this uniqueness. The community will come
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together to protect this if the framework is in place but this GWMP draft allows for our Shire to become just like every 
other. To slash and burn, to concrete and asphalt. Then what will we put in our new gallery - pictures of what used to 
be here?

: Active and Creative People DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 3
I would like to see actions that increase habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving biodiversity; valuing what the 
ecosystems provide; developing a ‘systems view' (that ALL is interdependent); address the climate change and 
extinction crises, and the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the underpinning 
ethos that guides the Actions and all other aspects of the plan, without compromise. Currently every positive 
statement has a potential trade off attached to it which just negates it.

: A prosperous Economy DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 4
I do not support any form of animal agriculture in the Shire as this has dire repercussions on the environment. I would 
like us to send this message as a progressive Shire that really cares about the future.
Economic activities must recognise latest science and the urgent need for environmental protections. This must be 
reflected in the title of the Goal, the Actions, and throughout the plan, for example, ‘A prosperous eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy’.
I support local, sustainable agriculture that has a positive impact on the environment - such as Hurstbridge Farmgate. 
The obvious link between sustainable agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, 
must be central to the GWMP

: Responsible Leadership DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

£ Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 5
I do not support any changes the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ). This would result in more little nibbles of protected 
land being unlocked for clearing. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we can 
be part of the solution, acting locally to address global problems.

Other comments
Please incorporate into this plan some level of hierarchy with respect to the myriad of issues included. At the moment it 
is finely balanced on the fence. It’s hard to say it would cause offence and that is because it doesn’t really provide any 
focus - just lots of nice ideas under LOTS of headings.

Comments for Goal 2
More dialogue should be held with the traditional owners of the land.

Safe and Healthy Environments DO NOT SUPPORT



Nillumbik DRAFT Green Wedge Management Plan - Response 

I do not support the Nillumbik draft GWMP as I do not believe it aligns it with the outcome of the 

community survey which overwhelmingly wanted protection for the environment. I do not see this 

stated as a mandate anywhere in the draft GWMP. 

Responses: 1012 

Page 11 

What I like about the Green Vl.'edg,, 
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Economic challenges 

Responses: 149 

Page 20 

Economic challenges 
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Future environmental challenges 
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Regulatory challenges 

Regubtory challenges 
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Responses; 225 

Page 22 

Future regulatory challenges 

Responses:342 

Page 30 
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Environmental opportunities
Regulatory opportunities

Environmental opportunities

Ct>mmun*y burffStfijs

Regulatory opportunities

Responses: 460 Responses: 246

Page 35 Page 39

The overall summary from this (expensive) independent consultast was:

What I like about the Green Wedge
Respondents indicated that the key elements they liked about the Green Wedge were:

• Space, peace and wellbeing - this related particularly to how the Green Wedge made 
people feel, an appreciation of views and fresh air along with the less stressful 
environment.

• Environment, biodiversity, plants and animals -this related to the importance of the 
natural environment for plants and animals as well as humans.

There is not enough protection for the environment in this GWMP, it must be clearly stated that this 
Shire is considered a conservation shire and the plan should ensure that we maintain and enhance 
the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the 
quantity and quality of native vegetation.

Name/Signature R.Cf'SSO

Address/Suburb 

E-mail



Reference: Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

I do not support the draft green wedge management plan as there is far too little 

emphasis on the growing climate emergency we are facing. We need to take 
extraordinary action to face this complex issue. This should be recognised under the 

"Leadership" heading. 

The dialogue throughout the document is about trade-offs and compromises. There is 
never a single sentence in the whole document that upholds the value of our 

environmental assets as a priority. This suggests to me that they will constantly get 

traded off for all the other myriad of principles you have stuffed into the document. 

• I want you to recognise the significance of our special, natural landscape
• I want you to recognise how important this was in the community survey - it was

the TOP priority
• I want you to protect our natural assets against development and human greed
• I do not want you to support animal agriculture as it has a devastating impact on

the environment. I do support sustainable crop ag.
• I want you to recognise climate change and take some leadership

If Nillumbik can't do it - who will? 

Please re-draft this document recognising what can and will be lost if we do not act to 

protect it. 

Name 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan - Submission 

Question I: A Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge. Do you agree wiLh Lhe vision for Xillumbik's 
Green Wedge'? 

Yes 

• No

Partially

Not sure

Comments about the Vision: I didn'L gel Lhe impression LhaL Xillumhik Council were addressing Lhe 
graviLy of dirnaLe change in Lhis documenl. :MiLigaLion of dirnaLe change musL be Lhe Lop priori Ly for 
GW:MP and Lherefore should foaLure in Lhe Vision. 

Five Key Moves: To whaL exLenL do you agree wiLh Lhe Five Key :Moves Lo supporl delivery of Lhe Green 
Wedge :ManagemenL Plan'? 

Key Move 1 

Key Move 2 

Key Move 3 

Key Move 4 

Key Move 5 

S!rongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Strongly dlsagree 

Comments about the Five Key Moves'? I would like Lo see more deLail on how exaclly our naLive flora 
and fauna are going Lo be prolecled by Lhis docurnenl. Every descripLor needs Lo dearly indicaLe how il 
will conLribuLe Lo Lhe proLeclion and reinvigoraLion ol'hiodiversiLy for lhe long Lenn. I prefer Lhe level of 
deLail in lhe currenL GW:MP plan. 

Principles: To whaL exLenl do you agree wiLh Lhe Principles lo guide lhe implemenLaLion of lhe Green 
Wedge :ManagemenL Plan'? 

Leadership 

Aboriginal voice 

A whole of shire approach and recognition or 

Nrllumbik's relalionship lo Metropolitan 

Melbourne 

Manage change for fulure benefit 

Collaboration and connectedness 

Celebrate. appreciate and enjoy local identity and 

the landscape 

Social equity 

Safety, wellbeing and resilience 

Conserve and enhance our heritage 

Sustainability and the precaulionary principle 

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Slrongly disagree 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Comments about the Principles: The Principles need Lo rellecl lhe communiLy's desire lo proLecling 
Lhe Green Wedge. This sLaLemenL was ve1y dear in Lhe communiLy survey. The GW:MP musL describe 
how Lhe values of Lhe Green Wedge will be prioriLised in keeping wiLh Lhe SLaLe Govern men L's policies 
Plan :Melbourne 2017-2050 and ProLecling Vicloria's Environmenl - BiodiversiLy 20,'37, which is 
'VicLoria's plan Lo slop Lhe decline of our naLive plan Ls and animals and improve our naLural 
environmenL so iL is healLhy, valued and aclively cared for.' 

GOAL 1: Engaged connecLed communiLies DO XOT SCPPORT 
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal l:The LhrusL of Goal 1, Lo engage Lhe 
communily, is imporlanl bul musl he framed in Lhe conLexl of Lhe environ men Lal proleclion aim as 
sLaLed in 1�)�)4 when Lhe Local GovernmenL Review Board declared lhal Lhe new Shire ofXillumhik wa.'i 
Lo be a conservaLion Shire wiLh Lhe Green Wedge a.'i ils slralegic focus. 
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GOAL2: Active and creative people DO XOT SUPPOR T
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2:1 believe active and creative people are more 
likely to be inspired by a unique protected. They will be inspired Lo know that they are leading the way in 
taking climate change seriously at a local level. This document does not provide that leadership 
aspiration.

GOAL 3: Safe and healthy environments DO XOT SUPPORT
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3: The action of Lying to prove that some 
areas of vegetation are more valuable than others is may lead Lo greater degradation of the environment 
which is already under pressure. Some councillors refer to biodiversity hotspots lo protect particular 
prime vegetation like orchids and then use that as a reason for Council to not protect the resl of the 
Green Wedges biodiversity in hush areas and hush properties. Every objective and action ought Lo aim 
for preservation and reinvigoralion of the environment. This document seems lo enable the already 
stressed environment lo he slowly nibbled away due Lo one sanctioned compromise or another.

Goal 4: A prosperous economy DO XOT SUPPORT
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4: I do not support any form of animal 
agriculture in the Shire due lo the impact on the environment. This is an inefficient use of precious 
resources and is not essential for a “prosperous economy”. We should instead he encouraging more 
sustainable farming such as Ilurslbridge l 'armgate that provides quality food for locals. New systems 
that respect and promote regenerative farming including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and 
indigenous flora and fauna must he encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be central lo the GWME.

(foal 5: Responsible leadership DO XOT SUPPORT
Comments about Goal 5 : Strong leadership would recognise the leading role that Xillumbik can play in 
the global climate crisis and slate it in the GMWP. Advice lo residents on a range of topics such as ‘avoid 
- reduce - reuse - recycle’, reducing meat-consumption, buying local produce and growing your own, 
responsible waste disposal, reduction of car-dependence, benefits of native vegetation etc. would he 
useful. Key Action A5.6 and A5.7 f page 40 of the draff] propose changes to how land within the Green 
Wedge can he used. This has the potential lo erode the values of the Green Wedge and effectively 
increase the spread of residential and commercial development outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
The UGH must he treated as a hard boundary.

Other comments
There is alack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire’s biodiversity in all ils forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions need to be included which 
will address this problem lo ensure the long term health of the Green Wedge. The draft speaks of 
polarised and diverse views and how conversations must he respectful and robust. It is vital that this is 
the ease, and is supported by current science, particularly in relation to the need for environmental repair 
and preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation.

Signature

Address/S

tail



Nillumbik Draft Green W«pHgp Managpmpnt Plan Submission

I do not support the GWMP

There are too many headings in the current draft, all with potentially equal weighting when it comes to decision 
making and many of them will conflict when there are aissues. The plan needs clearer priorities. It uses the language 
of ‘balance’, and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a 
need to trade-off environmental health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks 
of balancing amenity, environmental considerations, private water extraction and community considerations. What 
needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all 
other activity and considerations will be constrained.

Regulatory opportunities

Regulatory opportunities

environmental protection 

Improve planning proeess 

Other 

Balance 
} nfnrre reguf.it ions 

Internal funding 

tnfcrmatfcm/ edueat ion 

More appropriate regulation 

' .HittJte/vvr.;.-* together

20 40

■ Survey • Workshop

SO too

Responses: 246
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP 

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to the economy. It is 
a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I support plant based agriculture but must 
always provide for the continuing health of the environment. New systems that respect and 
promote regenerative farming including water conservation, Indigenous �nowledge, and indigenous 
flora and fauna must be encouraged. The obvious lin� between sustainable agricultural practices, 
climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be central to the GWMP. The need for 
a framewor� that encourages sustainable land management practices is described in the State 
Government's Planning Practice Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', 
and so this has to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement, I do not support the draft GWMP. 

Name/Signature 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP 

The current document seems to gloss over the fact that climate change is putting so much pressure on the 
already fragile ecosystem that supports our green wedge. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, em systems and many species are at critical and endangered levels (see the 
Governments IPBES report that states "The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species 
depend is deteriorating more rapidly than. It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global". 

Nillumbik Council should take this very valuable and timely opportunity to publicly recognise and act at a 
local level. This document does not have any brave actions, there is nothing we could offer as class 
leading. There is a lack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of 
the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions need to be included 
which will address this problem to ensure the long term health of the Green Wedge. 

It appears to have less protection that the current plan which has seen biodiversity loss. This would 
indicate that a new plan should have more protection included. 

Name/Signature 
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Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP 

I would like to see more reference to the people and practices of our first people. It 

is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous people, their cultural 

heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the GWMP despite the fact 

that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the area's biodiversity for tens of 

thousands of years. In order to better manage the natural environment of the Shire, 

greater dialogue must be generated and maintained with the Traditional Custodians 

of the area. This is vital for the health of the whole community and the environment 

in which we live. 

Name/Signature N aT fi4n 

Address /Suburb 

E-mail
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Reference: Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

I do not support the draft green wedge management plan as there is far too little 

emphasis on the growing climate emergency we are facing. We need to take 

extraordinary action to face this complex issue. This should be recognised under the 

"Leadership" heading. 

The dialogue throughout the document is about trade-offs and compromises. There is 

never a single sentence in the whole document that upholds the value of our 

environmental assets as a priority. This suggests to me that they will constantly get 

traded off for all the other myriad of principles you have stuffed into the document. 

• I want you to recognise the significance of our special, natural landscape

• I want you to recognise how important this was in the community survey - it was

the TOP priority

• I want you to protect our natural assets against development and human greed

• I do not want you to support animal agriculture as it has a devastating impact on

the environment. I do support sustainable crop ag.

• I want you to recognise climate change and take some leadership

If Nillumbik can't do it - who will? 

Please re-draft this document recognising what can and will be lost if we do not act to 

protect it. 

Name T\�C 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Response to: Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

I have read the draft document outlining Nillumbik's intention for management of our green wedge 
and I DO NOT support the draft plan. 

There is no mention of the fact that Nillumbik is considered a Conservation Shire 

There is no mention of the high value bio diversity assets and specific actions to protection for them 

There is no emphasis towards the results of the community engagement survey which unanimously 
wanted protection of the environment (see below) 

What I like about the Green Wedge
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Responses: 1012 

I would like to see the first priority to maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and 
fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation. 

I would like to see that Nillumbik Council recognise climate changes AND want to address them, not 
just look to plan around them with "conversations". I would like to see climate change actions clearly 
spelled out of this very complicated document. I would like to see climate change actions clearly 
spelled out. 

I personally think it would be better to use more succinct headings - maybe those used throughout 
the survey i.e. economy, regulation, environment and social. Shoe-horning them under the Council 
Plan headings makes for repetition and the points are not naturally grouped. 

I would like to see more protection for native flora and fauna and stocktaking and care for our wildlife 
that is also disrupted by climate change. 

Addres

E-Mail
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N"tllumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Subrnismon 

I DO NOT SUPPORTTI:IE DRAFT GWMP 

This plan fails to dearly articulate an Implementation plan based on dearly stated Objectives and Actions and the Council 
Department responsible for implementation. I do not believe the current GWMP adequately follows the guidelines laid out in 
Practice Note 31. 

The current GWMP has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for improvement The document 
needs to describe in much greater detail the ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these must prioritise best environmental practice, 
ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across the Shire. Every descriptor needs to dearly indicate how it will 
contribute to the protection and reinvigoration of biodiversity for the long term. The current GWMP 2010 - 2025 describes in 
much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways Council and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge and there 
has still been consistent net loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new plan must be stronger and dearer about the 
actions which will be taken to reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this. 

This document is very long and wordy. I understand the actions but the principles that underlie the actions are broad and 
it is unclear how they will be interpreted and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge - as reflected in the community survey - see below . 

The GWMP must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with the State Government's 
policies Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria's Environment- Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to 
stop the decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so it is healthy, valued and 
actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes 
the urgent need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be added to the GWMP. 
Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan. 

What I like about the Green Wedge 
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Name/Signature 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
,> 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GW MP 

I do not support zoning or permit changes in the Green Wedge. The draft suggests that to start 

farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be required if the land has been 
previously cleared and used for farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail -
much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it holds 
significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural 

activities respect the land. 

This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in 
conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause 

of the planning scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous eco-friendly Green Wedge economy". 

This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming 

practices and this zoning should only be applied to land with higher conservation values. This 
puts at serious risk flora and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as 

single trees in paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need of 

greater care and protection, not less. 

The plan needs clearer priorities. It uses the language of 'balance', and this needs to be 
amended as it indicates that our thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to 

trade-off environmental health against other considerations, while international, national, and 
state government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our environment. For 

example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, environmental considerations, private water 
extraction and community considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of 

environmental considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained. 

Nam

Address/Suburb 

E-mail . 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission

I DO NOT' SUPPORT HE DRAFT GWMP

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how conversations must be 
respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. 
It is the ambiguity that can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion this document does not address that 
issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions".

It is vital that these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the need for 
environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation. I do not support the draft plan 
as I think the key issue of "diverse views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed, the words are just 
being used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to the economy. It is a total 
inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I support plant based agriculture but must always provide 
for the continuing health of the environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and fauna must be encouraged. 
The obvious link between sustainable agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green 
Wedge, must be central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, entitled 'Preparing 
a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current 
draft does not achieve this requirement, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Regulatory opportunities
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP 

I do not support zoning or permit changes in the Green Wedge. The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural 

Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for farming. This 

definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail - much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to 

regeneration it holds significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural 

activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be informed of neighbours intentions. 

This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with 

agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning scheme decreases the 

likelihood of inappropriate development. We should change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous eco

friendly Green Wedge economy". 

This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming practices and this zoning should 

only be applied to land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora and fauna across a 

significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are 

all vital and in need of greater care and protection, not less. 

future regulatory challenges 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I DO NOT SUPPORT THE DRAFT GWMP 

I would like to see Nillumbik state more clearly their stance on climate change and the 

precautionary principle. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik 

can play; that we can be part of the solution, acting locally to address global problems. 

We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the perfect place to start turning 

things around. I do not support the draft GWMP until there is some leadership items 

added around climate change. 

Environmental opportunities 
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Nillamltilt D,afl G,een Weclge Management Plan Sultmittion 

I do not support the draft Nillumbit? GWMP

What I likE� about the Green Wedge 

Responses: 1012 

The result of the extensive community survey made it clear that the majority of the 
community valued and enjoyed the high environmental values of the Green Wedge 
and want it maintained and protected. This view was also expressed by the majority 
report of the Community Panel. Council's draft does not reflect strong enough support
for the Community's position. This message must lay the foundation for any new 
GWMP. The current draft does not achieve this and I therefore do not support the 
draft. The plan should reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green Wedge as
its Strategic Focus. The draft lact?s detail and omits significant objectives, relevant 
actions, and accountability measures that would ensure the long-term health and
purpose of the Green Wedge. 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP 

The draft plan does not provide enough certainty for the long term protection of the natural environment 
within the Nillumbik green wedge. 

The draft plan should do more to acknowledge the importance of all indigenous vegetation and address 
the urgent need to conseNe it across the Shire, on private and public land. The community must work 
together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving biodiversity; valuing what 
ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is interdependent); address the climate 
change and extinction crisis, and the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must 
become the underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs. 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP 

I believe the plan should have more focus on environmental protection. The actions in each section 
should be measureable with respect to the impact on the environment. The draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a strategic focus for the Shire. The State Government's 'Plan 
Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the 
diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and 
quality of native vegetation". I don't see any explicit actions that would produce biodiversity gain. 
This draft reads very much as BAU and business as usual is not good enough - we are in an 
environmental crisis. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of 
policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native vegetation and 
part of the problem is inadequate enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is 
significant and this must be better addressed. 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the draft GWMP 

Nillumbik Council - it is imperative you recognise and act on the fact we are facing a climate 

emergency. We need you to show leadership with respect to this. I believe there is nothing 

more important to address with our GWMP than climate change mitigation. It must drive all 

objectives and actions such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, 

bush regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft there is no mention 

of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that I do not support the draft GWMP. The 

community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is taken to mitigate climate 

change and draw down carbon emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a 

community - our collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment. 
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Nillumbik DRAFT Green Wedge Management Plan - Response

I do not support the Nillumbik draft GWMP as I do not believe it aligns it with the outcome of the 
community survey which overwhelmingly wanted protection for the environment. I do not see this 
stated as a mandate anywhere in the draft GWMP.

What I like about the Green Wedge
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Environmental opportunities
Regulatory opportunities

Regulatory opportunities

Responses: 460 Responses: 246

Page 35 Page 39

The overall summary from this (expensive) independent consultast was:

What I like about the Green Wedge
Respondents indicated that the key elements they liked about the Green Wedge were:

• Space, peace and wellbeing - this related particularly to how the Green Wedge made 
people feel, an appreciation of views and fresh air along with the less stressful 
environment.

• Environment, biodiversity, plants and animals -this related to the importance of the 
natural environment for plants and animals as well as humans.

There is not enough protection for the environment in this GWMP, it must be clearly stated that this 
Shire is considered a conservation shire and the plan should ensure that we maintain and enhance 
the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the 
quantity and quality of native vegetation.



, 

Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I do not support the GW MP Draft 

I would like to ensure there is a holistic view to the green wedge in this management plan. There 
is so many words in the document it is very hard to understand exactly who has overall 
responsibility for our environmental values, how they will be managed as a whole and who will be 
responsible and accountable. 

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some areas of 
vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on the environment. There 
is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance and mismanagement. The plan needs to 
be holistic, not looking and making decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land 
clearing and /or grazing here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing 
stress and disappearance. For this reason I do not support the draft GWMP. 
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 

I DO NOT SUPPORT NILLUMBIK'S DRAFT GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly state that the fact that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most 
environmentally intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the 
wider Green Wedge system. 

I would like to see more wildlife protection - for their habitat, corridors and the 
ecosystems that support them. I would like to see every protection possible for them 
on our roads, on public and private land. I would also like to see acknowledged that 
because of the uniqueness of the area the Shire has particular needs that are different 
to those in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan presents an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a strong, 
bold statement to our climate poor country 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission

I do not support the draft GWMP

This document is very long and wordy. I understand the actions but the principles that underlie the 
actions are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted and applied while ensuring care for 
the environment. They need to reflect the community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge 
- as reflected in the community survey - see below .

The GWMP must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with the 
State Government's policies Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria's Environment - 
Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the decline of our native plants and animals and 
improve our natural environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional 
Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent 
need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be added to the 
GWMP. Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

What I like about the Green Wedge
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Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for the following reasons:

Vision

The overriding GWMP response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its Community
Panel (Nov. 2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green
Wedge; and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. Council's draft will not achieve
this.

Key Moves

• Landowners information and support service - I would not support this until it is clear what it 
involves. I have heard poor management processes discussed and am worried this will be at 
the expense of the environment.

• Talking about climate issues and resilience is very fluffy - what are the intended outcomes for 
this idea. Are we to become resilient to climate change or resilient to calls to ignore it?

• I am happy for support for townships but do not support any changes around the UGB.
• A stocktakes of assets - does this include environmental assets? I thought the Mayor had 

said this wasn’t possible? I’m happy to support a database. Please include wildlife.

Principles

• The words are all great but give no priorities. How exactly would decisions be made based on 
these statements? Environmental protection is not stated as a number one priority in the 
vision, none of the components are prioritised. They are all there to be traded to the highest 
bidder.

• The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role.

Engaged and Connected Communities

• There is a lot of focus on “talking it out” in this section rather than how the issues we know we 
face could actually be resolved.

• I support help with an ageing population and improved transport options.
• Rural and townships want wildlife protected, please add new measures to address this.

Active and Creative People

• Health and wellbeing came right at the top of the community survey, the next was natural 
environment. So more items to protect the natural environment should be added to this 
section.

• I am slightly concerned to see the Mayor is running a (fairly unpleasant) FB page that 
advocates the natural environment to be used for a whole range of activities which may not 
add to people’s feeling of “space, peace and healthy feel”. I hope this wont impact on our 
management plan.

Safe and Healthy Environment

• All indigenous vegetation is important, I don’t think we should make the distinction between 
high value and other.

• I find this constant hedging/fence sitting a waste of paper. Statements like “It (BD Strategy 
2037) acknowledges that native plants and animals have intrinsic value but that there is also 
a need for balanced outcomes. Maintaining a healthy natural environment is vital but creates 
a complex challenge to find the right balance between protection and how we use land.” That, 
of course, is the issue but we need clear priorities to address it and this document does not 
spell them out.

Prosperous Economy

Submission 675
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• This should focus on the latest climatic conditions, we should have a prosperous eco-friendly 
green wedge economy

• I would support more local food production that was sustainably grown. I DO NOT support 
animal agriculture, this is very harmful to the environment.

• While we are developing a visitor economy we need to be mindful of the impact to our wildlife. 
I would like to see more protection and care for our animals.

• Leadership is key for environmental protection as long term solutions are required. Council's 
Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In Nillumbik 
and globally. Maintaining a “Business as Usual” trajectory is not good enough. The 2019 
Victorian State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook for the state’s native 
plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire 
protection on private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global 
crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.

• I am not very uncomfortable with your claim that you want to move green wedge management 
towards the “towards the empowering end of the spectrum”. This suggests less regulation for 
the environment.

• I support the Council working with government and trying to attract appropriate external 
funding.

• Climate change and environmental actions always seem to have a trade off in every 
statement you make in this document.

• The Urban Growth Boundary is supported. However, the Council’s draft urges the state 
government to change the zone, or the zone’s uses, on the rural side of the UGB and around 
our rural townships. (Land Use Planning page 40 and A5.7) This has the potential to ruin the 
entrances to the Green Wedge, would degrade green wedge amenity and start increasing the 
size of our rural townships.

• There is a general lack of detail in this document that makes it very difficult to judge its 
significance but it is clear that the comments from the community survey and panel process 
have not been taken seriously. There is no specific support for protecting the environment 
and out beautiful, special and unique features. This has to be addressed in a plan such as 
this.

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 
biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 
challenges facing us.

Leadership

Comments



Nillumbik DRAFT Green Wedge Management Plan - Response 

I do not support the Nillumbik draft GWMP as I do not believe it aligns it with the outcome of the 

community survey which overwhelmingly wanted protection for the environment. I do not see this 

stated as a mandate anywhere in the draft GWMP. 
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Environmental challenges 
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Environmental opportunities
Regulatory opportunities

Environmental opportunities

• Survey •Workshop
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Page 35

Regulatory opportunities
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Page 39

The overall summary from this (expensive) independent consultast was:

What I like about the Green Wedge
Respondents indicated that the key elements they liked about the Green Wedge were:

• Space, peace and wellbeing - this related particularly to how the Green Wedge made 
people feel, an appreciation of views and fresh air along with the less stressful 
environment.

• Environment, biodiversity, plants and animals - this related to the importance of the 
natural environment for plants and animals as well as humans.

There is not enough protection for the environment in this GWMP, it must be clearly stated that this 
Shire is considered a conservation shire and the plan should ensure that we maintain and enhance 
the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the 
quantity and quality of native vegetation.

E



Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for the following reasons:

Vision

I would like to see more meaningful protection for our native plants and animals. This is also how I 

interpret the results of the community engagement survey and panel input. The first priority should be 

to maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve 

a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation

Key Moves

This section needs more specific reference to environmental protection and actions. It needs to 

refer to the fact that our unique issue in the shire is the huge range of biodiversity it homes. 

Biodiversity that needs our protection. We need to halt the rate our native flora and fauna are 

sliding towards extinction and this needs to happen at a local level. This aim should be explicitly 

stated.

Principles

In this section it appears that the best we are going to do for the environment is -“we need to 

anticipate and avoid any actions that may cause serious or irreversible harm to the environment 

and the people who live within it’. That is our sustainability aim? It is not good enough and, as 

with every environmental statement it comes with a trade-off. No mention of our unique flora and 

forna, no mention of protecting them and our wildlife. No mention of the final comment from the 

survey “don’t mess it up”.

Engaged and Connected Communities

I would like to see more help and support for our wildlife volunteers. We need an IT system that 

all users can access, that allows the public to easily log accidents, centralised system to allow 

people to easily call in accidents. This can also be used to log hot spots and even ‘stocktake” 

wildlife. We need reduced speed limits. We need education about wildlife behaviour and the 

importance of respecting it. We need Council to set an example of that respect. This could be 

helped, in part, by recognising the wildlife volunteers.

Active and Creative People

• Protecting our biodiversity should be a top priority as this sets the scene for all of the health 

benefits stated in the plan.
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• The natural landscape has been the inspiration for many of the artists and creative members 

of our community. The current plan does not recognise our area as the unique and inspiring 

place it is.

Safe and Healthy Environment

• This needs to spell out the actions for protecting our environmental assets.

• It should include what Council are prepared to take action on to protect wildlife and how that 

may be funded.

Prosperous Economy

• The current budget allocation (in the 2019 budget) for this section is 1.55% so I assume that 

none of the actions here can be very costly or is more money to be allocated given it has its 

own heading in the plan?

• I do not support any animal agriculture in the shire, the impact on the environment is 

devastating. I would support sustainable plant based farming such as Hurstbridge Farmgate.

• Council’s Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 

should be required. The need for a permit in this zone should remain.

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this needs to be 

recognised and budgeted for. We need more recognition and support for our wildlife groups 

who will deal with the increased fall out from additional visitors to the Shire.

Leadership

• Moving leadership towards the “empowering end of the spectrum” does not sounds like a 

robust plan for environmental protection? This sounds as though we are going t let people do 

as they see fit, the environment rarely comes out well with a framework like this.

Comments

• The decline in our biodiversity is at critical levels - this should be explicitly addressed with 

explicit actions - NO TRADE OFFS.



Reference: Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

I do not support the draft green wedge management plan as there is far too little 

emphasis on the growing climate emergency we are facing. We need to take 

extraordinary action to face this complex issue. This should be recognised under the 

"Leadership" heading. 

The dialogue throughout the document is about trade-offs and compromises. There is 

never a single sentence in the whole document that upholds the value of our 

environmental assets as a priority. This suggests to me that they will constantly get 

traded off for all the other myriad of principles you have stuffed into the document. 

• I want you to recognise the significance of our special, natural landscape
• I want you to recognise how important this was in the community survey - it was

the TOP priority
• I want you to protect our natural assets against development and human greed
• I do not want you to support animal agriculture as it has a devastating impact on

the environment. I do support sustainable crop ag.
• I want you to recognise climate change and take some leadership

If Nillumbik can't do it- who will? 

Please re-draft this document recognising what can and will be lost if we do not act to 

protect it. 
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July 2019

To Nillumbik Council,

Please find below my input the draft GWMP. I DO NOT SUPPORT the draft plan for the following 
reasons:

The overriding GWMP response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its 
Community Panel (Nov. 2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental 
values of the Green Wedge; and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. 
Council's draft will not achieve this.
In Appendix 1 of Council's draft GWMP is a quote from Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, for the first 
priority for the Green Wedge: 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and 
fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation". The draft GWMP ignores this priority.
The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as the 
importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; 
ecosystem services; a 'systems view' (that all is interdependent); the global climate change and 
biodiversity extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society.
The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. The council "Business as Usual" 
approach is not good enough.
Council's Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In 
Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a "Business as Usual" trajectory is not good enough.
The 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook for the state's 
native plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire 
protection on private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global 
crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.
The Urban Growth Boundary is supported. However, the Council's draft presses the state 
government to change the zone, or the zone's uses, on the rural side of the UGB and around our 
rural townships. (Land Use Planning page 40 and A5.7) This has the potential to ruin the 
entrances to the Green Wedge, would degrade green wedge amenity and start increasing the 
size of our rural townships.
Council's Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 
should be required. So that landowners can be consulted that a piggery for example may be 
about to start up next door, the need for a permit in this zone should remain.
We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 
biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 
challenges facing us, for our children, and our children's children.

Council’s Draft GWMP is so poorly framed, and fails the basics of what’s required.
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Nlllumllilt D•afl GHen Wedge Management Plan Sullmissl•n 

I de not suppol'I the d•afl GWNP 

I do not support zoning or permit changes in the Creen Wedge. The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural 
Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for farming. 
This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail - much of NillumbiR has been cleared at some stage, but thanRs to 
regeneration it holds significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural 
activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be informed of neighbours intentions. 

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to the economy. It is a total inefficient 
use of land, water and other resources. I support plant based agriculture but must always provide for the continuing 
health of the environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming including water conservation, 
Indigenous Rnowledge, and indigenous flora and fauna must be encouraged. The obvious linR between sustainable 
agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Creen Wedge, must be central to the CWMP. The need 
for a frameworR that encourages sustainable land management practices is described in the State Government's 
Planning Practice Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Creen Wedge Management Plan', and so this has to be clearly 
demonstrated in any CWMP. This current draft does not achieve this requirement, I do not support the draft CWMP. 

This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with 
agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning scheme decreases the 
liRelihood of inappropriate development. We should change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous ece• 

f•lendls, G•een Wed9e economy". 

This draft plan suggests the Rural Conseivation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming practices and this zoning should 
only be applied to land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risR flora and fauna across a 
significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocRs or scattered pocRets of remnant bush. These are 
all vital and in need of greater care and protection, not less. 

Future regulatory challenges 

Regulatory challenges future 
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: A Vision for NiUumbik's Green Wedge 

Do you agree with the vision for NiUumbik’s Green Wedge?

Yes 
• No 

Partially 
Not sure

Comments about the Vision?
I would like to see more environmental protection in NiUumbik’s Vision of its Green Wedge. There is nothing more 
important to protect in these times of climate change and species extinction than environment and habitat. I would 
like to see more emphasis on the input the community gave during the very expensive “engagement” survey.

Five Key Moves

To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan?
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Key Move 1 0
Key Move 2 0
Key Move 3 0
Key Move 4 0

Key Move 5 0

Comments about the Five Key Moves
I would like to see more detail on how exactly our native flora and fauna are going to be protected by this document. It 
needs specific action points not “could be protect but may not be” type of statements.

Principles
To what extent do you agree with the Principles to guide the implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Leadership 0

Aboriginal voice 0

A whole of shire approach and recognition of
NiUumbik's relationship to Metropolitan 0
Melbourne

Manage change for future benefit 0

Collaboration and connectedness 0

Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy local identity and ^
the fandscape

Social equity 0

Safety, wellbeing and resilience 0

Conserve and enhance our heritage 0

Sustainability and the precautionary principle 0

Comments about the Principles
Could this focus more on preservation of environment and biodiversity? It needs to state the urgent need to reverse the 
decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change - this should be added to the GWMP. Biodiversity protection 
should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

: Engaged Connected Communities DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 1
I think this section should discuss more about the unique features of Nillumbik Green Wedge. It should celebrate the 
rich biodiversity and beautiful habitat, the secret habitat links, the amazing native vegetation that sustains so much of 
these things. This is what brings so much of our community together - this uniqueness. The community will come
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together to protect this if the framework is in place but this GWMP draft allows for our Shire to become just like every 
other. To slash and burn, to concrete and asphalt. Then what will we put in our new gallery - pictures of what used to 
be here?

: Active and Creative People DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

£ Do not support

Strongly do not support

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

£ Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 3
I would like to see actions that increase habitat for wildlife and connectivity; presenring biodiversity; valuing what the 
ecosystems provide; developing a ‘systems view' (that ALL is interdependent); address the climate change and 
extinction crises, and the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the underpinning 
ethos that guides the Actions and all other aspects of the plan, without compromise. Currently every positive 
statement has a potential trade off attached to it which just negates it.

: A prosperous Economy DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Comments for Goal 4
I do not support any form of animal agriculture in the Shire as this has dire repercussions on the environment. I would 
like us to send this message as a progressive Shire that really cares about the future.
Economic activities must recognise latest science and the urgent need for environmental protections. This must be 
reflected in the title of the Goal, the Actions, and throughout the plan, for example, ‘A prosperous eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy’.
I support local, sustainable agriculture that has a positive impact on the environment - such as Hurstbridge Farmgate. 
The obvious link between sustainable agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, 
must be central to the GWMP

: Responsible Leadership DO NOT SUPPORT
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do net support

Comments for Goal 5
I do not support any changes the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ). This would result in more little nibbles of protected 
land being unlocked for clearing. The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we can 
be part of the solution, acting locally to address global problems.

Other comments
Please incorporate into this plan some level of hierarchy with respect to the myriad of issues included. At the moment it 
is finely balanced on the fence. It’s hard to say it would cause offence and that is because it doesn’t really provide any 
focus - just lots of nice ideas under LOTS of headings.

Comments for Goal 2
More dialogue should be held with the traditional owners of the land.

Safe and Healthy Environments DO NOT SUPPORT
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I do not support the draft GWMP 

I find this document is too long and fluffy- far too many words leading to too few conclusions. I understand the 
actions but the principles that underlie the actions are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted and 

applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the community's commitment to protecting 

the Green Wedge - as reflected in the community survey- see below. 

The GWMP must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with the State 

Government's policies Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria's Environment-Biodiversity 2037, which 

is 'Victoria's plan to stop the decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so it is 

healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and 

Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change 
should be added to the GWMP. Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan. 

What I like about the Green Wedge 

■ �-.11w,""' • W'•;dt·.hup 

Responses: 1012 

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how conversations must be respectful 

and robust. The best way to prevent these frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the 

ambiguity that can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion this document does not address that issue. It is full of 

ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". 

It is vital that these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the need for 
environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I 

think the key issue of "diverse views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed, the words are just being used as 
an ointment to reduce the burning. 

Name/Signature 

Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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I DO NOT support the draft GW MP 

It currently does not contain enough measureable environmental protection. The draft does not 
state this strongly enough, despite it being a strategic focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green Wedge is to 
'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and 
achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation". I don't see any explicit 
actions that would produce biodiversity gain but I see lots that could cause erosion of assets . 
This draft reads very much as BAU which is not good enough - we are in an environmental crisis. 
It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of policy standards. 
Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the 
problem is inadequate enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is 
significant and this must be better addressed. 

The current document seems to gloss over the fact that climate change is putting so much 
pressure on the already fragile ecosystem that supports our green wedge. This simply talks 
about resilience to climate change. Simply recognising it or hoping Nillumbik's climate mitigation 
document should just stand alone and not be linked to the GWMP is unrealistic It is not too late 
to make a difference, but only if we start now at every level from local to global". 

Nillumbik Council should take this very valuable and timely opportunity to publicly recognise and 
act at a local level. This document does not have any brave actions, there is nothing we could 
offer as class leading. There is a lack of detail throughout the document regarding the 
protection and enhancement of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. 
Clearly defined actions need to be included which will address this problem to ensure the long 
term health of the Green Wedge. 

Name/Signature

Address/Subu

E-mail
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Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for the following reasons: 

Vision 

The overriding GWMP response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its Community 

Panel (Nov. 2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green 
Wedge; and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. Council's draft will not achieve 

this. 

Key Moves 

• Landowners information and support service - I would not support this until it is clear what it

involves. I have heard poor management processes discussed and am worried this will be at

the expense of the environment.
• Talking about climate issues and resilience is very fluffy - what are the intended outcomes for

this idea. Are we to become resilient to climate change or resilient to calls to ignore it?
• I am happy for support for townships but do not support any changes around the UGB.
• A stocktakes of assets - does this include environmental assets? I thought the Mayor had

said this wasn't possible? I'm happy to support a database. Please include wildlife.

Principles 

• The words are all great but give no priorities. How exactly would decisions be made based on

these statements? Environmental protection is not stated as a number one priority in the

vision, none of the components are prioritised. They are all there to be traded to the highest

bidder.
• The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire!s conservation role.

Engaged and Connected Communities 

• There is a lot of focus on "talking it out" in this section rather than how the issues we know we

face could actually be resolved.
• I support help with an ageing population and improved transport options.
• Rural and townships want wildlife protected, please add new measures to address this.

Active and Creative People 

• Health and wellbeing came right at the top of the community survey, the next was natural
environment. So more items to protect the natural environment should be added to this

section.
• I am slightly concerned to see the Mayor is running a (fairly unpleasant) FB page that

advocates the natural environment to be used for a whole range of activities which may not

add to people's feeling of "space, peace and healthy feel". I hope this wont impact on our
management plan.

Safe and Healthy Environment 

• All indigenous vegetation is important, I don't think we should make the distinction between

high value and other.
• I find this constant hedging/fence sitting a waste of paper. Statements like "It (BD Strategy

2037) acknowledges that native plants and animals have intrinsic value but that there is also
a need for balanced outcomes. Maintaining a healthy natural environment is vital but creates

a complex challenge to find the right balance between protection and how we use land." That,

of course, is the issue but we need clear priorities to address it and this document does not
spell them out.

Prosperous Economy 
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• This should focus on the latest climatic conditions, we should have a prosperous eco-friendly 
green wedge economy

• I would support more local food production that was sustainably grown. I DO NOT support 
animal agriculture, this is very harmful to the environment.

• While we are developing a visitor economy we need to be mindful of the impact to our wildlife. 
I would like to see more protection and care for our animals.

• Leadership is key for environmental protection as long term solutions are required. Council's 
Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In Nillumbik 
and globally. Maintaining a “Business as Usual” trajectory is not good enough. The 2019 
Victorian State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook for the state’s native 
plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire 
protection on private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global 
crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.

• I am not very comfortable with your claim that you want to move green wedge management 
towards the “towards the empowering end of the spectrum”. This suggests less regulation for 
the environment.

• I support the Council working with government and trying to attract appropriate external 
funding.

• Climate change and environmental actions always seem to have a trade off in every 
statement you make in this document.

• The Urban Growth Boundary is supported. However, the Council’s draft urges the state 
government to change the zone, or the zone’s uses, on the rural side of the UGB and around 
our rural townships. (Land Use Planning page 40 and A5.7) This has the potential to ruin the 
entrances to the Green Wedge, would degrade green wedge amenity and start increasing the 
size of our rural townships.

• There is a general lack of detail in this document that makes it very difficult to judge its 
significance but it is clear that the comments from the community survey and panel process 
have not been taken seriously. There is no specific support for protecting the environment 
and out beautiful, special and unique features. This has to be addressed in a plan such as 
this.

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 
biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 
challenges facing us.

Signature 

Leadership

Comments

Address

E-mail
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I have lived in Eltham all my life and my favourite thing about it has always been 
the parks, open Greenland hills and trees! Please don't build one more 
apartment building or take away what makes our home special away from us as 
it would be absolutely devastating!

Jesse
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view1 (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I love the Nillumbik environment and I do not support the draft GWMP. I think it 
should clearly stated that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally 
intact of Melbourne's Green Wedges and is a significant part of the wider Green 
Wedge system. I would also like to see it acknowledged that because of the 
uniqueness of the area, the Shire has particular needs that are different to those 
in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan should be an 
opportunity to celebrate our unique environmental features and provide a 
strong, bold statement to our climate-poor country.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Sam Shacklock
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Lesley
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Glen Ditchfield
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Kristina Ditchfield
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I agree with all the below but would like to add some personal comments. We 
have lived in the area for over 40 years and over the last decade or so have seen 
massive, not always good, development in the area. This has resulted in loss of 
many trees and we now have local congested roads. The Green Wedge is 
important not only for human health but also to protect our wildlife and birds.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050’, says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this. - Edwin and Lynne Trueman
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to
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land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019
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Dear Nillumbik Shire Council,

My submission to declare that I do not support the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

Sophie Shabbir
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I do not support the draft GWMP as I do not believe it adequately includes the 
indigenous voice. It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous 
people, their cultural heritage and knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the 
GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the vitality of the 
area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years. In order to better manage the 
natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated and 
maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health 
of the whole community and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of 
Goal 2 must focus on this.

Catherine Croke
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

I do not support animal agriculture of any type due to the devastating impact to 
the economy. It is a total inefficient use of land, water and other resources. I 
support plant-based agriculture where it provides for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming 
including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and 
fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be 
central to the GWMP. The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land 
management practices is described in the State Government's Planning Practice 
Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so this has 
to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this 
requirement and therefore, I do not support the draft GWMP.

Kathy leenaerts
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019 

To Nillumbik Shire Council, 

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 

Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft. 

I want an eco friendly Green Wedge economy! One that nurtures all residents 

within our interdependent eco system. One were all kinds prosper - those with 

big voices, those who are quieter and those with no voice at all in this laborious 

process. 

Animal farming should not be considered a sustainable "economic" attribute and 

should not be encouraged in Nillumbik. Animal agriculture is very resource 

intensive and takes huge amount of water and feed to produce relatively small 

amounts of food. It also generates emissions and waste products. Farmed 

animals are also at high risk from bushfire, drought and flood so encouraging the 

keeping of them is ethically poor. Sustainable plant based agriculture should be 

prioritised in the Shire. 

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ}, no 

permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 

farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 

has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 

environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 

agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 

informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 

developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 

uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 

scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. This draft plan 

suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ} is too restrictive of farming 

practices and that this zoning should only be applied to land with higher 

conservation values. This idea puts at serious risk flora and fauna across a 

significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocks or 

scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need of greater 

care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP. 

M J Nelson 
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land1 needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

Sebastian lyons
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate breakdown and extinction crises and 
the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become 
the underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs. 
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required if the land has been previously cleared and used for 
farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail. Much of Nillumbik 
has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration, it holds significant 
environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any 
agricultural activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be 
informed of neighbours' intentions. This draft must mention the fact that tourism 
developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in conjunction" with agricultural 
uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development. We should 
change the heading of the economic one to "a prosperous, eco-friendly Green 
Wedge economy". This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is 
too restrictive of farming practices and that this zoning should only be applied to 
land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk flora 
and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in 
paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need 
of greater care and protection, not less. I do not support the draft GWMP.

Kaitlin Thompson
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have more 
accountability and measurable focus on environmental protection. The draft does 
not state this strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. 
The State Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for 
the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora 
and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and 
quality of native vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is 
not good enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I worry that the use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some 
areas of vegetation as more significant or valuable could lead to more stress on 
the environment. There is already pressure on the ecosystems from disturbance 
and mismanagement. The plan needs to be holistic, not looking and making 
decisions on little patches here and there - a bit land clearing and /or grazing 
here and there leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-increasing stress and 
disappearance. For this reason, I do not support the draft GWMP.

For me the Nillumbik Council are guardians and have an obligation to protect and 
enhance the ecology and habitat for the other-than-human users of this place. I 
feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

Fiona Harrisson
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Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 2019

To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

The Principles in the draft are broad and it is unclear how they will be interpreted 
and applied while ensuring care for the environment. They need to reflect the 
community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The GWMP must 
describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with 
the State Government's policies in Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting 
Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the 
decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural environment so 
it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.' An additional Principle that focuses 
on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes the urgent need 
to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be 
added to the GWMP. Until that happens, I do not support the drat. Biodiversity 
Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.

I do not support the draft GWMP. I believe it needs clearer priorities. It uses the 
language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental 
health against other considerations, while international, national, and state 
government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our 
environment. For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, 
environmental considerations, private water extraction and community 
considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental 
considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Arwen Pagon
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan Android and iOS outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

Yours Respectfully,

Angie Macmillan
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP because I believe it should have a more 
measurable focus on environmental protection and the draft does not state this 
strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire. The State 
Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', says the first priority for the Green 
Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 
vegetation.' We need to enhance and gain; business as usual is not good 
enough. It is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the 
enforcement of policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the 
ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the problem is inadequate 
enforcement. The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and 
this must be better addressed.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

The draft speaks of (and we are aware of) polarised and diverse views and how 
conversations must be respectful and robust. The best way to prevent these 
frustrations is to have a very clear hierarchy of principles. It is the ambiguity that 
can lead to a lot of frustration. In my opinion, this document does not address 
that issue. It is full of ambiguity and potentials for "discussions". It is vital that 
these discussions are supported by current science, particularly in relation to the 
need for environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change 
mitigation. I do not support the draft plan as I think the key issue of "diverse 
views" we are grappling is not adequately addressed; the words are just being 
used as an ointment to reduce the burning.

Ethan Bricknell
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire’s biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

Mark Cornell
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP. There are numerous scientific works that 
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and many species are at critical and 
endangered levels (see the Governments IPBES report that states "The health of 
ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more 
rapidly than ever... It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now 
at every level from local to global." This is local Nillumbik's opportunity to 
recognise this and take brave action. This document does not have any brave 
actions, there is nothing it offers as leading the way. There is a lack of detail 
throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions 
need to be included to address this problem and ensure the long-term health of 
the Green Wedge.

The draft GWMP should do more to acknowledge the importance of all 
indigenous vegetation and address the urgent need to conserve it across the 
Shire, on private and public land. The community must work together to focus on 
increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity, preserving biodiversity, valuing 
what ecosystems provide, developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is 
interdependent) and address the climate change and extinction crises and the 
need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must become the 
underpinning ethos that guides the plan, without compromise and trade offs.
Until that is the case and is clear in the plan, I do not support the draft GWMP.

I feel and fear that there is nothing more important to address with our GWMP 
than climate change mitigation. The plan must inform all objectives and actions 
such as regenerative agriculture, fire management, waste management, bush 
regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the draft, there is 
no mention of strong leadership in this regard. Because of that, I do not support 
the draft GWMP. The community as a whole must come together to ensure 
serious action is taken to mitigate climate change and draw down carbon 
emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

Sandy Cornell
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To Nillumbik Shire Council,

This submission addresses some of the issues with the draft Green Wedge 
Management Plan and outlines why I do not support the draft.

I do not support the draft GWMP.

The Draft does not reflect the community's views and desires as expressed via 
the community consultation process and via the Panel process. For SUCH A 
STRONG VOICE TO BE IGNORED to such a degree erodes the community's 
confidence in a democratically elected Council and other authorities, and 
demonstrates a lack of good governance.

Green Wedges are vital. It is our responsibility to ensure the long term health of 
Nillumbik's Green Wedge which is the most intact and biodiverse. Nillumbik was 
established as a conservation Shire with the Green Wedge as its strategic focus. 
The Draft does not reflect this fact.

Nillumbik's State of the Environment Report clearly indicates the ongoing loss of 
hectares of

vegetation throughout the Shire. Any new plan must demonstrate much stronger 
protections for vegetation if this is to be turned around. The Draft does not 
demonstrate a sufficiently strong commitment to environmental protection.

It is essential that discussion be backed by current science, particularly with 
regard to the need for environmental repair and preservation and urgent climate 
mitigation. Climate change must be a key point of reference and any plan must 
speak of strong actions for

mitigation and lowering emissions, NOT just adaptation.

The Urban Growth Boundary must be strictly adhered to as a hard boundary. 
Buffer zones must not be created, and there must be no changes to zoning that 
would impact negatively on the environment. Rural Conservation Zoned land 
must be protected and maintained.

Delsha Rees
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Response to: Nitlumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan

I have read the draft document outlining Nillumbik's intention for management of our green wedge 
and I DO NOT support the draft plan.

There is no mention of the fact that Nillumbik is considered a Conservation Shire

There is no emphasis towards the results of the community engagement survey which unanimously 
wanted protection of the environment (see below)

Space, peace. healthy 'fee?

Natur.il environment

Community ■MBMMM 

Peer cat on and Leisure activities ■NMNI 

Lifestyle ■■MU
comments, complainty statements ■MMI 

Urban/rural Irving ■■H 

Access to services, shops etc. Ml

0 50 tOO ISO 200 250 100 150 4C0

■ Survey a Workshop

Responses: 1012

I would like to see the first priority to maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and 
fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation.

I would like to see that Nillumbik Council recognise climate changes AND want to address them, not 
just look to plan around them with "conversations". I would like to see climate change actions clearly 
spelled out of this very complicated document. I would like to see climate change actions clearly 
spelled out.

I personally think it would be better to use more succinct headings - maybe those used throughout 
the survey i.e. economy, regulation, environment and social. Shoe-horning them under the Council 
Plan headings makes for repetition and the points are not naturally grouped.

I would like to see more protection for native flora and fauna and stocktaking and care for our wildlife 
that is also disrupted by climate change.

There is no mention of the high value bio diversity assets and specific actions to protection for them

What I like about the Green Wedge
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Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for the following reasons:

Vision

I would like to see more meaningful protection for our native plants and animals. This is also how I 

interpret the results of the community engagement survey and panel input. The first priority should be 

to maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve 

a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation

Key Moves

This section needs more specific reference to environmental protection and actions. It needs to 

refer to the fact that our unique issue in the shire is the huge range of biodiversity it homes. 

Biodiversity that needs our protection. We need to halt the rate our native flora and fauna are 

sliding towards extinction and this needs to happen at a local level. This aim should be explicitly 

stated.

Principles

In this section it appears that the best we are going to do for the environment is -“we need to 

anticipate and avoid any actions that may cause serious or irreversible harm to the environment 

and the people who live within it'. That is our sustainability aim? It is not good enough and, as 

with every environmental statement it comes with a trade-off. No mention of our unique flora and 

forna, no mention of protecting them and our wildlife. No mention of the final comment from the 

survey “don’t mess it up”.

Engaged and Connected Communities

I would like to see more help and support for our wildlife volunteers. We need an IT system that 

all users can access, that allows the public to easily log accidents, centralised system to allow 

people to easily call in accidents. This can also be used to log hot spots and even ‘stocktake” 

wildlife. We need reduced speed limits. We need education about wildlife behaviour and the 

importance of respecting it. We need Council to set an example of that respect. This could be 

helped, in part, by recognising the wildlife volunteers.

Active and Creative People

• Protecting our biodiversity should be a top priority as this sets the scene for all of the health 

benefits stated in the plan.
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• The natural landscape has been the inspiration for many of the artists and creative members 

of our community. The current plan does not recognise our area as the unique and inspiring 

place it is.

• This needs to spell out the actions for protecting our environmental assets.

• It should include what Council are prepared to take action on to protect wildlife and how that 

may be funded.

• The current budget allocation (in the 2019 budget) for this section is 1.55% so I assume that 

none of the actions here can be very costly or is more money to be allocated given it has its 

own heading in the plan?

• I do not support any animal agriculture in the shire, the impact on the environment is 

devastating. I would support sustainable plant based farming such as Hurstbridge Farmgate.

• Council’s Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 

should be required. The need for a permit in this zone should remain.

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this needs to be 

recognised and budgeted for. We need more recognition and support for our wildlife groups 

who will deal with the increased fall out from additional visitors to the Shire.

• Moving leadership towards the “empowering end of the spectrum” does not sounds like a 

robust plan for environmental protection? This sounds as though we are going t let people do 

as they see fit, the environment rarely comes out well with a framework like this.

Comments

• The decline in our biodiversity is at critical levels - this should be explicitly addressed with 

explicit actions - NO TRADE OFFS.

• The plan should address the Shires conservation role for all Melbournians.

Safe and Healthy Environment

Prosperous Economy

Leadership



Reference: Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 

I do not support the draft green wedge management plan as there is far too little 

emphasis on the growing climate emergency we are facing. We need to take 

extraordinary action to face this complex issue. This should be recognised under the 

"Leadership" heading. 

The dialogue throughout the document is about trade-offs and compromises. There is 

never a single sentence in the whole document that upholds the value of our 

environmental assets as a priority. This suggests to me that they will constantly get 

traded off for all the other myriad of principles you have stuffed into the document. 

• I want you to recognise the significance of our special, natural landscape
• I want you to recognise how important this was in the community survey - it was

the TOP priority
• I want you to protect our natural assets against development and human greed
• I do not want you to support animal agriculture as it has a devastating impact on

the environment. I do support sustainable crop ag.
• I want you to recognise climate change and take some leadership

If Nillumbik can't do it - who will? 

Please re-draft this document recognising what can and will be lost if we do not act to 

protect it. 

Name -,/ iO /1/1/ �
Address/Suburb 

E-mail
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan - Submission

Question 1: A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge. Do you agree with the vision for Xillumbik’s 
Green Wedge?

Yes 
# No 

Partially 

Not sure

Comments about the Vision: I didn’t gel the impression that Nillumbik Couneil were addressing the 
gravity of climate ehange in this document. Mitigation of climaLe change must be Lhe Lop priority for 
GWMP and therefore should feature in the Vision.

Five Key Moves: To whaL extent do you agree with Lhe Five Key Moves to support delivery of Lhe Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Key Move 1 0

Key Move 2 0

Key Move 3 0
Key Move 4 0

Key Move 5 0

Comments about the Five Key Moves? I would like to see more detail on how exacLly our native llora 
and fauna are going to be protected by this document. Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it 
will contribute to Lhe protection and reinvigoration of biodiversiLy for the long term. I prefer Lhe level of 
deLail in Lhe current GWMP plan.

Principles: To what extent do you agree with Lhe Principles Lo guide Lhe implementation of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Leadership 0

Aboriginal voice 0

A whole of shire approach and recognition of
Nillumbik's relationship to Metropolitan 0
Melbourne

Manage change for future benefit 0

Collaboration and connectedness 0

Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy local identity and ^
the landscape

Social equity 0

Safety, wellbeing and resilience 0

Conserve and enhance our heritage 0

Sustainability and the precautionary principle 0

Comments about the Principles: The Principles need to reflect Lhe community’s desire Lo protecting 
Lhe Green Wedge. This statement was very clear in the community survey. The GWMP must describe 
how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with Lhe State Government’s policies 
Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria’s Environment - Biodiversity 2037, which is 
‘Victoria’s plan to stop Lhe decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural 
environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.’

GOAL 1: Engaged eonnected communities DO NOT SUPPORT
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal l:The thrust of Goal 1, to engage Lhe 
community, is important buL must be framed in the context of Lhe environmental protection aim as 
stated in 1994 when the Local Government Review Board declared that the new Shire of Nillumbik was 
Lo be a conservation Shire with Lhe Green Wedge as its strategic focus.
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GOAL2: AcLive and creative people DC) NOT SUPPORT
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2:1 believe aelive and creative people are more 
likely to be inspired by a unique protected. They will be inspired to know that they are leading the way in 
taking climate change seriously at a local level. This document does not provide that leadership 
aspiration.

GOAL 3: Safe and healthy environments DO NOT SUPPORT
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3: The action of Lying to prove that some 
areas of vegetation are more valuable than others is may lead to greater degradation of the environment 
which is already under pressure. Some councillors refer to biodiversity hotspots to protect particular 
prime vegetation like orchids and then use that as a reason for Council to not protect the rest of the 
Green Wedges biodiversity in bush areas and hush properties. Eveiy objective and action ought to aim 
for preservation and reinvigoralion of the environment. This document seems to enable the already 
stressed environment to he slowly nibbled away due to one sanctioned compromise or another.

Goal 4: A prosperous economy DO NOT SUPPORT
Comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4: I do not support any form of animal 
agriculture in the Shire due to the impact on the environment. This is an inefficient use of precious 
resources and is not essential for a “prosperous economy”. We should instead he encouraging more 
sustainable farming such as Ilurslbridge Larmgalc that provides quality food for locals. New systems 
that respect and promole regenerative farming including water conservation, Indigenous knowledge, and 
indigenous flora and fauna must he encouraged. The obvious link between sustainable agricultural 
practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must he central to the GWMP.

Goal 5: Responsible leadership DO NOT SUPPORT
Comments about Goal 5 : Strong leadership would recognise the leading role lhal Xillumbik can play in 
the global climate crisis and state it in the GMWP. Advice to residents on a range of topics such as ‘avoid 
- reduce - reuse - recycle’, reducing meal-consumption, buying local produce and growing your own, 
responsible waste disposal, reduction f)f ear-dependence, benefits of native vegetation etc. would he 
useful. Key Action A 5.6 and A5.7 Up age 40 of the draflj propose changes to how land within Lhe Green 
Wedge can be used. This has the potential to erode the values of Lhe Green Wedge and effectively 
increase the spread of residential and commercial development outside the Urban Growth Boundary. 
The UGB must be treated as a hard boundary.

Other comments
There is a lack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement of the 
Shire’s biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions need to be included which 
will address this problem to ensure the long term health of Lhe Green Wedge. The draft speaks of 
polarised and diverse views and how conversations must he respectful and robust. It is vital lhal this is 
the ease, and is supported by current science, particularly in relation to the need for environmental repair 
and preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation.



Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for 
the following reasons:

Vision

There needs to be more emphasis on flora and forna protection. Every sentence in this document allows 
for its demise if something more important comes up.

Key Moves

More about species extinction.

Principles

The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. The council’s “Business as Usual” approach is 
not good enough.

Engaged Connected Communities

I’m glad volunteers are celebrated in the GWMP but I would like to see more specific support for pet 
and wildlife volunteers. There are land management grants available for individuals and landcare 
groups but there does not seem to be any money available for those that spend their own time and 
money rescuing and rehabilitating wildlife or supporting abandoned pets. Please add more 
recognition and value to these groups.

Active and Creative People

The community survey wants the environment protected to contribute towards active and creative 
people. That “space, peace and healthy feel” will need protecting if we want it there for years to 
come.

What I like about the Green Wedge

-pace, peace, healthy

Natural environment

creation and acttvithrs

U»b-r

Lifestyle 

statements 

' rural living

>p*t <M<;.

0 5G H10 ISO 200 250 300

• Survey » Workshop

Responses: 1012

Safe and Healthy Environment

• In Appendix 1 of Council’s draft GWMP is a quote from Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, for the first 
priority for the Green Wedge: ‘Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation.” The 
draft GWMP ignores this priority.
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• More about wildlife

Prosperous Economy

• The current budget allocation (in the 201 9 budget) for this section is 1.55% so I question how 
sincere Council is with this big section?

• I do not support any animal agriculture in the shire, the impact on the environment is devastating. I 
would support sustainable plant based farming such as Hurstbridge Farmgate.

• Council’s Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit should 
be required. The need for a permit in this zone should remain.

• The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as the 
importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; ecosystem 
services; a 'systems view' (that all is interdependent); the global climate change and biodiversity 
extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society.

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this needs to be 
recognised and budgeted for. Please add specific objectives and action points.

Leadership

• Leadership is key for environmental protection as long term solutions are required. Council's Draft 
is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere — In Nillumbik and 
globally. Maintaining a “Business as Usual” trajectory is not good enough. The 2019 Victorian 
State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook for the state’s native plants and 
animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire protection on 
private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global crises of climate 
change and biodiversity extinction.

Comments

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, biodiversity,
and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21 st century challenges facing us, for
future generations.

Council's Draft GWMP is so poorly framed, and thoroughly fails the basics of what's required, that the
GWMP 2010-2025 with all its objectives and actions, needs to be reinstated.



July 2019 

To Nillumbik Council, 

Please find below my input the draft GWMP. I DO NOT SUPPORT the draft plan for the following 
reasons: 

The overriding GWMP response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018} and its 
Community Panel (Nov. 2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental

values of the Green Wedge; and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. 
Council's draft will not achieve this. 
In Appendix 1 of Council's draft GWMP is a quote from Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, for the first 
priority for the Green Wedge: 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and

fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native 

vegetation". The draft GWMP ignores this priority. 
The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as the 
importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; 

ecosystem services; a 'systems view' (that all is interdependent); the global climate change and 
biodiversity extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. 
The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. The council "Business as Usual" 
approach is not good enough. 
Council's Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In

Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a "Business as Usual" trajectory is not good enough. 
The 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report- painting a bleak outlook for the state's 
native plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire 
protection on private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global 
crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction. 
The Urban Growth Boundary is supported. However, the Council's draft presses the state 
government to change the zone, or the zone's uses, on the rural side of the UGB and around our 
rural townships. (Land Use Planning page 40 and AS.7) This has the potential to ruin the

entrances to the Green Wedge, would degrade green wedge amenity and start increasing the 

size of our rural townships. 

Council's Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 

should be required. So that landowners can be consulted that a piggery for example may be 
about to start up next door, the need for a permit in this zone should remain.

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 

biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 

challenges facing us, for our children, and our children's children. 

Council's Draft GWMP is so poorly framed, and fails the basics of what's required. 
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Response to: Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan

I have read the draft document outlining Nillumbik's intention for management of our green wedge 
and I DO NOT support the draft plan.

There is no mention of the fact that Nillumbik is considered a Conservation Shire

There is no mention of the high value bio diversity assets and specific actions to protection for them

There is no emphasis towards the results of the community engagement survey which unanimously 
wanted protection of the environment (see below)

What l like about the Green Wedge

Spate, peace, healthy 'feel' 

Natural environment 

Community 

Recreation and leisure activities 

Lifestyle

>tNer comments, complaints. statements 

Urban/ rural Irving 

Access to services, shops etc

0 SO 100 ISO 200 JSG 300 350

■ Survey • Workshop

Responses: 1012

I would like to see the first priority to maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and 
fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation.

I would like to see that Nillumbik Council recognise climate changes AND want to address them, not 
just look to plan around them with "conversations". I would like to see climate change actions clearly 
spelled out of this very complicated document. I would like to see climate change actions clearly 
spelled out.

I personally think it would be better to use more succinct headings - maybe those used throughout 
the survey i.e. economy, regulation, environment and social. Shoe-horning them under the Council 
Plan headings makes for repetition and the points are not naturally grouped.

I would like to see more protection for native flora and fauna and stocktaking and care for our wildlife 
that is also disrupted by climate change.
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Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for the following reasons:

Vision

The overriding GWMP response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its Community
Panel (Nov. 2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green
Wedge; and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. Council’s draft will not achieve
this.

Key Moves

• Landowners information and support service - I would not support this until it is clear what it 
involves. I have heard poor management processes discussed and am worried this will be at 
the expense of the environment.

• Talking about climate issues and resilience is very fluffy - what are the intended outcomes for 
this idea. Are we to become resilient to climate change or resilient to calls to ignore it?

• I am happy for support for townships but do not support any changes around the UGB.
• A stocktakes of assets - does this include environmental assets? I thought the Mayor had 

said this wasn’t possible? I’m happy to support a database. Please include wildlife.

Principles

• The words are all great but give no priorities. How exactly would decisions be made based on 
these statements? Environmental protection is not stated as a number one priority in the 
vision, none of the components are prioritised. They are all there to be traded to the highest 
bidder.

• The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role.

Engaged and Connected Communities

• There is a lot of focus on “talking it out” in this section rather than how the issues we know we 
face could actually be resolved.

• I support help with an ageing population and improved transport options.
• Rural and townships want wildlife protected, please add new measures to address this.

Active and Creative People

• Health and wellbeing came right at the top of the community survey, the next was natural 
environment. So more items to protect the natural environment should be added to this 
section.

• I am slightly concerned to see the Mayor is running a (fairly unpleasant) FB page that 
advocates the natural environment to be used for a whole range of activities which may not 
add to people’s feeling of “space, peace and healthy feel". I hope this wont impact on our 
management plan.

Safe and Healthy Environment

• All indigenous vegetation is important, I don’t think we should make the distinction between 
high value and other.

• I find this constant hedging/fence sitting a waste of paper. Statements like “It (BD Strategy 
2037) acknowledges that native plants and animals have intrinsic value but that there is also 
a need for balanced outcomes. Maintaining a healthy natural environment is vital but creates 
a complex challenge to find the right balance between protection and how we use land.” That, 
of course, is the issue but we need clear priorities to address it and this document does not 
spell them out.

Prosperous Economy
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• This should focus on the latest climatic conditions, we should have a prosperous eco-friendly 
green wedge economy

• I would support more local food production that was sustainably grown. I DO NOT support 
animal agriculture, this is very harmful to the environment.

• While we are developing a visitor economy we need to be mindful of the impact to our wildlife.
I would like to see more protection and care for our animals.

• Leadership is key for environmental protection as long term solutions are required. Council's 
Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere - In Nillumbik 
and globally. Maintaining a “Business as Usual” trajectory is not good enough. The 2019 
Victorian State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook for the state’s native 
plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, grazing and bushfire 
protection on private land; that more private land needs to be conserved; and the two global 
crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.

• I am not very uncomfortable with your claim that you want to move green wedge management 
towards the “towards the empowering end of the spectrum”. This suggests less regulation for 
the environment.

• I support the Council working with government and trying to attract appropriate external 
funding.

• Climate change and environmental actions always seem to have a trade off in every 
statement you make in this document.

• The Urban Growth Boundary is supported. However, the Council’s draft urges the state 
government to change the zone, or the zone’s uses, on the rural side of the UGB and around 
our rural townships. (Land Use Planning page 40 and A5.7) This has the potential to ruin the 
entrances to the Green Wedge, would degrade green wedge amenity and start increasing the 
size of our rural townships.

• There is a general lack of detail in this document that makes it very difficult to judge its 
significance but it is clear that the comments from the community survey and panel process 
have not been taken seriously. There is no specific support for protecting the environment 
and out beautiful, special and unique features. This has to be addressed in a plan such as 
this.

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 
biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 
challenges facing us.

Leadership

Comments



Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, I do not support the draft GWMP for the following reasons:

Vision

I would like to see more meaningful protection for our native plants and animals. This is also how I 

interpret the results of the community engagement survey and panel input. The first priority should be 

to maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve 

a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation

Key Moves

This section needs more specific reference to environmental protection and actions. It needs to 

refer to the fact that our unique issue in the shire is the huge range of biodiversity it homes. 

Biodiversity that needs our protection. We need to halt the rate our native flora and fauna are 

sliding towards extinction and this needs to happen at a local level. This aim should be explicitly 

stated.

Principles

In this section it appears that the best we are going to do for the environment is -“we need to 

anticipate and avoid any actions that may cause serious or irreversible harm to the environment 

and the people who live within it’. That is our sustainability aim? It is not good enough and, as 

with every environmental statement it comes with a trade-off. No mention of our unique flora and 

forna, no mention of protecting them and our wildlife. No mention of the final comment from the 

survey “don’t mess it up".

Engaged and Connected Communities

I would like to see more help and support for our wildlife volunteers. We need an IT system that 

all users can access, that allows the public to easily log accidents, centralised system to allow 

people to easily call in accidents. This can also be used to log hot spots and even ‘stocktake” 

wildlife. We need reduced speed limits. We need education about wildlife behaviour and the 

importance of respecting it. We need Council to set an example of that respect. This could be 

helped, in part, by recognising the wildlife volunteers.

Active and Creative People

• Protecting our biodiversity should be a top priority as this sets the scene for all of the health 

benefits stated in the plan.
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• The natural landscape has been the inspiration for many of the artists and creative members 

of our community. The current plan does not recognise our area as the unique and inspiring 

place it is.

Safe and Healthy Environment

• This needs to spell out the actions for protecting our environmental assets.

• It should include what Council are prepared to take action on to protect wildlife and how that 

may be funded.

Prosperous Economy

• The current budget allocation (in the 2019 budget) for this section is 1.55% so I assume that 

none of the actions here can be very costly or is more money to be allocated given it has its 

own heading in the plan?

• I do not support any animal agriculture in the shire, the impact on the environment is 

devastating. I would support sustainable plant based farming such as Hurstbridge Farmgate.

• Council’s Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no permit 

should be required. The need for a permit in this zone should remain.

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this needs to be 

recognised and budgeted for. We need more recognition and support for our wildlife groups 

who will deal with the increased fall out from additional visitors to the Shire.

Leadership

• Moving leadership towards the “empowering end of the spectrum" does not sounds like a 

robust plan for environmental protection? This sounds as though we are going t let people do 

as they see fit, the environment rarely comes out well with a framework like this.

Comments

• The decline in our biodiversity is at critical levels - this should be explicitly addressed with 

explicit actions - NO TRADE OFFS.

• The plan should address the Shires conservation role for all Melbournians.
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Obituaries

ARCHIBALD GEORGE ADIE

Helped community grow
Orchardist
Bom: March 26, 1901 
Died: March 14, 1997
ARCHIBALD Adie was an im-
portant part of the Yarrambat 
community for more than 50 
years, working tirelessly for the 
local Are brigade, school and 
progress associations.

Arch, as he was always known, 
was bom to Anne and Adam 
Adie in West Melbourne.

He spent his youth in Colling- 
wood, and became a dedicated 
football player and supporter.

He joined the West Melbourne 
team and played in four premier-
ship teams in the late 1920s.

In 1943 he moved to an orchard 
property in Yarrambat and 
thrived in his new surroundings.

His sons fondly remember 
working in the orchard with their 
father, and helping out on road-
side stalls at weekends.

Helper: Archibald Adie
Arch was extremely proud of 

his orchard and its produce, and 
loved to talk to those who 
stopped to buy his fresh fruit.

He would show people around 
his grounds at every oppor-
tunity, pointing out places of 
interest and the spectacular 
view of Melbourne.

He quickly became an import-
ant member of the local com-
munity, joining committees and 
taking part in many organis-
ations and action groups.

He was a founding member of 
the local fire brigade, and was a 
vocal member of the Yarrambat 
Progress Association, which was 
fundamental in getting the sub-
urb connected to SEC power 
and running water.

The group also campaigned 
successfully for the sealing of 
local roads.

MR Adie was also part of the 
team that organised the con-
struction of the Yarrambat Hall, 
the fire brigade headquarters, 
and St Michael’s church.

Yarrambat was his passion. He 
compered many local functions 
and was always surrounded by 
children.

He was a great storyteller with 
an excellent sense of humor, who 
entertained young people with 
stories of his escapades growing 
up in the era of famous gangster 
Squizzy Taylor.

He was a very “with it” grand-
father and even in his 90s was 
still able to relate to his grand-
children and great grand-
children.

His love of football, and more 
particularly, the Collingwood 
Football Club, continued 
through his life, and he attended 
games well into his 80s.

He was a caring and generous 
person and will be sadly missed 
by all who had the privilege of 
being part of his life.
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COMMENT on the NILLUMBIK GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

by DAVID NICHOLLS

Summary

In summary, it seems that the policy and much of the detail in the draft are 
driven by the 2017 Council Plan published after the council election and before 
ANY consultation. Layers of consultation and representation since have been 
correctly recorded. These records show an unambiguous support for the 
recognition and protection of the environment and habitat. This has not been 
reflected in the draft (except for some motherhood statements) as council 
provides counter measures and actions in support of their social and economic 
imperatives. This balance fails because the threats to the environment by 
people pressure and associated climate change are not recognised.

It fails also because Council also does not recognise the character of our land 
and its unsuitability for denser living and agricultural development. Its 'Living 
in the Landscape' theme suggests an examination at a superficial landscape 
scale. Our increasing environmental and agricultural problems must be seen 
on a finer scale (biodiversity and soil retention) and also a much larger scale 
(climate).

Ours is a Green Wedge community that loves living in our natural environment 
of bush and its creatures and is used to moving gently through it. The social 
and economic aspects are very important but not so much as to call for 
reduction of environmental protection.

Process of draft review (summary)

The process of review has been competent but Council's 'take' on community 
feedback has been deeply upsetting.

At the outset I was buoyed by the deep knowledge of our community on the 
intrinsic and human values of our natural environment during community 
consultation and this is reflected in the Council summary report on the 
consultation. Then I cheered the deep understanding of our Green Wedge and 
its special aspects by the large majority of the community panel. But then its 
review I found Council judgements tended all in one direction of policy and
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when alterations were made these were never for the environment. I 
understand that the decision to accept the minority report was not by council 
but was at a higher level of authority where there was some misunderstanding 
on the nature of its authorship.

Despite a successful consultation process, the umpiring on the community 
opinions and +80% panel recommendations was neither impartial nor expert. 
At recent briefings and discussions with the public on the draft there was 
concerted audience criticism on lack of balance and actions, but the co-author 
present made no concession.

The explanation is perhaps provided in the DELWP Biodiversity 2037 report 
which in Chapter 2 on the degraded health of Victoria's biodiversity states: 
"Even today, decision makers in government, business and land management 
too often fail to fully consider the impacts of their actions on biodiversity - and 
are not routinely required to do so."

Outcomes of draft review

1. Precedence of the Council Plan. The outcomes of community feedback and 
panel recommendations for environmental protection were never to be 
accepted by Council if they were at variance with the Council Plan. This was 
published in 2017 shortly after the Council election and has not been informed 
by Council experience since or invited community discussion.

The Council Plan quite openly elevated social and financial advantage above 
the protection of the environment. These remain as the key actions in the 
draft GWMP despite the passage of time and experience and despite an 
obligation to follow the Community and the Panel preferences and 
recommendations. These are recorded and reflect a great love and respect 
for our environment and a fear for its future.

2. Council suggests a change in the application of 2 planning zones for private 
land...that the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming 
practices ("the right to farm") and that its coverage should be reduced to land 
primarily with vegetation deserving of conservation. This puts at risk 
scattered areas of bushland and tree cover (e.g. the threatened paddock trees)
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not covered by the broad brush mapping of zones. Responsible leadership 
would address this obvious problem.

Responsible Council Leadership would also have compared the map of Rural 
Land Uses (page 25 of plan) with the map of Nillumbik Planning Scheme Zones 
which shows that the great majority of farming properties are already covered 
by the Green Wedge Zone. The much larger number of much smaller lots 
identified as rural residential properties are contained appropriately in the 
Rural Conservation Zone. Size matters to viable agriculture and Council should 
not apply the GWZ to small cleared lots existing as islands in surrounding bush 
and treed landscapes properly zoned RCZ Council should explain that the 
GWZ (compared with the RCZ) allows greater proximity between intensive 
animal industries and neighbouring homes so that noise, light, effluent and 
odour will be more intrusive. The draft GWMP needs a correction of the case 
presented by Council.

3. The "Right to Farm". Nillumbik leaders should explain that "the right to 
farm" comes with an obligation on the owner to not degrade the land during 
his/her brief period of stewardship. "Stewardship" (as also promoted by 
Landcare) simply means that after an owner's (brief) tenure the land and its 
waterways will be passed on in a better state. For agricultural land this means 
that the effects of soil erosion and pest invasion are reversed; for bush 
properties, biodiversity has been improved. Nillumbik Landcare Network has 
produced a document on the "Culture of Community Custodianship of Land" 
which explains this concept. Council, on the other hand, have not provided a 
sufficiently detailed explanation of the "right to farm". It is a banner headline 
and a call to action, not explained or justified by examples.

The 'right to farm' carries an obligation of stewardship made more difficult by 
adverse conditions for agriculture (soil, slope, water, scale). Hobby farming 
can have difficulties of scale and inexperience with closer housing introducing 
impacts on near neighbours. The report needs a statistic on the number of 
farmers in the shire registered for the sustainable agriculture rate rebate and 
the primary producer rebate.

With the scenario of polarised views by landowners/stewards, "responsible" 
Council leadership could have listed and described landowner's frustrations,
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e.g. with a list of practices, beneficial to farming that are thwarted by zoning. 
This would enable some appreciation by others of council's main plan for 
change.

Council acts for farmers and hobby farmers and the horse industry. At Goal 
5, the GWMP draft advocates for landowner empowerment with less emphasis 
on regulation and enforcement. For a more balanced view, Council should also 
use the plan to present the case for the environment, biodiversity and habitat 
that benefits all residents, including farmers. Residents and tourists are 
attracted by our country towns, bushland, waterways and cleared land, with 
tree lined roads and many reserves on the edge of a large city. The land, as it 
is at present, provides a service to tourists who in turn are customers for local 
small business providing meals and services.

DELWP Biodiversity- 2037 lists many environmental services such as health and 
well being, clean air and water, shelter and retirement living. Equestrians 
enjoy the bush, not to mention (and they are hardly mentioned) the much, 
much larger number of cyclists and walkers using our country roads and trails.

4. Advice of experts. Council have not transparently called on advice of 
experts in related fields and have not heeded the requirements of relevant 
state policies such as Practice Note 31. Council should also accept the findings 
of the recent DELWP report on Protecting Melbourne's strategic agricultural 
land. In its media release of March, 2019 the opening statement is about state 
government's delivery on commitment to permanently tighten controls to 
better protect Melbourne's Green Wedges against overdevelopment. Council 
should not dismiss the reports finding that most of our Nillumbik rural land is 
at agricultural class 5 (lowest) in regard to soil quality and slope.

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 requires a net gain in the quantity and quality of 
native vegetation in the Green Wedges, (refer page 44 of the GWMP). The 
Age newspaper of July 29, 2019, quoting research on Melbourne's tree canopy 
loss by RMIT University, reported that Nillumbik lost 1% of canopy while 
Whittlesea gained 1% in the 2014-2018 period. (This is evidence of clearing in 
Nillumbik so not supporting claim of impact of conservation on farming, rather 
the reverse.)
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My copy of the plan lacks any references. Maybe I have missed pages. 
Otherwise this is an extraordinary omission...the shire has a great library of its 
own publications on the nature of the shire including the 2010 GWMP which is 
an excellent reference.

5. The Future. Councils detailed planning horizon is necessarily limited but 
more vision is required in the face of dramatic change expected over the next 
30 years.

We need more emphasis on climate change mitigation in accordance with the 
uncertainty principle. Certainty comes with a recent Age report (July 16) of 
first public evidence of an extensive forest loss in Victoria due to climate 
change. This was on a well cared for property owned by Bush Heritage.

A Melbourne population increase from 5 million to expected 8 million will 
threaten our culture and scene. Even the completion of Eastlink in 7 years will 
provide a link to the city that will change us. We should monitor the 
description of assets by Real Estate Agents, particularly in regard their 
prediction of development. We should preserve our artistic and scientific 
description of our heritage which records our success to date and may slow 
over-development.

Finally The draft features specific actions for the advancement of agriculture 
and motherhood statements for the protection of the environment. They are 
pitched as competing objectives....they are truly not!



Comment on Green Wedge Management Plan by Jean Nicholls 

Introduction

l

I am an artist living in the Dunmoochin area and have painted a number of the 
local landscapes and the wild creatures and plants living in it. I am interested 
in your vision for the Green Wedge as one of "Living in the Landscape". 
Dictionary definitions of "landscape" suggest that this is usually of a natural 
scene, particularly if depicted, but I would assume that the Nillumbik 
landscape could also include scenery with land cleared, in the past, for farming.

"Living" would be for all life forms.... human, wildlife and insects, farm stock
and pest animals, indigenous plants and organisms, weeds, etc.

However the draft plan concentrates on what seems to be the overarching 
rights of humans to clear, control and profit from the existence or forced 
absence of other life forms living in the landscape. This is often the fate of 
natural landscapes and its nature. Government regulation attempts to control 
excesses but, even where there are recognised threatened species, rates of 
species decline and even extinction continue. This is recorded with increasing 
desperation.

The plan recognises that our "iconic" natural world, next to a metropolis, has 
worth as a tourist attraction. It also acknowledges that there is a part of the 
population dedicated to its defence and enhancement. But the draft plan does 
not give conservation effort much visible support unless it is directed at an 
area identified as of "high biodiversity". Rather there is a proposal to reduce 
environmental protection if it interferes with the 'right to farm'.

Other risks to the environment are clear. The primacy of human life in an area 
of bushfire risk leads to permission to clear around the home and wildfire itself 
can have a devastating effect on bushland. Traffic and pets take a toll on 
wildlife. Climate change will certainly adversely affect our natural world.

I do not support the new direction that the draft plan takes against the 
increasingly important protection of our natural environment which is already 
under threat. In that regard the 2010 Green Wedge Plan was a superior 
document.
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I would hope that our landscapes remain rural and natural and in years to 
come they are painted for their natural beauty and richness.

2
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Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, 

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP for the following reasons: 

Vision 

There needs to be more emphasis on flora and fauna protection. Every sentence in this 
document allows for its demise if something more important comes up. 

Key Moves 

More about species extinction is needed. 

Principles 

The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. The council's "Business as 
Usual" approach is not good enough. 

Engaged Connected Communities 

I'm glad volunteers are celebrated in the GWMP but I would like to see more specific support 
for pet and wildlife volunteers. There are land management grants available for individuals 
and landcare groups but there does not seem to be any money available for those that 
spend their own time and money rescuing and rehabilitating wildlife or supporting 
abandoned pets. Please add more recognition and value to these groups. 

Active and Creative People 

The community survey wants the environment protected to contribute towards active and 
creative people. That "space, peace and healthy feel" will need protecting if we want it there 
for years to come. 

What I like about the Green Wedge 

�;,.,,.. ;:•· J • ., ... 11 I' •. ,.,,, ' 

Responses: 1012 

Safe and Healthy Environment 

(, ",() I ,) I ;. I ;, • ,0 ) ' l I ·, 

• In Appendix 1 of Council's draft GWMP is a quote from Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, for
the first priority for the Green Wedge: 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous
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flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of 
native vegetation.” The draft GWMP ignores this priority.

• More about wildlife is needed.

Prosperous Economy

• The current budget allocation (in the 2019 budget) for this section is 1.55% so I question 
how sincere Council is with this big section?

• I do not support any animal agriculture in the shire, the impact on the environment is 
devastating. I would support sustainable plant based farming such as Hurstbridge 
Farmgate.

• Council’s Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required. The need for a permit in this zone should remain.

• The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as 
the importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; 
ecosystem services; a 'systems view* (that all is interdependent); the global climate 
change and biodiversity extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically 
sustainable society.

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this needs to 
be recognised and budgeted for^Please add specific objectives and action points.

Leadership

• Leadership is key for environmental protection as long term solutions are required. 
Council's Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere 
- In Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a “Business as Usual” trajectory is not good 
enough. The 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook 
for the state’s native plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, 
grazing and bushfire protection on private land; that more private land needs to be 
conserved; and the two global crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.

Comments

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 
biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21 st century 
challenges facing us, for future generations.

Council's Draft GWMP is so poorly framed, and thoroughly fails the basics of what's 
required, that the GWMP 2010-2025 with all its objectives and actions, needs to be 
reinstated.

Address/Subu

Signature

Name

E-mail



Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission

Question 1: A Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge
Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge? NO [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Yes 

• No 

Partially 

Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?
• Environmental protection and reinvigoration must be central to the Vision for the Green Wedge. The 
draft does not state this strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire.
Appendix 1 of Council's draft quotes the State Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', where the first 
priority for the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation."
• Council’s initial community engagement clearly demonstrated that the large majority of Nillumbik 
residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained, protected and 
enhanced. This view was also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft does 
not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position.
• The GWMP must reflect the fact that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally intact of 
Melbourne's Green Wedges, is a significant part of the wider Green Wedge system, and is for the benefit of 
everyone, whether they live in the area or not.
• Climate change mitigation must be an overarching Goal for the GWMP and therefore must be 
addressed in the Vision. It must inform all objectives and actions such as regenerative agriculture, fire 
management, waste management, bush regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the 
draft, the repeated mention of just adapting to climate change leaves the reader with the impression that 
Council has basically thrown their hands up in the air suggesting there is nothing that they nor Nillumbik 
residents can do to tackle climate change. This is not true and must be part of every day action.
• It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous people, their cultural heritage and 
knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the 
vitality of the area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years.

Five Key Moves
To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green Wedge Management 
Plan? DISAGREE [all, because there is a worrying lack of detail]

. Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Key Move 1 0
Key Move 2 0

Key Move 3 0
Key Move 4 0

Key Move 5 0

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?
• It appears that Council has failed to follow State Government policy requirements in the preparation 
of the GWMP. This throws into question the entire document and associated processes. Planning Practice 
Note 31 describes specific requirements for the development of a GWMP, including the establishment of a 
Project Steering Group chaired by Council with key stakeholder representatives. This did not occur.
• This draft fails to clearly articulate an Implementation Plan based on clearly stated Objectives and 
Actions and the Council Department responsible for implementation. As stated in the State Government's 
Planning Practice Note 31, 'Each GWMP will set out a series of actions and measures that need to be 
undertaken, and identify resource requirements, roles and responsibilities, timelines, outcomes and 
evaluation.' The current GWMP has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. Click here for Planning Practice Note 31 .
For a comparison to the draft GWMP, Click here for the current GWMP .
• Each of the 'Five Key Moves' contain potentially useful ideas depending on how they are applied, and 
there needs to be much greater emphasis on the care of the natural environment.
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• The document needs to describe in much greater detail the ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these 
must prioritise best environmental practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across 
the Shire.
• Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the protection and reinvigoration of 
biodiversity for the long term.
• The current GWMP 2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways Council 
and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge. However there has been consistent net loss of 
vegetation. This demonstrates that any new plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be 
taken to reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Principles
To what extent do you agree with the Principles to guide the implementation of the Green Wedge 
Management Plan? DISAGREE [all, because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Leadership #

Aboriginal voice 0

A whole of shire approach and recognition of
Nillumbik's relationship to Metropolitan #
Melbourne

Manage change for future benefit £

Collaboration and connectedness 0

Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy local identity and ^
the landscape

Social equity #

Safety, wellbeing and resilience 0

Conserve and enhance our heritage #

Sustainability and the precautionary principle 0

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
• Each Principle is a very broad statement and it is unclear how they will be interpreted and applied 
while ensuring care for the environment.
• The Principles need to reflect the community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The 
GWMP must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with the State 
Government's policies Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, 
which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural 
environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.'
• An additional Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes 
the urgent need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be added to the 
GWMP. Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.
• As with the 'Five Key Moves', the outlined Principles contain potentially useful ideas but there needs 
to be greater emphasis on the protection of the environment. For example, the principle that says, 'The green 
wedge is a changing environment and home to many people. Change will be managed to conserve its values 
and with a focus on long-term stewardship.' could read, "The green wedge is a changing environment and 
home to many people. Change will be managed to conserve its biodiversity and environmental values and 
with a focus on long-term stewardship."

Goals, Objectives and Key Actions 
GOAL 1: Engaged connected communities
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1?



• The thrust of Goal 1, to engage the community, is important but must be framed in the context of the 
environmental protection aim as stated in 1994 when the Local Government Review Board declared that the 
new Shire of Nillumbik was to be a conservation Shire with the Green Wedge as its strategic focus.
• The plan must state more clearly that the Shire and Green Wedge areas have particular needs that are 
different to those in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan presents an opportunity to 
highlight and expand the role of the whole community in stewardship of the land. This needs to be clearly 
stated and emphasised, as we ask ourselves, 'How can we maintain and reinvigorate the environment?', rather 
than 'What can we get out of the land?'.
• The community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is taken to mitigate climate 
change and draw down carbon emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

GOAL2: Active and creative people
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

£ Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2? -
• The Objectives and Key Actions for Goal 2 must clearly and strongly focus on ensuring Nillumbik's 
biodiversity is top priority. As stated in the draft plan, green space is an important determinant of health, not 
just because it enables physical activity but also because it has been shown to promote higher levels of mental 
wellbeing and social connectedness.
• In order to better manage the natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated 
and maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health of the whole community 
and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of Goal 2 must focus on this.

GOAL 3: Safe and healthy environments
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
• The GWMP needs to more strongly acknowledge the importance of ALL indigenous vegetation and 
address the urgent need to conserve it THROUGHOUT the Shire, on private and public land. The community 
must work together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving biodiversity; valuing 
what ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is interdependent); address the climate 
change and extinction crises, and the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must 
become the underpinning ethos that guides the Actions and all other aspects of the plan, without 
compromise.
• Goal 3 repeatedly uses the language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental health against other 
considerations, while international, national, and state government reports indicate that we must prioritise 
the health of our environment.
For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, environmental considerations, private water extraction 
and community considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental considerations, 
as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and considerations will be constrained.
• The use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some areas of vegetation as more 
significant or valuable than others is alarming as it can lead to greater degradation of the environment which is 
already under pressure. The majority of the Shire's ecosystems are already 'disturbed' because of 
mismanagement, and this means we must change our ways. Every Objective and Action ought to aim for 
preservation and reinvigoration of the environment. One of the greatest threats to the Shire is 'death by a 
thousand cuts', where bit by bit land clearing and grazing leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-



increasing stress and disappearance. In turn this also places greater pressure on our community's overall well 
being.
• An additional Action must be to undertake a massive public education campaign about biodiversity, 
the value of ecosystems, care for natural landscapes, bushfire risk reduction through understanding the 
ancient role of fire in the landscape, the significance of the Green Wedge, climate change and their 
interdependence.

Goal 4: A prosperous economy
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

% Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
• This section must clearly focus on overall environmental protection. Economic activities must be 
assessed and altered in response to latest science and the urgent need for environmental protections. This 
must be reflected in the title of the Goal, the Actions, and throughout the plan, for example, 'A prosperous 
eco-friendly Green Wedge economy'.
• Support for local agriculture is important but must always provide for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming including water conservation, 
Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between 
sustainable agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be central to 
the GWMP.
• The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land management practices is described in the 
State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so 
this has to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this requirement.
• The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be 
required if the land has been previously cleared and used for farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs 
greater detail - much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it holds 
significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural activities respect 
the land. It also means that residents will be informed about the piggery etc proposed for next door.
• This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in 
conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development.
• Horses and other hard-hoofed animals have a negative impact on the environment - none of 
Australia's native animals have hard hooves. Impacts on habitats include erosion, water quality degradation, 
damage to flora, and spreading of weeds. Actions must be implemented to prevent these impacts. These must 
include education of the equine sector and other graziers. There needs to be greater understanding and 
responsible ownership of animals, ensuring that animals do not enter waterways and are not allowed to graze 
in the bush. This focus on environmental care must also be reflected in the proposed Nillumbik Equine 
Strategy.
• I do not support any animal agriculture due the environmental impact.

Goal 5: Responsible leadership
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5? DO NOT SUPPORT

Strongly supper*.

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
• Stewardship of the land is mentioned in the draft plan, and its role must be better defined in Goal 5, 
Responsible Leadership. It needs to explain that Nillumbik residents have an obligation to care for the land, 
not degrade it, and this must be for the entirety of their tenure. Responsible stewardship also asks that the 
land, its diverse ecosystems and waterways, are passed on in a better state. Council must educate residents 
about these matters, and lead the way by increasing revegetation of indigenous flora throughout the Shire.



This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming practices and
this zoning should only be applied to land with higher conservation values. This suggestion puts at serious risk 
flora and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocks or scattered 
pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need of greater care and protection, not less.
• Responsible Leadership should have a section dealing with climate change mitigation in accordance 
with the precautionary principle.
• Council ought to provide education and free, easily accessible advice to residents on a range of topics 
such as 'avoid - reduce - reuse - recycle', reducing meat-consumption, buying local produce and growing your 
own, responsible waste disposal, reduction of car-dependence, benefits of native vegetation etc.
• This Goal in its entirety must place much greater emphasis on the need to 'Maintain and enhance the 
diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality 
of native vegetation.' (Refer 1st item in Appendix 1 of draft GWMP - Plan Melbourne 2017-2050). It is Council's 
responsibility to make significant contributions to the education of residents for the protection and care of 
biodiversity. Alongside education, it is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of 
policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the 
problem is inadequate enforcement.
• Key Action A5.6 and A5.7 [page 40 of the draft] propose changes to how land within the Green Wedge 
can be used. This has the potential to erode the values of the Green Wedge and effectively increase the spread 
of residential and commercial development outside the Urban Growth Boundary. The UGB must be treated as 
a hard boundary.
• The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the 
solution, acting locally to address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. If not here and now, where and when?

Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
• The strongest message from the initial community consultation and the Panel Report is that Nillumbik 
residents and the population of wider Melbourne cherish the high environmental values of the Green Wedge 
and want it to be maintained, protected and reinvigorated. This message must lay the foundation for any new 
GWMP. The current draft does not achieve this.
• The Green Wedge Management Plan must reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green 
Wedge as its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits significant 
objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would ensure the long-term health and purpose 
of the Green Wedge.
• Declines in biodiversity are at critical levels, and there is urgent need for action by all levels of 
government and society. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services (IPBES) states that, "The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is 
deteriorating more rapidly than ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies, livelihoods, food 
security, health and quality of life worldwide. It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now at 
every level from local to global".
• There is a worrying lack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement 
of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions need to be included which 
will address this problem to ensure the long term health of the Green Wedge.
• The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and this must be better addressed.
• The draft speaks of polarised and diverse views and how conversations must be respectful and robust.
It is vital that this is the case, and is supported by current science, particularly in relation to the need for 
environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation.
• It is necessary that we uphold the highest of professional standards throughout the Shire and its 
Leadership.



SUBMISSION TO DRAFT GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Can high intensity fires be suppressed?
There is a perception that bushfires can be extinguished and that the 
effectiveness of modern technology and fire fighting organisation provides a 
safety net. To explore this idea consider Figure 4.

This shows the fire intensity level at which the main forest fire fighting 
methods cease to be effective. How does this compare with the fire intensity 
of typical high intensity forest fires?

TECHNIQUE FIRE INTENSITY
LIMIT (kW/m)

experienced hand tool crew 800
bulldozer and tanker crew 2000
air tanker (fire retardant) 2500

FIGURE 4 INTENSITY AT WHICH FIRE 
SUPPRESSION IS LIKELY TO FAIL ON A FIRE 

BURNING IN EUCALYPT FOREST

Figure 5 shows the data in Figure 3 converted to fire intensities. The shaded 
cells on the lower side of the diagram represent fire intensity levels that are 
beyond the capability of direct attack on the fire front. Note that in heavy fuels 
this "suppression threshold" may be exceeded even at moderate fire 
intensities. This is borne out by data showing property loss and fire intensity 
on Ash Wednesday at Macedon (Figure 6).

Submission 721
Nillumbik Ratepayers Association



Submission to Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Review

11 August 2019 We wish to address the Future Nillumbik Committee

1. The draft Green Wedge Management Plan (GWMP) must recognise that humans are an integral 
part of the green wedge and therefore part of the environment.

2. The GWMP must be considered alongside and as an extension of Nillumbik's bushfire 
Mitigation Strategy.

3. The protection of human life must be the core focus of this GWMP.

4. The protection of property, ecosystems, flora and fauna to be considered only after first 
considering the protection of human life.

5. The vast majority of land outside the UGB and Township Zones is privately owned and should 
be appropriately zoned Green Wedge.

6. The GWMP must recognise that Nillumbik's flora and fauna as a part (small) of a much wider 
ecosystem.

7. Recognise that lot sizes ONLY refers to the minimum subdivision size within a zone, and must 
have no influence on an owners ability to build/develop a dwelling within the zone.

8. Accept the David Packham report “Bushfire Threat to Nillumbik Shire “ (2003) be incorporated 
into this GWMP.

9. Accept the Rod Incoll report “ An Overview of the Fire Hazard and Vegetation Controls in the 
Shire of Nillumbik (2003) be incorporated into this GWMP.

10. Use buffer Zones along and around the UGB and Township Zones, as is used around Eltham.

1. Recognition that humans are a part of the environment

The first priority of planning, including this GWMP, must have the protection of human life as its 
primary focus, and that we humans own the majority of the land in the green wedge.

For far too long humans have been deliberately left out of planning. Amendments, Overlays. Local 
laws an other planing tools have ignored humans to the point where some even pretend that we 
don't exist.

Rural Conservation Zone, Significant Landscape Overlay and Environmental Significance Overlay 
are just 3 examples of zonings/overlays that are in our opinion designed to stifle or restrict human 
activity in these areas even on private land.

When planners, and others can argue that 'conservation' 'the environment' are the primary focus for 
a zone area, and remember we are mosdy discussing privately owned land and that a dwelling or a 
shed should not be allowed because the primary focus of the zone is something other than that 
which benefits the landowner.



2. Bushfire Mitigation

The GWMP must be considered alongside and as an extension of the Nillumbik Bushfire Mitigation 
Strategy.

The GWMP and the Nillumbik Bushfire Mitigation Strategy (BMS) should in many ways be one 
document with bushfire mitigation (always) as the primary or overriding focus.

With the BMS sitting above the GWMP it is easy to see how good bushfire mitigation works can 
enhance and even be able to save the green wedge on extreme days. Whereas a GWMP that ignores 
bushfire mitigation or sits above BMS can easily be seen as a plan that is actually 'building 
bushfires' on the pretence of saving the GW, and not putting human life above all else.

You say (page 30 GWMP) “balancing environmental protection and preparedness for bushfire will 
continue to present a challenge within Nillumbik's landscape. ” THERE IS NO CHALLENGE. If 
bushfire mitigation is not given priority then you again run the risk of having another event like we 
had in 2009 when 23% of the green wedge was blackened and 41 Nillumbik residents died, 173 in 
Victoria.

We must stop building bushfires, and recognise that bushfire mitigation, by burning or other means, 
is the most effective way of not only saving human life but also of of saving this GW in an extreme 
bushfire event.

3. The protection of human life must be the core focus of this GWMP

If you accept that we humans are an integral part of this GW and the environment, 

and

If you accept that bushfire mitigation should sit above this GWMP, then we are very close to 
accepting the protection of human life as the 'core' focus of this GWMP.

This GW, Nillumbik in general, has been shaped by humans for thousands of years. Without human 
intervention we would not have the environment we have here today. ((prof. Bill Gammage The 
biggest estate on earth)

The Aboriginal people, put human life as a priority when buming/modifying the landscape. As 
 said in her Memorial speech for the Black Saturday fire 'that the lack of 

prescribed burning was a serious and damaging neglect of the land'.

4. The protection of property, ecosystems, flora and fauna after first considering the 
protection of human life.

Once you have accepted the first 3 points, then you can concentrate on how to best protect/enhance 
the flora and fauna of the area. Acknowledging that the majority of the land is privately owned and 
that landowners are entitled to use their land with as little interference from council as possible.



5. The vast majority of the land outside the UGB and the township zones is privately owned 
and should be zoned GW.

The majority of Nillumbik green wedge land is privately owned, and the majority of that private 
land is used for purposes other than conservation. Therefore as such we say the use of the RCZ 
zoning is inappropriate and unreasonable.

All private land should be zoned GWZ which would more accurately reflect the land use within the 
GW.

We acknowledge that lots that have 'trust for nature' or other similar covenants on them, a zoning of 
RCZ would probably be appropriate for these lots.

6. The GWMP must recognise that Nillumbik's flora and fauna are a small part of a much 
wider ecosystem.

This GWMP must recognise that Nillumbik's majority vegetation type, dry sclerophyll forest, is one 
of the most fire prone in the world, and hence Nillumbik is recognised as one of the most fire prone 
areas in the world.

Therefore to manage Nillumbik's GW you must first manage the fire risk.

Nillumbik's vegetation type is the least threatened most abundant vegetation type in Victoria, it is 
not endangered, as Nillumbik makes up only a small part of this extensive Victorian vegetation 
type, much of which is in State and National Parks and reserves.

7. Recognise that 'lot sizes' ONLY refers to the minimum subdivision size within the zone, 
and must have no influence on owners rights and ability to build/develop a dwelling within the 
zone.

The wording on this GWMP, and other documents, should be clear that a minimum lot size in any 
zone ONLY refers to the minimum sub divisional size for a lot in that zone.

Wording in documents should be clear so it cannot be misinterpreted or manipulated by planners or 
'others', particularly for use at VC AT. Perhaps wording similar to the following should be used:-

'All lots in a zone are equal with equal rights, it is only when on application for subdivision is 
received that the minimum lot size for the zone is to be taken into account.'

8. Incorporate the David Packham Report into the GWMP

Incorporate: The Bushfire Threat to Nillumbik Shire 21 July 2003 by David Packham

9. Incorporate the Rod Incoll Report into the GWMP

Incorporate: An Overview of the Fire Hazard and Vegetation Controls in the Shire of Nillumbik by 
Rod Incoll. July 2003

10. Use buffer zones, along the UGB and around township zones.

Buffer zones work, I have never had a contact/complaint from anyone living in these current buffer



zones in Nillumbik, I have had many complaints/contacts from people where there is a 'hard edge', 
ie acreage, sometimes 10-20 acres or more that abut the UGB or township zones.

These complaints range from

- people cutting fences to access a private property for motorcycling.

- using private property as a short cut and getting angry when challenged.

- dumping rubbish and lawn clippings which can kill horses.

- flying drones or model aeroplanes

- dog walking, off leash and chasing stock and killing sheep and goats.

Buffer zones from around 4000M2 are an effective tool available to help alleviate the stress the 
above encroachments cause landowners abutting residential lots. Consideration of legal issues with 
the above trespass, particularly if someone is injured.



The Victorian Government asks that all green wedge councils prepare and regularly review a green 
wedge management plan to identify a vision, objectives and actions for the sustainable use and 
development of each green wedge.

We see in your 'A vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge' a group of councillors that recognise that 
Nillumbik is not an island. We also see in that' vision' the recognition that Nillumbik and this GW 
must support itself to a greater extent, as greater Melbourne has shown no interest in supporting the 
concept that this GW is for the benefit for greater Melbourne, be it true or not we are on our own.

We are more than encouraged to see this group of councillors willing to accept the fact that humans 
have shaped this area, and support the rural and agricultural activities that have supported this area, 
since whenever, and that these opportunities will be encouraged into the future, along with 
recreation, tourism, sporting and conservation activities.

Whilst we applaud in general this councils' 'vision' we have concerns that there are instances 
within this document that threaten the return of the outrageous and discredited Amendments 
C81 & C101. Any reference that could be seen as considering or reviving these 2 discredited 
Amendments should be removed from this Draft GWMP.

Another concern is a home-owners right to rebuild after a disaster such as the Black Saturday fires. 
Whilst most who lost their houses that day have been given the 'right' to rebuild, that 'right' was to 
start the planning process over again, with all the pitfalls and angst that can carry, and there was a 
time frame that did not take into account personal circumstances such as trauma.

It is outrageous that a person affected by such an event should be pressured into doing all works 
within a limited time frame, and even worse that works already commenced are halted by officers 
due to we say red tape.

To actually be on-site and watch everything around you house, sheds, vehicles ect, destroyed by the 
mega fire yet survive the inferno (just) then be told you can rebuild get part way through 
constmction and then forced to 'discontinue works' is devastating.

Goal 1.

Also of concern are some of the Objectives & Key Actions on page 24.

We support the premise that each title was purchased with the intent of erecting a dwelling on that 
lot at sometime in the future.

We reject 01.5 that there are limits, other than multiple houses on a single lot. We support the 
development a single house and relevant outbuilding on each lot within the GW.

Also 01.7, when did public transport become a council issue, few if any people move to rural 
properties and expect public transport at their door or nearby?

We reject totally key action A 1.6 the idea of consolidation of lots in the rural GW areas or 
anywhere. This action should be removed from this document. Amalgamation of lots was 
attempted by previous councils. Some argued that a dwelling should not be allowed on a lot under 
the minimum subdivision size unless lots were consolidated.



Goal 2

We strongly object to your objective (A2.2-A2.3 02.2 and 02.3) when, as they have already, for the 
Hurstbridge trail, include the acquisition of private land, for non essential purposes.

Goal 3

Safe and healthy environment

We could not agree more with the statement (para 4 page 29)

“Furthermore, as it is an environment that is bushfire prone, risk to human life and the environment 
constantly need to be considered and managed. ”

The most effective way of managing the local environment is to keep the fuel loads low.

Low fuel (loads) = low fire intensity 

High fuel (loads) = High fire intensity

Talking about people being 'passionate, informed and engaged about maintaining and enhancing our 
natural environment' can generally be translated to mean people planting native vegetation across 
the shire. While this may seem admirable this planting is most often, if not always, done with no 
'management maintenance plan' of the fuel loads these plantings create, now and in the future.

We disagree with the SPPF 'no net loss' policy, and the 'net gain' policy, regarding native vegetation 
particularly within Nillumbik. These policies do not acknowledge the fact that the Aboriginal 
people who burnt the landscape regularly to keep the area reasonably open for hunting. This GW is 
on the edge of suburbia and is part of suburban Melbourne, also it is no longer burnt across the 
landscape. Therefore we say, that the policy of 'no net loss and 'no net gain' can and are putting 
residents of Nillumbik in danger. Remember this area is recognised as one of the highest bushfire 
prone areas in the world and our native vegetation is recognised as some of the most, if not the most 
bushfire prone vegetation in the world.

We Nillumbik residents must keep in mind 'less fuel = less fire1

Another concerning statement is “Balancing environmental protection and preparedness for 
bushfires will continue to present a challenge within Nillumbik's landscape. ”

There is NO balancing, you either put people and their safety first, or you don’t! This area is 
one one of the highest bushfire prone areas in the world, the native vegetation was formed around 
and by fire, the Aboriginal people burnt the landscape regularly. We say if you prepare for fire, 
particularly by regular burning across the landscape, then you are protecting and enhancing the 
environment. Also by doing this you are putting the protection of people as you priority and saving 
lives.



Goal 4 A prosperous economy

It is good to see in this GWMP the recognition and the contribution that businesses have to the area, 
particularly those businesses listed under 'Agriculture' (P36) as in the past many of these businesses 
have been neglected and in some cases actively discouraged.

The majority of land in the GW is privately owned, and these landowners should be encouraged to 
make their properties profitable. There has been talk in the past of allowing businesses such as 
Conference Centres etc within Melbourne’s green wedges, we believe this type of development 
should be further investigated.

Rather than designating individual properties as having a 'right to farm' we believe that objective 
04.2 should read, '...every property outside the UGB and TZ has the right to farm'.

We say abandon key action A 4.3. We believe that every property landowner should be able to use 
their land as they see fit (other than for prohibited uses). We see a 'stock take of activities, practices 
and uses' as restrictive which does not allow landowners the flexibility to change their use if they 
see fit without applying to council. These 'listed stock take items' or 'Doomsday Book' lists have 
only ever been used as a restrictive tool to control legitimate uses by landowners.

NB. We agree with the need to control pests such as deer, rabbits, feral animals as well as the need 
to control invasive and noxious weeds.

Scrap A4.4 This offensive idea has been around for some time, it devalues property, causes 
enormous angst for landowners and will not protect the land for agriculture.

A previous Nillumbik Mayor encouraged this idea sometime ago, she lives in Eltham with a house 
on 2 titles. When asked if she was willing to set the example and amalgamate her two lots she 
vehemently refused.

We support A4.8. 1, if re worded to say '...on land outside the urban areas.

We support A4.13 for home based businesses within the Green Wedge, with as few restrictions as 
possible.

Goal 5 Responsible leadership

10 words no one wants to hear:

'hi, I'm from the council and I’m here to help'

We totally reject the idea of 'shared responsibility and shared obligation'

If I live next to a Council, State or National Park, I cannot go into that park and carry out fire 
mitigation work BUT council can, under the CFA Act, send a contractor onto my land to do fire 
mitigation works and send me the bill.



Responsible leadership is in our opinion is;

- keeping out of peoples lives as much as possible
- helping people to achieve their goals such as developing their property with a dwelling
- reducing red, green and all other tape to a minimum
- recognising that councillors and council staff work FOR the community

Land use planning

The majority of land in Nillumbik's green wedge is privately owned, and the majority of that 
privately owed land is not used for conservation purposes. As the majority of land is not used for 
conservation purposes then the zoning as Green Wedge Zone would be most appropriate for the vast 
majority of land outside the UGB/TZ.

We support the idea that private land where owners have a 'trust for nature' or similar covenant on 
their land then that land should be zoned RCZ, as the land IS used for conservation.

We reject key action A5.1, as stated previously we see this as restricting uses or change of use. We 
believe the planning scheme and GWMP should NOT be specific on land uses.

Providing it is not a 'restricted or illegal use' then there is no need for a Doomsday Book. This type 
of information has only ever been used as a restrictive tool in planning. Scrap A5.1.

Brian Murray

President
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback. >

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire

Submission 722
Syd Tunn



Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/gwmp
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?
□ Yes IBrffo □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision? 0(Af £>

a- -tftowsa-M words

Five Key Moves
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations" program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 l^
Key Move 2
Key Move 3
Key Move 4
Key Move 5

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

SlDf WftSTWtf OufK
DATE'S ON 4

^floTSCf omp. p|2.|?ciou$;

4©w/i ouK p/oirohans ©tkea^

in p|ac<z..

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership
Aboriginal voice

A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

v'
Manage change for future 
benefit
Collaboration and
connectedness
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape
Social equity
Safety, wellbeing and resilience
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

Do you have any comments about the Principles?

trf \V\c\y[q^ of -lYM^y <^f€-<?r\

<y/Quv\\\&A a- 1^ ^€dy -pls^Ki
•^tp Y*e£,v ars\Se4\I p/luM"
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Goal 1: Engaged connected communities
See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□ Strongly support □ Support □ Neutral Mdo not support flStrongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

in i, "

£11 eV\An^£ n <A a-feg.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

□ Strongly support □ Support Q Neutral 0^0 not support I I Strongly do not support

Coal 2: Active and creative people
See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

^-\yatf(('h0v\a.l Cu:Ph4lc*ts a.
IPgj ac?hcM of goal 2. ~ grsarber 
^I'valogovz- w\L\gt be 4
icS-ot sdYbYtdf ft*/ iaoiaJ 4 thc-tkYu'/k.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for Goal 3

□ Strongly support Q Support I I Neutral fV^o'nonot support I IStronqlv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

6\ftcv\ <i<lS\QV\td. -to
protect "Lund's of Melbourne.* 
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support Q Support □ Neutral QJ Do not support ^Strongly do not support

Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for
Goal 4.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

lAc>f -fK<£ W aAqfr
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Goal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

□ Strongly support □ Support □ Neutral □ Do not support ^Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?

O'
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Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019? V
□ Yes

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.



Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyfanjUum bik.vi c .gov. a u.
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The review of this GWMP and the supposed random selection of an independent Community Panel 
was, I believe, not random and resulted in a flawed process.

I attended many of the sessions and witnessed several former mayors, councillors, former 
employees along with a council consultant, on the community panel. The same people had 
considerable influence into the original GWMP, & Green Wedge Management Implementation 
Plan. These people, I believe came with a predetermined view and with what I and many others 
consider a radical agenda. This panel selection looked at best to be 'rigged'. I believe some of these 
same people were behind the disgraceful Amendments C81 & C101.

This council was elected in a landslide mainly to stop proposed Amendments C81 and C101.

C81 & C101 must never be allowed to be revived through this Plan any other plan or policy.

We now have a council that has worked hard to address the concerns of the silent majority of 
residents. Issues council have addressed are the exorbitant rates, efficiencies through a council re-
structure, facilities for families, e.g. new family friendly playgrounds and a huge improvement in 
the culture of council and staff. Well done.

For many years we have been fed the lie that Nillumbik is environmentally sensitive. The existing 
vegetation type (dry foothill forest) is the most abundant, least threatened in Victoria with over 70% 
remaining and it is also the most fire prone. (Port Phillip and Westernport Native Vegetation Plan)

I grew up in what is now Nillumbik. My grandparents moved here in July 1937. Nillumbik Shire, 
was made up of small hobby farms consisting mainly of orchards, horses, cattle, sheep and pigs 
with the landscape open, lightly treed and well grazed. Until the second world war there was 1675 
hectares of orchards in this area.

People managed their properties without Management plans, restrictive Zonings, Policies, Overlays, 
Schedules to the overlays, enforcement Officers, studies requiring large expensive bureaucracies 
and unbelievably high rates. The environment was well cared for. It was a great place to live and 
unfortunately attracted many new arrivals.

Most people (the silent majority) are busy with the daily commute to work, raising families, running 
businesses and have no understanding or time for these reports to bother with submissions. But 
they do care and are concerned with their own land management, enjoyment of their properties and 
of course bushfire risk. These are the silent majority of landowners in the green wedge.

It is the activists and local pressure groups that have had influence and input to policy especially 
through reference committees, and they remain active. For many years these groups have had an 
unhealthy influence on council resulting in policies, that I call trees before people or environment 
before people. Many of the pressure groups and activists do not live in the green wedge and do not 
recognise the majority of land within the green wedge is privately owned land.



There are instances of landowners that are unable to build a house on their land and worse some that 
were devastated in the Black Saturday fires unable to rebuild. Others were presented with onerous 
conditions, expense and time delays before being able to restore their properties after the fires. This 
should be addressed by the GWMP.

The Bushfire Mitigation Strategy is to be incorporated into the GWMP. This strategy speaks to us in 
reassuring terms, with acknowledgement of the fire risk. I am not reassured as I fail to see how and 
when the fuel loads will be reduced. I would like an action schedule with dates of completion to 
reduce the fuel loads. How and when? So many reports over the years say the right thing but fail to 
deliver. The CFA Act 1958 allows council to issue notices to reduce fuel on private land. (Section 
41 notices can be issued) There are penalties for non compliance. It used to occur and worked. The 
CFA once fuel reduced the roadsides on a fairly regular basis. The roadsides in many places where I 
once rode my horse are now impassable.

The comments in the Bushfire Mitigation Report such as 'shared responsibility' and 'shared 
obligation' concern me. How can we share responsibility when most people are not sure of what 
rights they have and if a permit is required to lop or remove vegetation? We have a 10/50 rule but 
that can be confusing to some. Over the last few decades Nillumbik has been known for 
enforcement and prosecutions creating a climate of fear and mistrust. Therefore in many cases 
people are afraid to contact council or reduce fuel. Never forget in 2008 just prior to Black Saturday 
the responsible authority, Nillumbik Council applied to itself for a permit to trim a dead branch off a 
dead tree in Eagles Nest Road Strathewen, with arborists report, photos and all. This unhealthy 
culture remains to some extent in the administration today.

State Government and Nillumbik Council share the responsibility for policies that will protect 
human life above all else. State Government and Council have a duty of care to protect the 
people.

State and National Parks are a problem as many surround Nillumbik. Fuel loads remain high. These 
areas were a disaster for Nillumbik on Black Saturday. These should be included in this plan with 
the authorities responsible for undertaking fuel reduction throughout. These park areas are overrun 
with high fuel loads, weeds and feral animals. The cost of fuel reduction management, is, I suspect 
the main reason this is ignored. But the cost will be lost lives.

Leave and live.

This will not work in Nillumbik. The series of gateways to exit Nillumbik are inadequate for large 
scale evacuation. It is even difficult in peak hour particularly if there is an accident, breakdown or 
fallen tree on the road.

Leave the day before. That will not work either. Weather predictions can be inaccurate or alter and 
if there are say 6 high risk days where we are advised to' leave and live', where do 60,000 residents 
leave to? Mum puts the 3 kids in the car with the dog and cat and some fortunately go to relatives 
across town but others go the shopping centres. Say we do this twice and the third high risk day 
mum is likely to say it is not feasible. The centre was full in searing heat with dogs cat and kids. 
Water toilets, air conditioning and space is essential to cater for them. The shopping centre cannot 
be responsible for this.

It seems to me a way for State Government to avoid responsibility and their duty of care to 
safeguard people. The way to reduce the fire risk is simple.



Reduce the fuel loads to reduce the intensity of the fire. The higher the fuel load the higher the 
intensity of the fire and the higher the loss of life.

GWMP

It should not require a planning permit to rebuild a house that is lost especially after a bushfire. 
Every tide should as of right be able to erect a dwelling and if it is deemed unsafe or not suitable 
then council or State Government should purchase that land. Is Nillumbik still charging double 
rates for undeveloped blocks? The GWMP needs to include a right to build on a title.

Melbourne Water were able to do a deal to sell their blocks with planning permits in place for a 
dwelling despite subdivision being under the zone size in the planning scheme at the time. Why not 
a similar deal for all vacant lots within the Green Wedge?

Zoning

The RCZ is too restrictive and inappropriate and should be re-zoned to Green Wedge to better 
reflect the uses within that zone. It is not a national park it is lifestyle properties, farms and hobby 
farms.

A GWMP should deal with pest animals tike feral deer, foxes, rabbits and the plague of kangaroos. I 
grew up here and a kangaroo was a rare sight. They are breeding because we have created ideal 
conditions with abundant water and food provided by private landowners.

Nillumbik has always been a horse area. My grandparents relied on horses for transport and farming 
and my mother rode her horse to work. The pressure groups have for years attempted to demonise 
the horse and have them restricted and removed. I would tike the GWMP to ensure the right to keep 
horses is preserved.

The plan should have buffer zones to separate residential land from farming activities. The hard 
edge was a planning mistake and failed to account for the inevitable problems for people that have 
livestock. I keep horses on a few acres abutting residential land and the problem of grass clippings 
thrown over the fence leads to a painful death for the horse and or expensive vet bills. The other 
problem is dogs chasing the horses into fences and I lost several pet sheep to dog attacks. Rubbish 
is dumped over the fence and fences have been cut although in recent years it is the kangaroos that 
have wrecked my fences.

Cut the red tape, put people first. Care for our people and our people will care for the land as they 
always have. -------------------------— ---- . ■ rr

Mary McDonald





Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate, nillu mbik.vic.gov.au/gwm p
• lodged in person at one of Council’s staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
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A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge?

D Yes BlCo □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision? ^

Five Key Moves
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations" program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.

Nillumbik
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1
Key Move 2
Key Move 3
Key Move 4
Key Move 5

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership
Aboriginal voice

A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

Manage change for future 
benefit
Collaboration and
connectedness
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape
Social equity
Safety, wellbeing and resilience
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged connected communities
See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□ Strongly support □ Support d] Neutral @lDonot support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

□ Strongly support O Support I I Neutral not support I IStrongly do not support

Coal 2: Active and creative people

See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

Goal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for Goal 3

□ Strongly support □ Support □ Neutral □fJo not support □Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support □ Support CD Neutral f^fDo not support I IStronqlv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for
Goal 4.
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Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

□ Strongly support □ Support Q Neutral [g^o not support □Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
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Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

□ Yes 0^ No

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name:

Postal Address: 

-------------
EmalL-cw

Phone: 

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyfBnillumbik.vic.gov.au.
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nillumbik.vic.qov.au/qwmp
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
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A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
’Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?

□ Yes D No G3 Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?
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Five Key Moves
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations” program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 y
Key Move 2 y
Key Move 3 /
Key Move 4 y
Key Move 5 y

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership X
Aboriginal voice X
A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

/

Manage change for future 
benefit
Collaboration and
connectedness

/

Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape

/ /

Social equity /
Safety, wellbeing and resilience /
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage X
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

/

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Goal 1: Engaged connected communities

See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

I I Strongly support [^Support O Neutral PfDo not support [^Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

I I Strongly support Q] Support Q Neutral QDo not support | IStronqly do not support

Coal 2: Active and creative people

See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

Goal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for Goal 3

□ Strongly support Qj] Support Q Neutral [j7| Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support □ Support 0 Neutral 0 Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Goal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for
Goal 4.
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Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

I I Strongly support [^Support 0 Neutral Q] Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?

Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

□ Yes EKNo

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.qov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name:
l. ?^\\vwoyg.r~

Postal Address:

Email:

Phone:

 

 

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyfanillumbik.vic.qov.au.
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at 

participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/gwmp
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019
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A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?

□ Yes IMno □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?
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Five Key Moves J
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations” program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 ><
Key Move 2 X
Key Move 3 X

Key Move 4 X
Key Move 5 v'

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership V
Aboriginal voice Y
A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik’s 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

X

Manage change for future 
benefit y
Collaboration and
connectedness

V
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape

X

Social equity V
Safety, wellbeing and resilience Y
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage V
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle V

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged connected communities
See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□ Strongly support □ Support ED Neutral Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 2: Active and creative people
See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

□ Strongly support □ Support O Neutral £2 Do not support QStrongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for Goal 3

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

□ Strongly support D Support O Neutral |3*Do not support I IStronqlv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Goa! 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for
Goal 4.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support □ Support O Neutral p^Do not support I IStronglv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
_______________________ _____________________________ c_______________
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Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

□ Strongly support [^Support Q Neutral J^Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
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Please attached any further pages you would like

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name:
______C

Postal Address:

Email:

Phone:

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyC3mllumbik.vic.gqv.au.
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nitlumbik.vic.gov.au/gwmp
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, P0 Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
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A Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge
'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?

□ Yes 0" No □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?
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Five Key Moves
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations” program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 v/
Key Move 2 v/
Key Move 3 n/
Key Move 4 v'

Key Move 5 \/

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?
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Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership y
Aboriginal voice y
A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik’s 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne y
Manage change for future 
benefit y
Collaboration and
connectedness y
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape y
Social equity V
Safety, wellbeing and resilience V
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage V
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle y

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
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Goals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged connected communities

See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□ Strongly support CD Support CD Neutral CD Do not support [^Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

□ Strongly support 0 Support O Neutral 0 Do not support I IStronqly do not support

Goal 2: Active and creative people
See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for Goal 3

□ Strongly support fTTSuppo rt CD Neutral QDo not support I IStronqly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support □ Support □ Neutral Q Do not support PT^tronglv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for
Goal 4.
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Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

□ Strongly support [Tf Support □ Neutral □ Do not support □Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
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Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

□ Yes 0 No

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbikwjc.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name: _
7 /l/e /'?£ / t / A//C-C/2

Postal Address

Email:

Phone:

--

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyraniHumbik.vic.gov.au.
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel’s recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nillumbik.vic.qov.au/qwmp
• lodged in person at one of Council’s staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
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A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
'Management of the NiLLumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?

□ Yes No □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?
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Five Key Moves
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations" program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 y/
Key Move 2 s/
Key Move 3 V
Key Move 4 V
Key Move 5 V

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership
Aboriginal voice V
A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

\/

Manage change for future 
benefit V
Collaboration and
connectedness V
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape V

Social equity \/
Safety, wellbeing and resilience
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage V
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

\/

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged connected communities

See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

I I Strongly support Q Support dj Neutral fv{[)o not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Goal 2: Active and creative people

See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

I I Strongly support Q Support [^Neutral □ Do not support I IStronqly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Goal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for Goal 3

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

□ Strongly support Q Support dl Neutral dj Do not support |\^Stronqly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for
Goal 4.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support □ Su pport O Neutral SfOo not support I IStronqlv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Goal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

I I Strongly support Q Support Q Neutral Q Do not support ly/stronglv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
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Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

I I Yes No

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name: ^ ^__
________ ^hctrovv 1 _______________________________

Postal Address: 

Email: 
u

Phone:

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyranillumbik.vic.qov.au.
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nillumbik.vic.qov.au/qwmp
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, P0 Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
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A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.’ See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?
CH Yes 0 No □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?

Five Key Moves
The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A “Green Wedge Conversations" program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.

Nillumbik
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 X
Key Move 2 X
Key Move 3 X
Key Move 4 X
Key Move 5 X

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership X
Aboriginal voice X
A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

X

Manage change forfuture 
benefit X
Collaboration and
connectedness X
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape X
Social equity X
Safety, wellbeing and resilience X
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage X
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle X

Do you have any comments about the Principles?

Nillumbik
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged connected communities

See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□ Strongly support [^Support O Neutral [^3 Do not support QStrongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

I I Strongly support Q Support Q] Neutral 0jDo not support I IStronqlv do not support

Coal 2: Active and creative people

See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

Goal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for Goal 3

□ Strongly support □ Support □ Neutral I I Do not support K1 Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
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To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

□ Strongly support [^Support O Neutral j^Do not support I IStronglv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for
Goal 4.
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Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

I I Strongly support Q Support Q Neutral Q Do not support ^Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?

Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

CD Yes j^l No

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.qov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Postal Address:

Email:

Phone:

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyfanillumbik.vic.qov.au.
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/gwrnp
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, P0 Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019
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A Vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge
'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge?

□ Yes @ No □ Partially □ Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?

The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations” program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.
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To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1
Key Move 2
Key Move 3
Key Move 4
Key Move 5

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
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Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership
Aboriginal voice

A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

Manage change for future 
benefit

./

Collaboration and
connectedness
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape
Social equity
Safety, wellbeing and resilience
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
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Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged connected communities
See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□ Strongly support □Support □ Neutral ^ Do not support f~1 Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Goal 2: Active and creative people
See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

□ Strongly support f~~l Support 0 Neutral Q Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for Goal 3

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

□ Strongly support Q Support Q Neutral Q] Do not support Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for
Goal 4.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

I I Strongly support Q Support O Neutral Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

I I Strongly support Q Support Q Neutral [^Do not support [~~lStrongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?

Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

□ Yes SL No

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name:
fe.______________________^ ____________________

Postal Address:
_______

Email:
»ecvx,

Phone:

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacvOnillumbik.vic.gov.au.
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The vision for Nillumbik's green wedge, as stated in the Draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan, is for the management of the Nillumbik green wedge to "lead the way in supporting 
a vibrant, resilient, connected and diverse community" (p. 5) and for Nillumbik "to 
become Australia's most liveable shire with: engaged, connected communities" (p. 7), and 
like the rest of Australia, that community is getting older.

The demographic change that is facing Nillumbik needs to be factored into the management 
of the Green Wedge in a creative way.

Many of our residents in rural and conservation zones have lived and worked on their 
properties all their lives, and some have connections to the land here for several 
generations.

They care about the environment and value the space around them. Of equal importance 
to them is being part of a close community. They know their neighbours and many 
members of the community through working with them to benefit the community through 
such things as Landcare, the local CFA, and fundraising activities to support the local hall or 
primary school. They know that, should they need it, the community will support them just 
as they will support others.

In regional Victoria, when land owners in their senior years become unable to manage their 
acreage they move into their local town where their children have gone to school, where 
they have shopped, attended functions, visited services such as the doctor, etc. Though 
they have moved house they have remained in and connected to their community.

Because there is no flexibility in the Rural Conservation Zone planning zones to alternative 
housing options, senior people In the Nillumbik green wedge who are moving off their land 
are forced to leave their community and move to a new one, usually in the suburbs. This 
dislocation can lead to isolation and loneliness, an emerging mental health issue for 
Australians.

If Nillumbik green wedge management plan's vision really is to support resilient, connected 
communities, serious consideration has to be given to the needs of senior people retiring off 
their acreage. To allow them to remain in their community there needs to be retirement 
options in their community centre, such as Arthurs Creek, Hurstbridge, St Andrews and 
Panton Hill.

What these options might be, and how they can meet environmental and conservation aims 
should be a consideration of the Management Plan.

Aging members of the community are acutely aware that any weakening of 
Rural/Conservation zones could open the floodgates to the unwanted demand for
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subdivision that they have fought against for decades. But there are options that have been 
implemented here and overseas that could be appropriate for our community.

These retirement accommodation options should be investigated with the community and 
be dictated by their needs and not by a developer's need of profit.

Signed by:

Address: 

Date: 7~$~/ci



Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission

Question 1: A Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge
Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge? NO [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Yes 
# No 

Partially 
Not sure

Do you have any comments about the Vision?
• Environmental protection and reinvigoration must be central to the Vision for the Green Wedge. The 
draft does not state this strongly enough, despite it being a Strategic Focus for the Shire.
Appendix 1 of Council's draft quotes the State Government's 'Plan Melbourne 2017-2050', where the first 
priority for the Green Wedge is to 'Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna 
habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of native vegetation."
• Council's initial community engagement clearly demonstrated that the large majority of Nillumbik 
residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green Wedge and want it maintained, protected and 
enhanced. This view was also expressed by the majority report of the Community Panel. Council's draft does 
not reflect strong enough support for the Community's position.
• The GWMP must reflect the fact that Nillumbik's Green Wedge is the most environmentally intact of 
Melbourne's Green Wedges, is a significant part of the wider Green Wedge system, and is for the benefit of 
everyone, whether they live in the area or not.
• Climate change mitigation must be an overarching Goal for the GWMP and therefore must be 
addressed in the Vision. It must inform all objectives and actions such as regenerative agriculture, fire 
management, waste management, bush regeneration, education, and economic strategy. Throughout the 
draft, the repeated mention of just adapting to climate change leaves the reader with the impression that 
Council has basically thrown their hands up in the air suggesting there is nothing that they nor Nillumbik 
residents can do to tackle climate change. This is not true and must be part of every day action.
• It is vital that Nillumbik demonstrates its respect of Indigenous people, their cultural heritage and 
knowledge. This barely gets a mention in the GWMP despite the fact that Indigenous people have ensured the 
vitality of the area's biodiversity for tens of thousands of years.

Five Key Moves
To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green Wedge Management 
Plan? DISAGREE [all, because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Key Move 1 0

Key Move 2 0

Key Move 3 0

Key Move 4 £

Key Move 5 0

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?
• It appears that Council has failed to follow State Government policy requirements in the preparation 
of the GWMP. This throws into question the entire document and associated processes. Planning Practice 
Note 31 describes specific requirements for the development of a GWMP, including the establishment of a 
Project Steering Group chaired by Council with key stakeholder representatives. This did not occur.
• This draft fails to clearly articulate an Implementation Plan based on clearly stated Objectives and 
Actions and the Council Department responsible for implementation. As stated in the State Government's 
Planning Practice Note 31, 'Each GWMP will set out a series of actions and measures that need to be 
undertaken, and identify resource requirements, roles and responsibilities, timelines, outcomes and 
evaluation.' The current GWMP has much greater detail than this new draft, and should be used as a basis for 
improvement. Click here for Planning Practice Note 31 .
For a comparison to the draft GWMP, Click here for the current GWMP .
• Each of the 'Five Key Moves' contain potentially useful ideas depending on how they are applied, and 
there needs to be much greater emphasis on the care of the natural environment.
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• The document needs to describe in much greater detail the ACTIONS to be taken, and each of these 
must prioritise best environmental practice, ensuring the protection of ALL native vegetation and fauna across 
the Shire.
• Every descriptor needs to clearly indicate how it will contribute to the protection and reinvigoration of 
biodiversity for the long term.
• The current GWMP 2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways Council 
and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge. However there has been consistent net loss of 
vegetation. This demonstrates that any new plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions which will be 
taken to reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

Principles
To what extent do you agree with the Principles to guide the implementation of the Green Wedge 
Management Plan? DISAGREE [all, because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

Leadership 0
Aboriginal voice 0
A whole of shire approach and recognition of
Nillumbik's relationship to Metropolitan 0
Melbourne

Manage change for future benefit 0

Collaboration and connectedness 0
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy local identity and ^
the landscape

Social equity 0
Safety, wellbeing and resilience 0
Conserve and enhance our heritage 0
Sustainability and the precautionary principle 0

Do you have any comments about the Principles?
• Each Principle is a very broad statement and it is unclear how they will be interpreted and applied 
while ensuring care for the environment.
• The Principles need to reflect the community's commitment to protecting the Green Wedge. The 
GWMP must describe how the values of the Green Wedge will be prioritised in keeping with the State 
Government's policies Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 and Protecting Victoria's Environment - Biodiversity 2037, 
which is 'Victoria's plan to stop the decline of our native plants and animals and improve our natural 
environment so it is healthy, valued and actively cared for.'
• An additional Principle that focuses on Preservation of Environment and Biodiversity, and describes 
the urgent need to reverse the decline of biodiversity and effects of climate change should be added to the 
GWMP. Biodiversity Protection should be given the status of a Goal in the Plan.
• As with the 'Five Key Moves', the outlined Principles contain potentially useful ideas but there needs 
to be greater emphasis on the protection of the environment. For example, the principle that says, 'The green 
wedge is a changing environment and home to many people. Change will be managed to conserve its values 
and with a focus on long-term stewardship.' could read, "The green wedge is a changing environment and 
home to many people. Change will be managed to conserve its biodiversity and environmental values and 
with a focus on long-term stewardship."

Goals, Objectives and Key Actions 
GOAL 1: Engaged connected communities
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1?



• The thrust of Goal 1, to engage the community, is important but must be framed in the context of the 
environmental protection aim as stated in 1994 when the Local Government Review Board declared that the 
new Shire of Nillumbik was to be a conservation Shire with the Green Wedge as its strategic focus.
• The plan must state more clearly that the Shire and Green Wedge areas have particular needs that are 
different to those in an area not established as a Green Wedge. The new plan presents an opportunity to 
highlight and expand the role of the whole community in stewardship of the land. This needs to be clearly 
stated and emphasised, as we ask ourselves, 'How can we maintain and reinvigorate the environment?', rather 
than 'What can we get out of the land?'.
• The community as a whole must come together to ensure serious action is taken to mitigate climate 
change and draw down carbon emissions. This is a top priority for how we live together as a community - our 
collective wellbeing depends on it, as does the environment.

GOAL2: Active and creative people
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
• The Objectives and Key Actions for Goal 2 must clearly and strongly focus on ensuring Nillumbik's 
biodiversity is top priority. As stated in the draft plan, green space is an important determinant of health, not 
just because it enables physical activity but also because it has been shown to promote higher levels of mental 
wellbeing and social connectedness.
• In order to better manage the natural environment of the Shire, greater dialogue must be generated 
and maintained with the Traditional Custodians of the area. This is vital for the health of the whole community 
and the environment in which we live. A Key Action of Goal 2 must focus on this.

GOAL 3: Safe and healthy environments
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
• The GWMP needs to more strongly acknowledge the importance of ALL indigenous vegetation and 
address the urgent need to conserve it THROUGHOUT the Shire, on private and public land. The community 
must work together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving biodiversity; valuing 
what ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is interdependent); address the climate 
change and extinction crises, and the need to transform to an ecologically sustainable society. This must 
become the underpinning ethos that guides the Actions and all other aspects of the plan, without 
compromise.
• Goal 3 repeatedly uses the language of 'balance', and this needs to be amended as it indicates that our 
thinking is oppositional. It implies that there is a need to trade-off environmental health against other 
considerations, while international, national, and state government reports indicate that we must prioritise 
the health of our environment.
For example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, environmental considerations, private water extraction 
and community considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of environmental considerations, 
as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and considerations will be constrained.
• The use of stocktakes and studies [see A3.1, p32] that describe some areas of vegetation as more 
significant or valuable than others is alarming as it can lead to greater degradation of the environment which is 
already under pressure. The majority of the Shire's ecosystems are already 'disturbed' because of 
mismanagement, and this means we must change our ways. Every Objective and Action ought to aim for 
preservation and reinvigoration of the environment. One of the greatest threats to the Shire is 'death by a 
thousand cuts', where bit by bit land clearing and grazing leave our flora and fauna vulnerable to ever-



increasing stress and disappearance. In turn this also places greater pressure on our community's overall well 
being.
• An additional Action must be to undertake a massive public education campaign about biodiversity, 
the value of ecosystems, care for natural landscapes, bushfire risk reduction through understanding the 
ancient role of fire in the landscape, the significance of the Green Wedge, climate change and their 
interdependence.

Goal 4: A prosperous economy
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?
DO NOT SUPPORT [because there is a worrying lack of detail]

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
• This section must clearly focus on overall environmental protection. Economic activities must be 
assessed and altered in response to latest science and the urgent need for environmental protections. This 
must be reflected in the title of the Goal, the Actions, and throughout the plan, for example, 'A prosperous 
eco-friendly Green Wedge economy'.
• Support for local agriculture is important but must always provide for the continuing health of the 
environment. New systems that respect and promote regenerative farming including water conservation, 
Indigenous knowledge, and indigenous flora and fauna must be encouraged. The obvious link between 
sustainable agricultural practices, climate change mitigation and a healthy Green Wedge, must be central to 
the GWMP.
• The need for a framework that encourages sustainable land management practices is described in the 
State Government's Planning Practice Note 31, entitled 'Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan', and so 
this has to be clearly demonstrated in any GWMP. This current draft does not achieve this requirement.
• The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be 
required if the land has been previously cleared and used for farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs 
greater detail - much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it holds 
significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural activities respect 
the land. It also means that residents will be informed about the piggery etc proposed for next door.
• This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to be "in 
conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause of the planning 
scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate development.
• Horses and other hard-hoofed animals have a negative impact on the environment - none of 
Australia's native animals have hard hooves. Impacts on habitats include erosion, water quality degradation, 
damage to flora, and spreading of weeds. Actions must be implemented to prevent these impacts. These must 
include education of the equine sector and other graziers. There needs to be greater understanding and 
responsible ownership of animals, ensuring that animals do not enter waterways and are not allowed to graze 
in the bush. This focus on environmental care must also be reflected in the proposed Nillumbik Equine 
Strategy.
• I do not support any animal agriculture due the environmental impact.

Goal 5: Responsible leadership
To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5? DO NOT SUPPORT

Strongly support

Support

Neutral

0 Do not support

Strongly do no* support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
• Stewardship of the land is mentioned in the draft plan, and its role must be better defined in Goal 5, 
Responsible Leadership. It needs to explain that Nillumbik residents have an obligation to care for the land, 
not degrade it, and this must be for the entirety of their tenure. Responsible stewardship also asks that the 
land, its diverse ecosystems and waterways, are passed on in a better state. Council must educate residents 
about these matters, and lead the way by increasing revegetation of indigenous flora throughout the Shire.



• This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming practices and 
this zoning should only be applied to land with higher conservation values.This suggestion puts at serious risk 
flora and fauna across a significant proportion of the Shire, whether as single trees in paddocks or scattered 
pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need of greater care and protection, not less.
• Responsible Leadership should have a section dealing with climate change mitigation in accordance 
with the precautionary principle.
• Council ought to provide education and free, easily accessible advice to residents on a range of topics 
such as 'avoid - reduce - reuse - recycle', reducing meat-consumption, buying local produce and growing your 
own, responsible waste disposal, reduction of car-dependence, benefits of native vegetation etc.
• This Goal in its entirety must place much greater emphasis on the need to 'Maintain and enhance the 
diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality 
of native vegetation.' (Refer 1st item in Appendix 1 of draft GWMP - Plan Melbourne 2017-2050). It is Council's 
responsibility to make significant contributions to the education of residents for the protection and care of 
biodiversity. Alongside education, it is essential that appropriate resources are allocated to the enforcement of 
policy standards. Nillumbik's Biodiversity Report outlines the ongoing loss of native vegetation and part of the 
problem is inadequate enforcement.
• Key Action A5.6 and A5.7 [page 40 of the draft] propose changes to how land within the Green Wedge 
can be used. This has the potential to erode the values of the Green Wedge and effectively increase the spread 
of residential and commercial development outside the Urban Growth Boundary. The UGB must be treated as 
a hard boundary.
• The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; that we can be part of the 
solution, acting locally to address global problems. We’re a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is the 
perfect place to start turning things around. If not here and now, where and when?

Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
• The strongest message from the initial community consultation and the Panel Report is that Nillumbik 
residents and the population of wider Melbourne cherish the high environmental values of the Green Wedge 
and want it to be maintained, protected and reinvigorated. This message must lay the foundation for any new 
GWMP. The current draft does not achieve this.
• The Green Wedge Management Plan must reaffirm the Shire's conservation role with the Green 
Wedge as its Strategic Focus. This draft consistently fails to do this. It lacks detail and omits significant 
objectives, relevant actions, and accountability measures that would ensure the long-term health and purpose 
of the Green Wedge.
• Declines in biodiversity are at critical levels, and there is urgent need for action by all levels of 
government and society. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services (IPBES) states that, "The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is 
deteriorating more rapidly than ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies, livelihoods, food 
security, health and quality of life worldwide. It is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now at 
every level from local to global".
• There is a worrying lack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and enhancement 
of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions need to be included which 
will address this problem to ensure the long term health of the Green Wedge.
• The impact of invasive species - flora and fauna - is significant and this must be better addressed.
• The draft speaks of polarised and diverse views and how conversations must be respectful and robust.
It is vital that this is the case, and is supported by current science, particularly in relation to the need for 
environmental repair and preservation, and urgent climate change mitigation.
• It is necessary that we uphold the highest of professional standards throughout the Shire and its 
Leadership.

Signature



The vision for Nillumbik's green wedge, as stated in the Draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan, is for the management of the Nillumbik green wedge to "lead the way in supporting 
a vibrant, resilient, connected and diverse community" (p. 5) and for Nillumbik "to 
become Australia's most liveable shire with: engaged, connected communities" (p. 7), and 
like the rest of Australia, that community is getting older.

The demographic change that is facing Nillumbik needs to be factored into the management 
of the Green Wedge in a creative way.

Many of our residents in rural and conservation zones have lived and worked on their 
properties all their lives, and some have connections to the land here for several 
generations.

They care about the environment and value the space around them. Of equal importance 
to them is being part of a close community. They know their neighbours and many 
members of the community through working with them to benefit the community through 
such things as Landcare, the local CFA, and fundraising activities to support the local hall or 
primary school. They know that, should they need it, the community will support them just 
as they will support others.

In regional Victoria, when land owners in their senior years become unable to manage their 
acreage they move into their local town where their children have gone to school, where 
they have shopped, attended functions, visited services such as the doctor, etc. Though 
they have moved house they have remained in and connected to their community.

Because there is no flexibility in the Rural Conservation Zone planning zones to alternative 
housing options, senior people In the Nillumbik green wedge who are moving off their land 
are forced to leave their community and move to a new one, usually in the suburbs. This 
dislocation can lead to isolation and loneliness, an emerging mental health issue for 
Australians.

If Nillumbik green wedge management plan's vision really is to support resilient, connected 
communities, serious consideration has to be given to the needs of senior people retiring off 
their acreage. To allow them to remain in their community there needs to be retirement 
options in their community centre, such as Arthurs Creek, Hurstbridge, St Andrews and 
Panton Hill.

What these options might be, and how they can meet environmental and conservation aims 
should be a consideration of the Management Plan.

Aging members of the community are acutely aware that any weakening of 
Rural/Conservation zones could open the floodgates to the unwanted demand for
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subdivision that they have fought against for decades. But there are options that have been 
implemented here and overseas that could be appropriate for our community.

These retirement accommodation options should be investigated with the community and 
be dictated by their needs and not by a developer's need of profit.

Signed by:



The vision for Nillumbik's green wedge, as stated in the Draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan, is for the management of the Nillumbik green wedge to "lead the way in supporting 
a vibrant, resilient, connected and diverse community" (p. 5) and for Nillumbik "to 
become Australia's most liveable shire with: engaged, connected communities" (p. 7), and 
like the rest of Australia, that community is getting older.

The demographic change that is facing Nillumbik needs to be factored into the management 
of the Green Wedge in a creative way.

Many of our residents in rural and conservation zones have lived and worked on their 
properties all their lives, and some have connections to the land here for several 
generations.

They care about the environment and value the space around them. Of equal importance 
to them is being part of a close community. They know their neighbours and many 
members of the community through working with them to benefit the community through 
such things as Landcare, the local CFA, and fundraising activities to support the local hall or 
primary school. They know that, should they need it, the community will support them just 
as they will support others.

In regional Victoria, when land owners in their senior years become unable to manage their 
acreage they move into their local town where their children have gone to school, where 
they have shopped, attended functions, visited services such as the doctor, etc. Though 
they have moved house they have remained in and connected to their community.

Because there is no flexibility in the Rural Conservation Zone planning zones to alternative 
housing options, senior people In the Nillumbik green wedge who are moving off their land 
are forced to leave their community and move to a new one, usually in the suburbs. This 
dislocation can lead to isolation and loneliness, an emerging mental health issue for 
Australians.

If Nillumbik green wedge management plan's vision really is to support resilient, connected 
communities, serious consideration has to be given to the needs of senior people retiring off 
their acreage. To allow them to remain in their community there needs to be retirement 
options in their community centre, such as Arthurs Creek, Hurstbridge, St Andrews and 
Panton Hill.

What these options might be, and how they can meet environmental and conservation aims 
should be a consideration of the Management Plan.

Aging members of the community are acutely aware that any weakening of 
Rural/Conservation zones could open the floodgates to the unwanted demand for
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subdivision that they have fought against for decades. But there are options that have been 
implemented here and overseas that could be appropriate for our community.

These retirement accommodation options should be investigated with the community and 
be dictated by their needs and not by a developer's need of profit.

Signed by: OQU^dUct (y’gtc^C^— -
0

Address:

Date: ^-8^Q.O(Qf



Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation
Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand -
What is the best way for us to manage Nillumbik's Green Wedge, 
now and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community 
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be 
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire
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Submissions
Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

pa rtic ipate. ni llu m b i k.vic.gov.a u/gwm p
• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:

- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

What are the next steps?
• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a 

Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available 
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to 
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for 
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



A Vision for Nillumbik's Green Wedge 

'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nill�bik's Green Wedge?

D Yes D No §Partially D Not sure 

Do you have any comments about the Vision? 
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Five Key Moves 

The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations" program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.

Nillumbik 
The Green Wedge Shire 



To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree

/

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1 T/ /
Key Move 2
Key Move 3 /

/
Key Move 4 •//

Key Move 5 V
Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Principles
Strongly
agree/-

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Leadership ✓
s'

Aboriginal voice y

A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

#
7

Manage change for future 
benefit
Collaboration and
connectedness
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape
Social equity
Safety, wellbeing and resilience
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage /
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

/

Do you have any comments about the Principles?

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Goals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Goal 1: Engaged connected communities
See page 24 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 1.

hat extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

trongly support □ Support □ Neutral Q Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Coal 2: Active and creative people

See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 2.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

f^Strongly support □ Support O Neutral Q Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Coal 3: Safe and healthy environments
See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for Goal 3

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

Strongly support □ Support [H Neutral [jj] Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Coal 4: A prosperous economy
See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key
actions for
Goal 4.

To wjgat extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

Strongly support □ Support □ Neutral □ Do not support □ Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Goal 5: Responsible leadership

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

□ Strongly support Q^Support Q Neutral Q Do not support I IStronglv do not support

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions
for Goal 5.

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.
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Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan?
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Please attached any further pages you would like to include in your feedback.

Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik.vic.gov.au 
or call 9433 3271.
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name:
L- //y,Q s~ A a /?/a/

P

Email:

Phone:
________

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacyf3nillumbi k.vic.qov.au.
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The vision for Nillumbik's green wedge, as stated in the Draft Green Wedge Management 
Plan, is for the management of the Nillumbik green wedge to "lead the way in supporting 
a vibrant, resilient, connected and diverse community" (p. 5) and for Nillumbik "to 
become Australia's most liveable shire with: engaged, connected communities" (p. 7), and 
like the rest of Australia, that community is getting older.

The demographic change that is facing Nillumbik needs to be factored into the management 
of the Green Wedge in a creative way.

Many of our residents in rural and conservation zones have lived and worked on their 
properties all their lives, and some have connections to the land here for several 
generations.

They care about the environment and value the space around them. Of equal importance 
to them is being part of a close community. They know their neighbours and many 
members of the community through working with them to benefit the community through 
such things as Landcare, the local CFA, and fundraising activities to support the local hall or 
primary school. They know that, should they need it, the community will support them just 
as they will support others.

In regional Victoria, when land owners in their senior years become unable to manage their 
acreage they move into their local town where their children have gone to school, where 
they have shopped, attended functions, visited services such as the doctor, etc. Though 
they have moved house they have remained in and connected to their community.

Because there is no flexibility in the Rural Conservation Zone planning zones to alternative 
housing options, senior people In the Nillumbik green wedge who are moving off their land 
are forced to leave their community and move to a new one, usually in the suburbs. This 
dislocation can lead to isolation and loneliness, an emerging mental health issue for 
Australians.

If Nillumbik green wedge management plan's vision really is to support resilient, connected 
communities, serious consideration has to be given to the needs of senior people retiring off 
their acreage. To allow them to remain in their community there needs to be retirement 
options in their community centre, such as Arthurs Creek, Hurstbridge, St Andrews and 
Panton Hill.

What these options might be, and how they can meet environmental and conservation aims 
should be a consideration of the Management Plan.

Aging members of the community are acutely aware that any weakening of 
Rural/Conservation zones could open the floodgates to the unwanted demand for
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subdivision that they have fought against for decades. But there are options that have been 
implemented here and overseas that could be appropriate for our community.

These retirement accommodation options should be investigated with the community and 
be dictated by their needs and not by a developer's need of profit.
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The vision for Nillumbik's green wedge, as stated in the Draft Green Wedge Management 

Plan, is for the management of the Nillumbik green wedge to "lead the way in supporting 

a vibrant, resilient, connected and diverse community'' (p. S) and for Nillumbik "to 

become Australia's most liveable shire with: engaged, connected communities" (p. 7), and 

like the rest of Australia, that community is getting older. 

The demographic change that is facing Nillumbik needs to be factored into the management 

of the Green Wedge in a creative way. 

Many of our residents in rural and conservation zones have lived and worked on their 

properties all their lives, and some have connections to the land here for several 

generations. 

They care about the environment and value the space around them. Of equal importance 

to them is being part of a close community. They know their neighbours and many 

members of the community through working with them to benefit the community through 

such things as Landcare, the local CFA, and fundraising activities to support the local hall or 

primary school. They know that, should they need it, the community will support them just 

as they will support others. 

In regional Victoria, when land owners in their senior years become unable to manage their 

acreage they move into their local town where their children have gone to school, where 

they have shopped, attended functions, visited services such as the doctor, etc. Though 

they have moved house they have remained in and connected to their community. 

Because there is no flexibility in the Rural Conservation Zone planning zones to alternative 

housing options, senior people In the Nillumbik green wedge who are moving off their land 

are forced to leave their community and move to a new one, usually in the suburbs. This 

dislocation can lead to isolation and loneliness, an emerging mental health issue for 

Australians. 

If Nillumbik green wedge management plan's vision really is to support resilient, connected 

communities, serious consideration has to be given to the needs of senior people retiring off 

their acreage. To allow them to remain in their community there needs to be retirement 

options in their community centre, such as Arthurs Creek, Hurstbridge, St Andrews and 

Panton Hill. 

What these options might be, and how they can meet environmental and conservation aims 

should be a consideration of the Management Plan. 

Aging members of the community are acutely aware that any weakening of 

Rural/Conservation zones could open the floodgates to the unwanted demand for 
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subdivision that they have fought against for decades. But there are options that have been 
implemented here and overseas that could be appropriate for our community.

These retirement accommodation options should be investigated with the community and 
be dictated by their needs and not by a developer's need of profit.

Signed by: Date: ^ Pn

Address:
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Submission on Council’s Draft GWMP

I am a resident of the Bend of Islands and a member of the Bend of Islands Conservation Association
(BICA).
The draft GWMP is not acceptable in its present form. It totally downplays the environmental protection and
actions of the last GWMP, while advocating the undermining of the current conservation zones.
I consider that it is particularly important that there is a general revision of the draft to incorporate the
following issues.

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, states its first priority for Green Wedges: Maintain and enhance the
diversity of indigenous flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the
quantity and quality of native vegetation.” (Refer Appendix 1 of Council’s draft GWMP)
The Draft GWMP, in its entirety, should have this priority as the main focus.

• The overriding response from Council's Community Survey (Aug 2018) and its Community Panel (Nov.
2018) was that Nillumbik residents cherish the high environmental values of the Green Wedge;
and they want it to be maintained, protected and enhanced. Council’s Draft GWMP will not achieve
this.

• The GWMP needs to more strongly acknowledge the importance of ALL indigenous vegetation and
address the urgent need to conserve it THROUGHOUT the Shire, on private and public land. The
community must work together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving
biodiversity; valuing what ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is
interdependent); address the climate change and extinction crises, and the need to transform to an
ecologically sustainable society. This must become the underpinning ethos that guides the Actions and
all other aspects of the Draft GWMP, without compromise.

• The natural environment continues to decline everywhere -  In Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a 
“Business as Usual” trajectory is not good enough.
Declines in biodiversity are at critical levels, and there is urgent need for action by all levels of
government and society. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES) states that, “The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species
depend is deteriorating more rapidly than ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies,
livelihoods, food security, health and quality of life worldwide. It is not too late to make a difference, but
only if we start now at every level from local to global”.

• The GWMP needs to recognise the leading role that Nillumbik can play; so that we can be part of the
solution, acting locally to address global problems. We're a relatively affluent population. Nillumbik is
the perfect place to start turning things around. If not here and now, where and when?

• The current GWMP 2010 - 2025 describes in much greater detail (than the new draft) the ways Council
and community will ensure the protection of the green wedge. However, there has been consistent net
loss of vegetation. This demonstrates that any new plan must be stronger and clearer about the actions
which will be taken to reverse this ongoing decline. The draft GWMP does not achieve this.

• The Draft GWMP proposes changes to how land within the Green Wedge can be used on the rural side
of the UGB and around our rural townships. This has the potential to erode the values of the Green
Wedge and effectively increase the spread of residential and commercial development outside the
Urban Growth Boundary. The UGB must be treated as a hard boundary.

• We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, biodiversity,
and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century challenges facing us, for our
children, and our children’s children. •

• The draft suggests that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be
required if the land has been previously cleared and used for farming. This definition of ‘cleared land’ 
needs greater detail -  much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it
holds significant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural
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activities respect the land. It also means that residents will be informed about the piggery etc proposed 
for next door.

• Nillumbik leaders should explain that “the right to farm” comes with an obligation on the owner to not 
degrade the land during his/her brief period of stewardship. Stewardship simply means that after an 
owner’s (brief) tenure the land and its waterways will be passed on in a better state. For agricultural 
land this means with soil erosion and pest invasion controlled; for bush properties, biodiversity has been 
improved. Nillumbik Landcare Network have produced a document on the Culture of Community 
Custodianship of Land which explains this concept.

• Horses and other hard-hoofed animals have a negative impact on the environment -  none of Australia’s 
native animals have hard hooves. Impacts on habitats include erosion, water quality degradation, 
damage to flora, and spreading of weeds. Actions must be implemented to prevent these impacts. 
These must include education of the equine sector and other graziers. There needs to be greater 
understanding and responsible ownership of animals, ensuring that animals do not enter waterways 
and are not allowed to graze in the bush. This focus on environmental care must also be reflected in the 
proposed Nillumbik Equine Strategy.

• Achieving community engagement by playing down or ignoring the GW residents’ responsibilities for 
environmental protection is self-defeating. This will result in a diminished GW that does not meet the 
aspirations of the majority of the local community or Victoria’s desired planning outcomes for the Green 
Wedges.

• Responsible Leadership would have a separate section dealing with climate change mitigation in 
accordance with the precautionary principle.

• (03.1) While it is important to protect our “valuable” biodiversity and habitats, this skirts around the 
importance of “less valuable” or, more accurately, “less intact or disturbed” habitats that make up the 
entire biodiversity map for the shire. For example, the “vulnerable” Ecological Vegetation Class - Valley 
Grassy Forest is often degraded within Nillumbik due to its grassy understory lending itself to being 
readily-available grazing land. This does NOT negate the importance of these otherwise “less valuable" 
habitats.

I request that Council considers these issues and revises the Draft GWMP to included appropriate 
emphasis on the value of the environment and its biodiversity in the Green Wedge.



Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team,

I DO NOT support the draft GWMP for the following reasons:

Vision

There needs to be more emphasis on flora and fauna protection. Every sentence in this 
document allows for its demise if something more important comes up.

Key Moves
More about species extinction is needed.

Principles
The GWMP needs to reaffirm the shire's conservation role. The council’s “Business as 
Usual” approach is not good enough.

Engaged Connected Communities
I’m glad volunteers are celebrated in the GWMP but I would like to see more specific support 
for pet and wildlife volunteers. There are land management grants available for individuals 
and landcare groups but there does not seem to be any money available for those that 
spend their own time and money rescuing and rehabilitating wildlife or supporting 
abandoned pets. Please add more recognition and value to these groups.

Active and Creative People

The community survey wants the environment protected to contribute towards active and 
creative people. That “space, peace and healthy feel” will need protecting if we want it there 
for years to come.

What I like about the Green Wedge

Spat*, peace*, heafthyMart ur a I onment
Community and leisure actwftftf & 

Ufestytt

O th er comments, D&mpfdtfrt s. statements Urban/ rural Irving 
Access to sendees, shops etc.

0  50 100 ISO 200 25G 100 150 400

VI Survey m Workshop

Responses: 1012

Safe and Healthy Environment
• In Appendix 1 of Council’s draft GWMP is a quote from Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, for

the first priority for the Green Wedge: ‘Maintain and enhance the diversity of indigenous
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flora and fauna habitats and species and achieve a net gain in the quantity and quality of 
native vegetation.” The draft GWMP ignores this priority.

• More about wildlife is needed.

Prosperous Economy
• The current budget allocation (in the 2019 budget) for this section is 1.55% so I question 

how sincere Council is with this big section?

• I do not support any animal agriculture in the shire, the impact on the environment is 
devastating. I would support sustainable plant based farming such as Hurstbridge 
Farmgate.

• Council’s Draft argues that to start farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ), no 
permit should be required. The need for a permit in this zone should remain.

• The GWMP needs to properly discuss the values and needs of the environment, such as 
the importance of indigenous vegetation; habitat for wildlife and connectivity; biodiversity; 
ecosystem services; a 'systems view1 (that all is interdependent); the global climate 
change and biodiversity extinction crisis; the need to transform to an ecologically 
sustainable society.

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this needs to 
be recognised and budgeted for. Please add specific objectives and action points.

Leadership
• Leadership is key for environmental protection as long term solutions are required. 

Council's Draft is in denial that the natural environment continues to decline everywhere 
-  In Nillumbik and globally. Maintaining a “Business as Usual” trajectory is not good 
enough. The 2019 Victorian State of the Environment Report - painting a bleak outlook 
for the state’s native plants and animals; concerning the impact on biodiversity of horses, 
grazing and bushfire protection on private land; that more private land needs to be 
conserved; and the two global crises of climate change and biodiversity extinction.

Comments

We need a Green Wedge Management Plan that places the Green Wedge environment, 
biodiversity, and their restoration as the main priority in a way that fits the 21st century 
challenges facing us, for future generations.

Council's Draft GWMP is so poorly framed, and thoroughly fails the basics of what's 
required, that the GWMP 2010-2025 with all its objectives and actions, needs to be 
reinstated.

Mame flrfri/u -X y /i /

Signature

Address/S
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DRAFT GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

SUBMISSION 

FROM:  ANDREW BEAN 

  

        

This submission specifically relates to the need for this council to address the low rate base and 

consequent lack of revenue and the under utilization of vital transport and town services that exists 

in a small section of the shire. 

The area proposed is the corridor between Diamond Creek and Hurstbridge including the hamlet of 

Wattle Glen. 

Existing infrastructure along this corridor includes: 

• A soon to be expanded rail service with the potential for additional stations and parking

• A bus service with multiple stops

• A wide well-constructed bitumen road with bicycle lanes on both sides

• Recently upgraded mains water

• Domestic gas supply

• A large capacity sewerage system

The proposal involves the creation of a buffer zone such as the one that exists around Eltham that 

would extend up the corridor with its western boundary being Broadgully Rd and its Eastern 

boundary being Flatrock Rd. It would extend from Diamond Creek to Hurstbridge with a “bubble” 

around the township.   

The buffer zone would allow a variety of block sizes ranging in size from 1 to 2 Hectares depending 

on the terrain and proximity to roads and services. 

The positives of this proposal are many and include: 

• Utilization of existing infrastructure and services

• Relieving the growing pressure on the shires existing residential centres caused by infill and

multi-unit developments

• Allowing older owners of large allotments to downsize the area of land they have to

maintain while still remaining in their homes. It also allows other family to return to their

family land build their own home and be close enough to care for and help older family

members.

• Increase in rate base and therefore revenue for council

• The smaller allotments would be far more popular meaning their value would equal or

even exceed the existing 8 Hectare blocks there buy increasing rate revenue

• The agricultural value of the land is low with the majority being low lying dry hills with a

very stable mud rock base ideal for building. It would include some fertile creek flats

currently used for grazing but this is only a small percentage of the overall proposed area

and there is a huge potential for recreational pursuits.

• The majority of land on the Eastern side of the corridor is in large allotments and owned by

long term owners who would look at this proposal favourably
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• The rezoning of this area would enable the council to acquire the creek flats as public open

space and develop them into a huge recreational corridor complementing the existing yet

to be completed trail. There is potential for income producing facilities utilizing these flats

and adjacent foot hills such as a Golf course, Equestrian centre, Velodrome and Mountain

Bike Track to name a few. Unlike the yet to be completed trail owners would not have to be

put through the stress and anger of having their land taken by compulsory acquisition

This proposal would mean abolishing the RCZ which the council considers a difficult and 

complicated matter. The RCZ is the bane of all landowners affected by it and easily the issue that 

annoys us the most. It does not exist in any of the other Green Wedges and this proves it is 

unnecessary and its removal shire wide should be the first task of the new management plan. 

If removing the RCZ is complicated then the sooner the process is started the sooner it is done. 

The area I am proposing is only a small section of the overall shire and parts of it already contain 

smaller lots from earlier sub divisions. It will leave the rural areas to the north and east untouched 

(which many consider to be the true Green Wedge) but at the same time enhancing the liveability 

of the buffer zone with its many recreational facilities and natural bush settings while contributing 

to the council’s financial viability. 

I hope my contribution proves helpful and I thank the council for the opportunity to make a 

submission 

Andrew Bean 



From: sue mckinnon on behalf of 
To: council nillumbik
Subject: Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission
Date: Sunday, 11 August 2019 9:55:00 PM
Attachments: rare submission gwmp mel JM ST SM pdf.pdf

To the GWMP team
Please see submission from community group RARE NN (Roadsides and Roadside
Ecology Northern Nillumbik)
Regards
Sue McKinnon
Contact for RARE submission
Mel Nelson
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan  


Roads and Roadside Ecology Northern Nillumbik (RARE) Submission 


Contact person 


Mel Nelson 


 Email mjn_col@yahoo.co.uk 


 


 


Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, this submission is written by and represents the Roads and 


Roadside Ecology Northern Nillumbik (RARE) group.   


RARE DO NOT support the draft GWMP for the following reasons: 


Vision 


RARE would like to see more meaningful protection for our native plants and animals around 


our existing roadsides. The first priority should be to maintain and enhance the diversity of 


indigenous flora and fauna habitats and links.  To achieve a net gain in the quantity and 


quality of native vegetation for the continued sustenance of our unique eco-system. 


Key Moves 


This section needs more specific reference to environmental protection and actions. It needs 


to refer to the fact that our unique assets in this shire are the huge range of biodiversity it 


accommodates. Biodiversity that needs our protection. We need to halt the rate our native 


flora and fauna are sliding towards extinction and this needs to happen at a local level. This 


aim should be explicitly stated. 


Documentation needs to be made available online such documentation in regards to roadsides 


should include: 


 


All new infrastructure plans including footpaths and trails  


• Nillumbik Council tree register for trees removed along roadsides as described in the 


Tree Management Guidelines 2015 


• Documentation of roadside maintenance plans to show that roadsides are treated in 


accord with their environmental significance as described in the Nillumbik Roadside 


Management Plan 2012. 


• Roadside Tree removal plans with arborist assessments. And all roadside tree 


removals and significant pruning works have documented Level 3 arborist assessment 


reports available online. 


• Compliance of planned Trails with the 2011 trail strategy.  


• Compliance of all infrastructure work with the Australian Standards 4970—2009 


Protection of trees on development sites and Planning Schedule clause 52.17 without 


exemption by amendments. 


 


 







Council advocacy – include in Key Moves 


Yan Yean Rd advocacy 


• Nillumbik Council advocacy for NO RE-DIRECTION of traffic from the north onto 


Yan Yean Rd. 


• Nillumbik Council advocacy for compliance with Nillumbik Local Planning 


Framework Clause 21.05 


VicRoads advocacy 


• Undertake road speed review to ensure speeds are appropriate and are not causing 


wildlife road toll and possible related human road toll. Undertake regular assessment 


of traffic volume to ascertain if areas are becoming routes for through traffic for 


residents coming from other shires through Nillumbik. As a Green Wedge Council we 


need to protect the wildlife by controlling through traffic (suggest by speed) we also 


need to protect roadside vegetation from pressures to widen road – again it is speed 


control that will reduce this pressure. 


• Advocate to VicRoads to allow lower speeds within shire roads in order to protect our 


flora and fauna and our residents. Default rural speed limits on rural roads need to be 


reviewed as the urban fringe loation means that the roads here which have some rural 


characteristics which define them as ‘rural roads’ are not the same as rural roads in 


the country areas. Unlike country areas, our roads have significant commuter traffic 


and traffic from neighbouring densely populated areas travelling and commuting on 


these roads.   


 


  


Key Moves – Sustainability 


 


Infrastructure projects will all be assessed under the Sustainability Rating for infrastructure 


Projects and all consumption materials such as road building materials be recycled where 


available. All infratsrure to be designed in compliance with Melbourne Water Water sensitive 


urban design guidelines 


 


 


Principles 


In this section it appears that the best we are going to do for the environment is –“we need to 


anticipate and avoid any actions that may cause serious or irreversible harm to the 


environment and the people who live within it”. Council processes which may impact the 


environment need to be put through a rigorous evaluation to determine that none of these 


processes may cause serious loss irreversible environmental harm. If it is assessed that they 


may, then the process must be changed or ceased. The evaluation must be transparent and 


proactively encompass all processes and works which .may impact on the environment in a 


serious or irreversible manner 


 







Engaged Connected Communities 


RARE recognises the need for rural residents to stay connected and endorses Council 


advocating for improved public transport (Action 1.9) and transport sharing options. It is very 


unclear what the rest of the document is advocating for in terms of improved transport as it is 


is mentioned in several places such as “economy” with no real context or actions. RARE 


would not support the loss of roadside vegetation to accommodate increased traffic flows.    


 


RARE is happy that this section recognises local volunteers. RARE would like to see more 


help and support for our wildlife volunteers.  


• Wildlife carers need an IT system that all users can access, that allows the public to 


easily log accidents.  A centralised system accessible to Council and registered 


volunteers to allow people to easily call in and/or log accidents.  


• This can also be used to log hot spots and even ‘stocktake” wildlife.  


• Wildlife carers need reduced speed limits where wildlife is active or where roads have 


been built across their paths and habitat links.  


• Wildlife carers need education and communication program about wildlife behaviour 


and the importance of respecting it.  


• Wildlife carers need Council to set an example of that respect. This could be helped, 


in part, by recognising the wildlife volunteers. 


 


Wildlife carers need to see funding allocated in the budget for the items above that require it. 


 


 


Engagement is not possible without information :  


• Availability of documentation online will facilitate engagement and transparency. 


Documentation which should be available online include: 


• All plans and processes relating to roads and roadsides.  


• Plans for roadside tree works, footpaths and trails. 


• Refer to the existing neighbourhood character statements and township strategies for 


all new infrastructure. Develop new ones for those towns which don’t have them in 


consultation with community 


 


 


Active and Creative People 


• Protecting our biodiversity and ecology should be a top priority as this sets the scene 


for all of the health benefits stated in the plan.  


• Cultural and environmental heritage may be enhanced by recognising officially the 


significance of all plants and plat communities over 100 years old on publicly owned 


land 


 


 


 







Safe and Healthy Environment 


 


• This needs to spell out the actions for protecting our environmental assets around our 


roadsides. 


• It should include what Council are prepared to take action on to protect wildlife and 


how that may be funded.  


• Advocacy for reduced speed on our roads including all hours and dawn to dusk hours.  


• Advocacy for wildlife crossing structures to be installed on our roads.  


Prosperous Economy 


• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this is not 


the role of the Council.  


• Council need to ensure wildlife toll from ever increasing traffic is reduced .  


• RARE would also like to understand if any future transport infrastructure will impact 


existing eco systems.  


• Trails planned should be in keeping with the 2011 trail strategy. The Australian 


Standards 4970—2009 Protection of trees on development sites and Planning 


Schedule clause 52.17 to be adhered to for all trails without exemption by 


amendments. 


 


Leadership 


• Moving leadership towards the “empowering end of the spectrum” does not sounds 


like a robust plan for environmental protection? This sounds as though we are going 


to let people do as they see fit – and the environment rarely comes out well with a 


framework like this. 


Comments 


• The decline in our biodiversity is at critical levels – this should be explicitly addressed 


with explicit actions – NO TRADE OFFS. 


• The plan should address the Shires conservation role for all Melbournians.  


 


 


 


Signed  


Date 11/8/19 


 


Address/Suburb RARE community group c/o  Sue McKinnon 201 Hildebrand Rd Cottles Bridge 


Contact person Mel Nelson Email mjn_col@yahoo.co.uk 







Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan  

Roads and Roadside Ecology Northern Nillumbik (RARE) Submission 

Contact person 

Mel Nelson 

 Email 

Dear Nillumbik GWMP Team, this submission is written by and represents the Roads and 
Roadside Ecology Northern Nillumbik (RARE) group.   

RARE DO NOT support the draft GWMP for the following reasons: 

Vision 

RARE would like to see more meaningful protection for our native plants and animals around 
our existing roadsides. The first priority should be to maintain and enhance the diversity of 
indigenous flora and fauna habitats and links.  To achieve a net gain in the quantity and 
quality of native vegetation for the continued sustenance of our unique eco-system. 

Key Moves 

This section needs more specific reference to environmental protection and actions. It needs 
to refer to the fact that our unique assets in this shire are the huge range of biodiversity it 
accommodates. Biodiversity that needs our protection. We need to halt the rate our native 
flora and fauna are sliding towards extinction and this needs to happen at a local level. This 
aim should be explicitly stated. 
Documentation needs to be made available online such documentation in regards to roadsides 
should include: 

All new infrastructure plans including footpaths and trails 
• Nillumbik Council tree register for trees removed along roadsides as described in the

Tree Management Guidelines 2015
• Documentation of roadside maintenance plans to show that roadsides are treated in

accord with their environmental significance as described in the Nillumbik Roadside
Management Plan 2012.

• Roadside Tree removal plans with arborist assessments. And all roadside tree
removals and significant pruning works have documented Level 3 arborist assessment
reports available online.

• Compliance of planned Trails with the 2011 trail strategy.
• Compliance of all infrastructure work with the Australian Standards 4970—2009

Protection of trees on development sites and Planning Schedule clause 52.17 without
exemption by amendments.



Council advocacy – include in Key Moves 

Yan Yean Rd advocacy 

• Nillumbik Council advocacy for NO RE-DIRECTION of traffic from the north onto
Yan Yean Rd.

• Nillumbik Council advocacy for compliance with Nillumbik Local Planning
Framework Clause 21.05

VicRoads advocacy 

• Undertake road speed review to ensure speeds are appropriate and are not causing
wildlife road toll and possible related human road toll. Undertake regular assessment
of traffic volume to ascertain if areas are becoming routes for through traffic for
residents coming from other shires through Nillumbik. As a Green Wedge Council we
need to protect the wildlife by controlling through traffic (suggest by speed) we also
need to protect roadside vegetation from pressures to widen road – again it is speed
control that will reduce this pressure.

• Advocate to VicRoads to allow lower speeds within shire roads in order to protect our
flora and fauna and our residents. Default rural speed limits on rural roads need to be
reviewed as the urban fringe loation means that the roads here which have some rural
characteristics which define them as ‘rural roads’ are not the same as rural roads in
the country areas. Unlike country areas, our roads have significant commuter traffic
and traffic from neighbouring densely populated areas travelling and commuting on
these roads.

Key Moves – Sustainability 

Infrastructure projects will all be assessed under the Sustainability Rating for infrastructure 
Projects and all consumption materials such as road building materials be recycled where 
available. All infratsrure to be designed in compliance with Melbourne Water Water sensitive 
urban design guidelines 

Principles 

In this section it appears that the best we are going to do for the environment is –“we need to 

anticipate and avoid any actions that may cause serious or irreversible harm to the 

environment and the people who live within it”. Council processes which may impact the 
environment need to be put through a rigorous evaluation to determine that none of these 
processes may cause serious loss irreversible environmental harm. If it is assessed that they 
may, then the process must be changed or ceased. The evaluation must be transparent and 
proactively encompass all processes and works which .may impact on the environment in a 
serious or irreversible manner 



Engaged Connected Communities 

RARE recognises the need for rural residents to stay connected and endorses Council 
advocating for improved public transport (Action 1.9) and transport sharing options. It is very 
unclear what the rest of the document is advocating for in terms of improved transport as it is 
is mentioned in several places such as “economy” with no real context or actions. RARE 
would not support the loss of roadside vegetation to accommodate increased traffic flows.    

RARE is happy that this section recognises local volunteers. RARE would like to see more 
help and support for our wildlife volunteers.  

• Wildlife carers need an IT system that all users can access, that allows the public to
easily log accidents.  A centralised system accessible to Council and registered
volunteers to allow people to easily call in and/or log accidents.

• This can also be used to log hot spots and even ‘stocktake” wildlife.
• Wildlife carers need reduced speed limits where wildlife is active or where roads have

been built across their paths and habitat links.
• Wildlife carers need education and communication program about wildlife behaviour

and the importance of respecting it.
• Wildlife carers need Council to set an example of that respect. This could be helped,

in part, by recognising the wildlife volunteers.

Wildlife carers need to see funding allocated in the budget for the items above that require it. 

Engagement is not possible without information : 
• Availability of documentation online will facilitate engagement and transparency.

Documentation which should be available online include:
• All plans and processes relating to roads and roadsides.
• Plans for roadside tree works, footpaths and trails.
• Refer to the existing neighbourhood character statements and township strategies for

all new infrastructure. Develop new ones for those towns which don’t have them in
consultation with community

Active and Creative People 

• Protecting our biodiversity and ecology should be a top priority as this sets the scene
for all of the health benefits stated in the plan.

• Cultural and environmental heritage may be enhanced by recognising officially the
significance of all plants and plat communities over 100 years old on publicly owned
land



Safe and Healthy Environment 

• This needs to spell out the actions for protecting our environmental assets around our
roadsides.

• It should include what Council are prepared to take action on to protect wildlife and
how that may be funded.

• Advocacy for reduced speed on our roads including all hours and dawn to dusk hours.
• Advocacy for wildlife crossing structures to be installed on our roads.

Prosperous Economy 

• Developing the economy and tourism will come at a cost to our wildlife and this is not
the role of the Council.

• Council need to ensure wildlife toll from ever increasing traffic is reduced .
• RARE would also like to understand if any future transport infrastructure will impact

existing eco systems.
• Trails planned should be in keeping with the 2011 trail strategy. The Australian

Standards 4970—2009 Protection of trees on development sites and Planning
Schedule clause 52.17 to be adhered to for all trails without exemption by
amendments.

Leadership 

• Moving leadership towards the “empowering end of the spectrum” does not sounds
like a robust plan for environmental protection? This sounds as though we are going
to let people do as they see fit – and the environment rarely comes out well with a
framework like this.

Comments 

• The decline in our biodiversity is at critical levels – this should be explicitly addressed
with explicit actions – NO TRADE OFFS.

• The plan should address the Shires conservation role for all Melbournians.

Signed 

Date 11/8/19 

Address/Suburb RARE community group c/o  Sue McKinnon 

Contact person Mel Nelson Email 



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Connor  on behalf of 
nillumbik
Submission on Nillumbikâ€™s Draft Green Wedge Management Plan, 2019 - Jim Connor 
Sunday, 11 August 2019 2:12:46 PM

Submission by:

Jim Connor

This is my Submission on Nillumbikâ€™s Draft Green Wedge Management Plan, 2019

1. I do not support the draft Nillumbik Green Wedge Management Plan, 2019 and believe the current GWMP
should retained.

2. If this current plan is not to be retained then the views and ideas contained in the Majority Report from
Councilâ€™s promoted consultation panel process should
be accurately and completely reflected in any revised GWMP. The later Minority Report should not be
considered.

3. The current Urban Growth Boundary must be strictly adhered to as a hard boundary, with no softening of
controls or permitted uses around the edges.

4. No changes should be occur to zoning that would impact negatively on the environment and buffer zones
must not be introduced.

5. Rural Conservation Zoned land must be protected and maintained and the current zoning retained, with no
changes to local planning zones.

6. The GWMP must provide for stronger vegetation controls and protection, especially to help offset the loss of
canopy tree cover resulting from intensive subdivisions and residential development in urban areas of
Nillumbik.

7. Actual practical environmental protection needs to be reinforced in the GWMP, not reduced and watered
down. The natural environment of the Green Wedge, including flora and fauna are highly valued.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this submission.

cheers

Jim Connor

Submission 742
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From:  on behalf of 
To: gwnp@nillumbik.vic.gov.au
Subject: Protecting the Green Wedge
Date: Sunday, 11 August 2019 10:03:27 AM

I am emailing to say that it would be a disaster for the natural environment and the liveability of Nillumbik if
the Green Wedge is compromised in any way.

I have lived in this part of the world for nearly 70 years and I have seen the disappearance of vasts tracts of
bushland and farmland, including the Montmorency Bush, the bush off Old Eltham Road where my class from
Lower Plenty State School went on Nature Study excursions and big chunks of bush in Eltham North.

I have lived in  for over 40 years now and the exponential threats to our local environment from
global warming, deer and private landowners destroying good bush by running horses through it have created a
situation where the whole local ecology is at risk.

The Council must act to save what we have left AS ITS TOP PRIORITY.

Robbo Bennetts

 from my iPhone

Submission 743
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Nillumbik Draft Green Wedge Management Plan Submission 
I do not support the draft 6WMP

I  do not support zoning or permit changes in the Green Wedge. The draft suggests that to start 
farming in the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) no permit should be required if the land has been 
previously cleared and used for farming. This definition of 'cleared land' needs greater detail - 
much of Nillumbik has been cleared at some stage, but thanks to regeneration it holds 
signif icant environmental qualities. Permits are essential as they can ensure any agricultural 
activities respect the land.

This draft must mention the fact that tourism developments in the Green Wedge need to be “in 
conjunction" with agricultural uses, as stated in Section 55 of the planning scheme. This clause 
of the planning scheme decreases the likelihood of inappropriate develuprueMl. 
change the heading of the economic one to “a prosperous eco-friendly Green Wedge economy".

This draft plan suggests the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ) is too restrictive of farming 
practices and this zoning should only be applied to land with higher conservation values. This 
puts at serious risk flora and fauna across a signif icant proportion of the Shire, whether as 
single trees in paddocks or scattered pockets of remnant bush. These are all vital and in need of 
greater care and protection, not less.

The plan needs clearer priorities. I t  uses the language of 'balance', and this needs to be 
amended as it indicates that our thinking is oppositional. I t  implies that there is a need to 
trade-off environmental health against other considerations, while international, national, and 
state government reports indicate that we must prioritise the health of our environment. For 
example, A3.12, p 33, speaks of balancing amenity, environmental considerations, private water 
extraction and community considerations. What needs to take place is a prioritisation of 
environmental considerations, as without optimal environmental health, all other activity and 
considerations will be constrained.

Name/Signature

Address/Suburb

E-mail

Submission 744
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Nillumbik Draft Green W edge Management Plan Submission

I do not support the draft GW M P

I w ould like to see more recognition of the state of the climate globally and how  Nillumbik could
contribute to climate change mitigation (I have heard planting trees is very useful) . The current
docum ent seems to gloss over the fact that climate change is putting so m uch pressure on the
already fragile ecosystem that supports our green wedge. There are numerous scientific works that
confirm that biodiversity, eco systems and m any species are at critical and endangered levels (see
the Governments IPBES report that states 'The health of ecosystems on w hich  w e  and all other
species depend is deteriorating more rapidly than. It is not too late to make a difference, but only if
w e  start now  at every level from local to global".

Nillumbik Council should take this very valuable and timely opportunity to publicly recognise and
act at a local level. This document does not have any brave actions, there is nothing w e  could offer
as class leading. There is a lack of detail throughout the document regarding the protection and
enhancem ent of the Shire's biodiversity in all its forms and varying quality. Clearly defined actions
need to be included w hich  will address this problem to ensure the long term health of the Green
W edge.

It appears to have less protection that the current plan w hich  has seen biodiversity loss. This would
indicate that a new  plan should have more protection included. The draft plan does not provide
enough certainty for the long term protection of the natural environment within the Nillumbik green wedge.

The draft plan should do more to acknowledge the importance of all indigenous vegetation and
address the urgent need to conserve it across the Shire, on private and public land. The community
must work together to focus on increasing habitat for wildlife and connectivity; preserving
biodiversity; valuing w hat ecosystems provide; developing a 'systems view' (that ALL is
interdependent); address the climate change and extinction crisis, and the need to transform to an
ecologically sustainable society. This must become the underpinning ethos that guides the plan,
w ithout compromise and trade offs.

Address/

E-mail
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Draft Green Wedge Management Plan 
for public consultation

Nillumbik Shire Council is asking the community to help prepare a new 
Green Wedge Management Plan. Over the last year, the community 
has shared their ideas and knowledge to help us understand - 
W hat is the best w ay for us to m anage  N illum bik's Green W edge, 

now  and in the future?

We've now prepared a Draft Green Wedge Management Plan and want the 
community's feedback.

The Draft Green Wedge Management Plan includes:

• a vision for the future of Nillumbik's Green Wedge

• five key moves for the Shire that are intended to achieve the community
panel's recommendations on multiple fronts

• principles that informed the creation of this plan and will guide how it is to be
implemented

• goals that describe desired overall outcomes for the community

• specific objectives that describe what is to be achieved in support of the goals

• key actions to effect change in the direction of the objectives.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire
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Subm issions

Written submissions can be made until 11.59pm on Sunday 11 August 2019, and will 
be considered by Council to September, prior to finalisation and adoption.

Submissions can be made:
• via the electronic form available online at

participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/gwmp

• lodged in person at one of Council's staffed community facilities:
- Council offices, Civic Drive, Greensborough
- Hurstbridge Community Hub, 50 - Graysharps road, Hurstbridge
- Eltham Community and Reception Centre, 801 Main Road, Eltham

• or mailed to Attention: The Project Team, PO Box 476, Greensborough VIC 3088

W hat are the next steps?

• A summary of all community engagement will be presented to Council at a
Future Nillumbik Meeting in September 2019.

• Following the Future Nillumbik Meeting, the summary will be made available
to the community.

• Council will consider all submissions received and will use the feedback to
inform the development of the final Green Wedge Management Plan.

• The final Green Wedge Management Plan will be presented to Council for
endorsement in October 2019

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



A  Vision for N illum bik’s Green W edge

'Management of the Nillumbik green wedge will lead the way in supporting a vibrant, 
resilient, connected and diverse community; living in the landscape to enhance the 
environmental, social and economic sustainability of the Shire.' See page 5 of the 
draft plan for more details about the Vision.

Do you agree with the vision for Nillumbik’s Green Wedge?

J 3  Yes □  No □  Partially □  Not sure 7 5 J& s# ),

Do you have any comments about the Vision? /,v f  ^ ^
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Five Key Moves

The five Key Moves below outline organisational changes for the long-term to 
support delivery of the Green Wedge Management Plan. See page 13 of the draft 
plan for more details about the five key moves.

1. A comprehensive landowner's information and support service.
2. A whole of organisation approach to community resilience.
3. A "Green Wedge Conversations” program.
4. A comprehensive planning and place management service for the townships.
5. Stocktakes of environmental assets and agricultural practices.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



To what extent do you agree with the Five Key Moves to support delivery of the Green 
Wedge Management Plan?

Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

Key Move 1

Key Move 2

Key Move 3

Key Move k

Key Move 5

Do you have any comments about the Five Key Moves?

Principles
The principles informed the creation of the Green Wedge Management Plan and will 
guide its implementation. See page 19 of the draft plan more for details about each 
of the Principles.

To what extent do you agree with the Principles that are designed to guide the 
implementation of the Green Wedge Management Plan?

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Principles
Strongly

agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Leadership

Aboriginal voice

A whole of shire approach and 
recognition of Nillumbik's 
relationship to Metropolitan 
Melbourne

Manage change for future 
benefit
Collaboration and 
connectedness
Celebrate, appreciate and enjoy 
local identity and the landscape
Social equity
Safety, wellbeing and resilience
Conserve and enhance our 
heritage
Sustainability and the 
precautionary principle

Do you have any comments about the Principles?

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Coals, Objectives and Key Actions

The Plan includes five goals which describe the desired overall outcomes for the 
community.

Coal 1: Engaged  connected com m unities

See page 2U of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions 
for Goal 1.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 1?

□  Strongly support □  Support Q  Neutral Q  Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 1 ?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Coal 2: Active and creative people

See page 27 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions 
for Goal 2.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 2?

□ Strongly support □  S upport O  Neutral Q  Do not support I IStronqly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 2?
Please note the number of the Objective / Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Coal 3: Safe and healthy environm ents

See pages 32-33 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for Goal 3

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 3?

I I Strongly support Q  Support O  Neutral Q D o  not support I IStronqlv do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 3?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



Coal 4: A  prosperous econom y

See pages 38-39 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key 
actions for 
Goal 4.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 4?

I I Strongly support Q  Support O  Neutral Q  Do not support I I Strongly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 4?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Creen Wedge Shire



Coal 5: Responsible leadership

See page 41 of the draft plan for more details about the objectives and key actions 
for Goal 5.

To what extent do you support the objectives and key actions for Goal 5?

I I Strongly support □  Support □  Neutral □  Do not support I IStronqly do not support

Do you have any comments about the objectives or key actions for Goal 5?
Please note the number of the Objective or Key Action that each of your comments 
relates to.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire
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Please attached any further pages ydu would like to include in your feedback. v_/

Future Nillum bik Com m ittee Meeting
As an indication for meeting arrangements at this stage are you intending to speak to 
your submission at the Future Nillumbik Committee Meeting on Tuesday 10 
September 2019?

□  Yes □  No

To register to speak, you will need to complete the online form at nillumbik 
or call 9433 3271.

.vic.gov.au
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Contact details
Please provide the following contact details. This will allow us to contact you to 
acknowledge that we have received your submission or if we need to clarify any 
details of your feedback.

Name:

Postal Address:

Email:

Phone:

Privacy Statement
Nillumbik Shire Council is collecting your information for the purpose of clarifying 
details of feedback received on the Draft Green Wedge Management Plan.
The information provided will not be shared with third parties unless we are required 
to or permitted to by law. This information is being collected in accordance with the 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. If all the requested information is not 
provided, Nillumbik Shire Council will be unable to contact you to acknowledge that 
we have received your submission or to clarify details of your feedback. You may 
access your information by contact Council's Privacy Officer 03 9433 3111 or by email 
privacytaniltumbik.vic.qov.au.

Nillumbik
The Green Wedge Shire



From: Lucienne Harrison (DELWP) > 
Sent: Thursday, 15 August 2019 1:51 PM
To: 

Subject: DELWP comment on draft Nillumbik GWMP

Dear Geoff and Nichole,

Thank you for your invitation to the department to provide feedback on the draft Nillumbik Green
Wedge Management Plan (GWMP) 2019.

The department supports council’s intent to regularly review and update strategic policies and notes
the significant work undertaken to prepare the draft currently on consultation. Strengthening
protection and management of green wedge land is a focus of the state government as outlined in
Plan Melbourne 2017-2050.

We have reviewed the draft GWMP in light of the existing Nillumbik GWMP completed in 2010, along
with the requirements for the preparation and form and structure of GWMPs as outlined in the state
government’s Planning Practice Note 31: Preparing a Green Wedge Management Plan (PPN31). In
particular, the Department would like to make the following observations:

·  It is a key principle of a GWMP to ensure alignment with Victorian State Government policies
and strategies. It is current state government policy to ensure new residential development is
concentrated within existing settlements and townships and this is reinforced in council’s local
planning policy framework at Clause 21.05. It is noted that the revised draft GWMP suggests
council may have to “re-examine” this strategic policy direction (pp.22).

It is also noted there are differences in the level of clarity of strategic guidance provided to
discretionary uses and development when comparing the draft GWMP with the existing GWMP
currently in place.

It is further noted that a significant number of key implementation actions, including three of the five
overall “key moves”, are dependent upon external funding sources. The department is keen to
promote the development of independently robust and resilient GWMPs and implementation actions
that are able to be delivered primarily by council and in partnership with key local stakeholders. While
the department is committed to supporting local policy and programs, it suggests council further
consider the viability of an approach that nominates a significant number of implementation actions
to be reliant on external funding.

The department is happy to meet with council officers to discuss its comments if required. Please
contact 

for further enquiries.

Submission 747
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Yours sincerely

Lucienne Harrison
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